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After a successful minstrel show in 1952 to raise funds for the   new Bristol Consolidated School, the Bristol Footlighters was 
formed in 1953. They provided offbeat entertainment by local folks 
for 60 years while supplying funding for school improvements and a 
scholarship to a Bristol student graduating from Lincoln Academy. 
So here is a photo of our last cast, a unique one! And our closing 
words, “Happy trails to you, until we meet again.” 
Phil Averill & Paul Yates, photo by Jessica Yates
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Municipal Directory
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS & OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
William Benner, Chairman ....................................................................Term expires 2014
Harry Lowd, III ...........................................................................................Term expires 2016
Paul Yates ....................................................................................................Term expires 2015
SCHOOL COMITTEE
Darin Carlucci ............................................................................................Term expires 2014
Robert Davidson ......................................................................................Term expires 2015
Sarah Cook Mathieson ...........................................................................Term expires 2016
David Kolodin, Chairman ......................................................................Term expires 2015
Bonnie Sablinsky .....................................................................................Term expires 2016
PARKS & RECREATION COMMISION
Gordon Benner, Chairman ...................................................................Term expires 2016
Sandra Lane ...............................................................................................Term expires 2015
Judith Lowd, resigned ...........................................................................Term expires 2014
••• 
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR, TREASURER, 
TAX COLLECTOR, TOWN CLERK &  
REGISTRAR OF VOTERS 
Kristine Poland




ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 
Kyle Emerson 
Michael Witte, alternate
FIRE CHIEF, FIRE WARDEN &  
DIRECTOR OF CIVIL EMERGENCY 
PREPAREDNESS 
Paul Leeman, Jr.
EMS SERVICE CHIEF 
Jeri Pendleton








Earle Cooper ..............................................................................................Term expires 2014
Andrea Cox, Chairman ...........................................................................Term expires 2016
Robert Cushing ........................................................................................Term expires 2016
Jeff Eilenberg, Vice-Chairman .............................................................Term expires 2015
George Masters, Jr. ..................................................................................Term expires 2014
Benjamin Pendleton, alternate ...........................................................Term expires 2014
Herbert Watson, alternate ....................................................................Term expires 2014
APPEALS BOARD
Troy Benner ...............................................................................................Term expires 2014
Craig Elliott, Chairman ...........................................................................Term expires 2015
Angela Kortemeier ..................................................................................Term expires 2014
Don Means .................................................................................................Term expires 2015
HARBOR MASTERS
ROUND POND • MOXIE COVE • MUSCONGUS HARBOR
Robert Ball 
NEW HARBOR • LONG COVE • BROWNS COVE • BACK COVE
Steven Hope











Scott Burke .................................................................................................Term Expires 2014
Eugene Carter, alternate .......................................................................Term Expires 2014
David Cheney ............................................................................................Term Expires 2014
Thomas Johnson......................................................................................Term Expires 2015
Steve Lackovic ..........................................................................................Term Expires 2016
Ronald Poland ..........................................................................................Term Expires 2014
Steve Termine, alternate .......................................................................Term Expires 2014
SHELLFISH WARDENS ............................................................. Rand Maker & Brent Barter
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Julie Babb ...................................................................................................Term expires 2014
Sandra Brackett ........................................................................................Term expires 2015
Douglas Cameron ...................................................................................Term expires 2014
Richard Francis .........................................................................................Term expires 2014
John Freeman ...........................................................................................Term expires 2016
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Chad Hanna ...............................................................................................Term expires 2014
Charles Hanson ........................................................................................Term expires 2016
Paul Leeman III .........................................................................................Term expires 2015
Terry McCabe ............................................................................................Term expires 2015
Jared Pendleton .......................................................................................Term expires 2016
••• 
UNITED STATES SENATOR SUSAN COLLINS
One Canal Plaza, Suite 802 
Portland, ME 04101 
www.collins.senate.gov 
207-780-3575
413 Dirksen Senate Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
202-224-2523
UNITED STATES SENATOR ANGUS KING
4 Gabriel Drive, Suite 3 
Augusta, ME 04330 
www.king.senate.gov 
800-432-1599
359 Dirksen Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
202-224-5344
UNITED STATES CONGRESSWOMAN FIRST DISTRICT CHELLIE PINGREE
2 Portland Fish Pier, Suite 304 
Portland, ME 04101 
www.pingree.house.gov 
888-862-6500
1318 Longworth HOB 
Washington, DC 20510 
202-225-6116
STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 20 CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
3230 Turner Ridge Road 3 State House Station 
Somerville, ME 04348 Augusta, ME 04333 
senchrisjohnson@legislature.maine.gov 207-287-1515 
207-632-6066
STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 51 MICHAEL “MICK” DEVIN
1 Hillcrest Road 
Newcastle, ME 04553 
mick@mickdevin.org 
207-563-3132 
2 State House Station  




2153 Bristol Road 
Pemaquid, ME 04558 
207-677-2678
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
767 Main Street, 1A 
Damariscotta, ME 04543 
207-563-3044
CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF
Steven Bailey ............................................................................Superintendent of Schools
Deryl Holt .................... Assistant Superintendent and Director of Special Services
Linda Skiff .........................................Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent
Sherry Forstrom ..................... Admin. Assistant to the Director of Special Services
Katherine Hunt .........................................................................................Business Manager
Candice Abruzese ..............................................................Payroll and Benefits Manager
Sharon Marchi............................................................................... Curriculum Coordinator 
Angelique Ouellette ......................................School Psychological Services Provider
Ellen Dickens ............................................................................... Adult Education Director
SCHOOL BOARD
David Kolodin, Chairman Sarah Cook Mathieson Bonnie Sablinsky




Sue Shiminski ............................................................................................................. Secretary
Christina Bradbury ...........................................................................................Pre-K Teacher
Linda Brown ..................................................................................................Grade 2 Teacher
Theresa Burch ......................................................................................... Learning Specialist
Merrillee Cheney ..........................................................................................Special Ed. Tech
Annie Connell ...............................................................................................Grade 1 Teacher
Bristol Consolidated School
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Becky Cooper ...................................................................... Grade 7-8 ELA, Social Studies
Linda Cosgrove...................................................................................................School Nurse
Judy Cotton ...................................................................................................Grade 3 Teacher
Andrea Cough ......................................................................................Pre-K - 8 Art Teacher
John Cough ...................................................................... Pre-K - 8 Technology Specialist
Kevin Crafts .............................................................................................. Grades 5-8 Science
Rachel Deblois ...............................................................................................Special Ed. Tech
Jennifer Eckel .................................................................................................Special Ed. Tech
Lee Emmons ...................................................................................................Special Ed. Tech
Joan Hatch ....................................................................................................................Ed. Tech.
Adria Holmes....................................................................................Library, Long-term sub
Tammy Holmes..............................................................................................Special Ed. Tech
Ken Jackman .................................................................................................Grade 4 Teacher
Allison Kelsey-Bryant.................................................................................. Ed. Tech/Library
Kandi Kinney ..................................................................................................Special Ed. Tech
Marlies Myers .................................................................................... Pre-K-8 Music Teacher
Ashley Pendleton ............................................................................................ Pre-K Ed. Tech
Chris Perry ...................................................................................Pre-K - 8 Phys. Ed. Teacher
Andrea Powell ...............................................................................................Grade K Teacher
Patty Pratt .....................................................................................................Speech Therapist
Lyn Prentice .........................................................................Grade 5 Teacher, Grade 6 ELA
Francine Rondina......................................................................................School Counselor
Katie Thomas ...................................................................................................................... Title I
Kristen Travers-Whitmore ..............................................................................Social Worker
Donovan York ................................................Grades 6-8 Math, Grade 6 Social Studies




Christy Toman .................................................................................. Food Service Manager






Births: 17 (4 boys, 13 girls)
Deaths: 42 (listed on following page)*
INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE
To State Treasurer ...........................................................................................................................$3,413.00
To Town Treasurer ............................................................................................................................$1729.50
CLAM LICENSES
12 Resident Commercial at $200 ....................................................................................................$2,400.00
2 Nonresident Commercial at $400 ...................................................................................................$800.00
2 Resident Student Commerical at $100 ...........................................................................................$200.00
58 Resident Recreational at $15 ........................................................................................................$870.00
17 Nonresident Recreational at $30 ..................................................................................................$510.00
28 Resident Complimentary (over 65, or under 12)
2 Nonresident Recreational Complimentary (over 65, or under 12)
DOG LICENSES
Altered
State Treasurer .............................................................................................................................. $1,293.00
Town Treasurer .............................................................................................................................. $1,293.00
Unaltered
State Treasurer ................................................................................................................................. $500.00
Town Treasurer ................................................................................................................................... $50.00
UNPAID EXCISE TAX ON DOCUMENTED BOATS
Waino Autio, Finnish Pride
Brian Bickford, Greta Belle
Kenneth L. Bickford, Pair A Dice
Bornoc Associates II Inc., Avalanche
Eugene F. Carter, Atlantic Mist
Alan B. Cheney, Candace
R.A. Cheney, Inc., Dangerous Liaison
Shawn C. Cowan, Zoe Monique
Spencer T. Dyer, The Chain
Shawn M. Elliott, Majick
Joshua J. Fitzpatrick, Craig & Avery
Zachary R. Geyer, Miss Fortune
Charles G. Moebius, Canis Minor
Matthew A. Plummer, Appolonia Dawn
Thomas Wales, Anoush Koon
*  Due to a change in the way the Maine Department of Health and Human Services processes death records, towns no longer receive 
death certificates for their residents. We apologize if we omitted anyone from our listings. 
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Name Age and Date of Death
Foster, Walter R. ...........................................................................................................95, 01/07/2013
Gamage, Marjorie C. ..................................................................................................88, 01/23/2013
Osier, Shirley E. ............................................................................................................91, 01/23/2013
Pooler, Lawrence G. Jr. ..............................................................................................89, 02/03/2013
Reed, Arlene V. .............................................................................................................90, 02/08/2013
Swank, Rodney W. ......................................................................................................83, 02/08/2013
Lacy, John ......................................................................................................................91, 02/17/2013
Asselmeyer, Florence A. ......................................................................................... 103, 02/24/2013
Klein, Frederick W. ......................................................................................................70, 02/24/2013
Tudor, Mary E. ..............................................................................................................83, 03/04/2013
Hancock, Judith M. .....................................................................................................84, 03/05/2013
True, Robert J. ..............................................................................................................77, 03/14/2013
Rushmore, Mary Lee ..................................................................................................79 ,03/17/2013
Hary, Edith L. ................................................................................................................90 ,03/26/2013
Burton Jr., Richard A. .................................................................................................74, 04/01/2013
Williams Sr., Donald B. ...............................................................................................70, 04/13/2013
Prucha, Edward J. ........................................................................................................69, 04/23/2013
Osier, Leonard L. ..........................................................................................................92, 05/09/2013
Rice, Ellen L. ..................................................................................................................76, 06/02/2013
Cleaves, Madolyn W. ..................................................................................................90, 06/13/2013
Brackett, Leona M. ......................................................................................................91, 06/28/2013
McAlice, Bernard J. .....................................................................................................83, 07/02/2013
Lane, Lyndon L. ...........................................................................................................91, 07/06/2013
Ludlow, Joan T. ............................................................................................................78, 07/17/2013
Davis, Richard C. ..........................................................................................................93, 07/21/2013
Howell, David B. ..........................................................................................................75, 07/21/2013
Noyes, Eleanor A. ........................................................................................................94, 07/29/2013
Richards, Thereas O. ...................................................................................................93, 08/05/2013
Olson, Peggy A. ...........................................................................................................51, 08/08/2013
Kempton, Russell H. ...................................................................................................90, 08/09/2013
Hagar, Edith B. ..............................................................................................................99, 08/17/2013
Taddei, Robert E. .........................................................................................................85, 09/06/2013
Gamage, Howard J. ....................................................................................................85, 09/12/2013
Nordin, Patricia J. ........................................................................................................80, 09/19/2013
Morton, Virginia M. ....................................................................................................81, 09/21/2013
Wardell, Avril “Jacqueline” ........................................................................................61, 10/29/2013
Simmons, Jane R. ........................................................................................................78, 11/01/2013
Kauserud, Robert L.....................................................................................................86, 11/14/2013
Crook, Pauline F. ..........................................................................................................81, 12/20/2013
Benner, Ozro I ...............................................................................................................60, 12/23/2013
Lamb, Charles E. ..........................................................................................................76, 12/23/2013
Price, John F. .................................................................................................................83, 12/28/2013
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Bristol Fire & Rescue Officers
BRISTOL FIRE CHIEF .................................................................................... Paul Leeman, Jr.
EMS SERVICE CHIEF ........................................................................................ Jeri Pendleton
STATION ONE: NEW HARBOR
First Assistant Chief ....................................................................................... Jared Pedleton
Captain .........................................................................................................................Bill Crider
Lieutenants ........................................................................ Brad Pendleton, David Cowan
STATION TWO: ROUND POND
Third Assistant Chief ..........................................................................................Neal Kimball
Captain ............................................................................................................. Vernon Holmes
Lieutenant .............................................................................................................Katie Corson
STATION THREE: BRISTOL MILLS
Second Assistant Chief .......................................................................................... Tim Miller
Captain ...................................................................................................................Rusty Bryant
Lieutenant .......................................................................................................... Jordan Powell
••• 
Clerk ........................................................................................................................ Leah Cowan
Treasurer ..........................................................................................................Tammy Holmes
Training Officer ...................................................................................................... Nick Bryant
Safety Officer ................................................................................................... Breck Holladay
Chaplain ............................................................................................................ Breck Holladay
Trustees ........................................................... Tim Miller, Ron Pendleton, John Stolecki
Review Committee .........................Tammy Holmes, Neal Kimball, Scott Pendleton
Fire Warden .................................................................................................... Paul Leeman, Jr.
Assistant Fire Wardens .................................... Rusty Bryant, Bill Crider, Katie Corson, 
Vernon Holmes, Neal Kimball, Paul Leeman III, Tim Miller
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Value of Taxable Real Estate ..............$778,492,240
Value of Personal Property ..................$10,956,800
Total Taxable Value .................$789,449,040
Rate of Taxation ............$7.70 per $1,000.00
Breakdown of Value of Personal Property
Machinery & Equipment .....................$10,095,700
Business Equipment .................................$600,900
Other Personal Property ...........................$260,200
Property of Veterans over 62 and property of Veteran’s 
Widows are exempt in accordance with statutory di-
rective. Applications are available at the Town Office.
Number of Veteran Exemptions .......................... 69
Veteran Exemption Total ..........................$872,040
Number of Homestead Exemptions ...................672
Homestead Exemption Total..................$5,786,600
The Collection of Taxes
Assessments are based on the status of properties on April 1st of the tax year. Valuations can be adjusted 
at any time during April, or until the taxes have been committed to the Collector. Upon commitment, the 
valuations become permanent record and can be changed only through the abatement process. Tax bills 
will be mailed to the owner of record as of April 1st, and if known to the Town, a copy will be mailed to any 
new owner. It is interesting to note that in Maine, the tax bill is not a legal requirement.
The due date and the interest rate for late payment are determined by vote of the townspeople at the 
March Annual Town Meeting. In 2014, the Selectmen will recommend September 15th for the due date and 
7% for the interest rate on late payments. (7% is the maximum rate allowable in 2014, as set by the State 
Treasurer). Prepayment of taxes in any amount will be accepted at any time.
The Lien Process
Between eight and twelve months after the tax commitment, the Treasurer will place a lien on all real 
estate with unpaid taxes. The costs of the lien are paid by the Town and must be paid by the delinquent 
taxpayer before the lien can be discharged. If the lien remains unpaid for 18 months after being record-
ed, the Town becomes the owner of the property. At this point the prior owner may negotiate with the 
Selectmen to buy back the property, or the Town can sell the property at auction.
Homestead Exemption
You are entitled to a Homestead Exemption if:
•  You are a legal resident of Maine as of April 1st, 2014 and have owned a homestead property here  
for at least the last 12 months;
•  That property has been your permanent residence for the past 12 months;
•  It is the only property for which you are claiming a homestead exemption.
If you already are receiving this exemption, there is no need to reapply. If not, applications are available  
at the Town Office and must be filed before April 1st.
 2013 Assessor’s Report
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1267 Investors, LLC ..................................................887.04
212 Snowball Hill Road, LLC ................................. 1,848.77
28 Beach Loop Road, LLC .........................................955.57
Abbott, Deborah S., Trustee .....................................361.90
Abenaki Pemaquid Harbor LLC ............................. 2,654.19
Ablon, Betty Ann ..................................................2,427.81
Acheson, James M. & Thomas M. et al .................. 1,086.47
Acheson, James M.& Ann W. ................................ 1,669.36
Acheson, Juliana & Field, John Jacob .......................721.49
Acheson, Marjorie & Allaire, Shawn M.....................967.12
Acheson, Marjorie R. ............................................3,011.47
Acheson, Richard D. Jr..............................................742.28
Achter, Barbara K. & Morton J. ............................. 4,073.30
Achter, Barbara K. & Morton J. ............................. 1,436.82
Acker, Bonnie & Acker, Alden Worth ..................... 6,740.58
Adams, Julie & Bonsant, Mary .............................. 1,824.90
Adams, Kevin R. & Carol J. .................................... 2,207.59
Addison, Carl W. & Ellen B., Tr. .............................. 1,268.19
Adirondack Land Management, LLC ..................... 2,162.16
Adirondack Land Management, LLC ..........................15.40
Adkins, Thomas & Corinne E. ................................ 1,452.99
Adler, Stephen R. & Brenda K. .................................219.45
Agneta, Gail B. & Dibble, Timothy K. .......................609.84
Aguilar, Verian, Trustee ............................................823.90
Ah View LLC & Wilkinson, & Locraft, Tr. ................. 2,317.70
Akin, Gwendolyn, Tr. .............................................3,559.71
Alan J. Macphee Enterprises ................................. 2,622.62
Albert, Louis P. .........................................................913.22
Albright, James A. & Roberta L. ...............................251.79
Albright, James A. & Roberta L. ............................ 3,153.15
Alcox, Douglas E. & Mary C. .................................. 1,295.91
Alderisio, Joan ......................................................3,203.20
Alderisio, Samuel & Alderisio, Joan ...................... 1,285.90
Alderson, Michael S. & Raby Christine M. ............. 1,214.29
Aldrich, Marjorie R. ..............................................2,129.05
Alfonso, Richard J. & Lois M., Tr. ............................ 2,093.63
Alfonso, Richard J. & Lois M., Tr. ............................ 3,177.79
Allan, John A. & Barbara L., Trustee ...................... 1,452.99
Allen, George E., III & Brenda ..................................267.96
Allen, Glenn L. & Allen, Cheryl H. ......................... 1,850.31
Allen, Paul S., Trustee ........................................... 2,373.14
Allen, Rosamond W. ..................................................68.53
Allen, Rosamond W. & Allen, F. Towne .................. 3,361.82
Allen, Rosamond W. & Allen, F. Towne .................. 3,029.95
Allen, Rosamond W. & Allen, F. Towne .......................58.52
Allen, Walter L. ........................................................351.89
Alley, Mona D. .........................................................890.12
Alley, Mona D. ......................................................7,613.76
Alley, Wendy ...........................................................133.98
Aloise, David A. ....................................................2,020.48
Aloise, David A. & Placitella, Daria ........................ 6,086.85
Aloise, Donna ..........................................................184.80
Aloise, Donna M. ..................................................4,411.33
Alvord, Joan P. & John C. ....................................... 1,994.30
Alward, Natalia ....................................................1,732.50
American Tower Corp. ...........................................1,082.62
Andersen, Jan A. & Jane A. ......................................867.02
Andersen, Jan A. & Jane A. ......................................164.01
Andersen, Leighton E. & Leslie W. ........................ 1,798.26
Anderson, Charles W., Jr .......................................1,186.57
Anderson, Christopher H. ..................................... 1,179.64
Anderson, David I. & Maureen G. .............................191.73
Anderson, Maureen E. .............................................850.85
Anderson, Paul M. & Kathleen K. ........................ 40,452.72
Anderson, Peter ...................................................1,955.80
Anderson, Peter C. .....................................................99.33
Anderson, Peter C. ...................................................166.32
Anderson, Peter C. ...................................................169.40
Anderson, Peter C. ...................................................177.10
Andras, Judith L. & Davis, Alan B. ............................711.48
Andrew, Wayne M. & Susan R. .............................. 1,673.98
Andrews, Carol & Andrews, Eric J. ............................154.00
Andrews, Carol L. & Andrews, Gregg C.....................154.00
Andrews, Carol L. & Andrews, Lauri E. .....................154.00
Andrews, Carol L. & Andrews, Ronald H. .................154.00
Andrews, Lauri E., Trustee .................................... 1,258.18
Antosiewicz, Piotr & Pamela ................................ 3,947.02
Apgar, George B. & Joan W. .....................................204.05
Applegate, Barbara & Fraser, Howard ................... 1,158.85
Arber, Marjorie J. .....................................................939.40
Archambault, Linda S. & Thomas J. .........................980.21
Armstrong, Amanda E. & Richard A. ..................... 1,528.45
Armstrong, Kathryn & Stolecki, John .................... 1,258.18
Arnold, William G. & Jean,Trustees ....................... 3,194.73
Arzate, Wendy Williams ...........................................492.80
Arzate, Wendy Williams ........................................ 1,371.37
Ashby, Jo R. & D. Wayne ....................................... 1,192.73
Asmussen, Virginia Tudor & Brian C. ........................462.00
Atchison, Donald W. & Barbara F. ......................... 1,853.39
Atelier 3 LLC .........................................................8,111.95
Atelier 3 LLC ............................................................255.64
Atherton, S.& D., et al ...........................................3,217.06
Real Estate Taxpayer List
*
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Atkinson, Joan M. & Johnson, Patrick K. ............... 1,363.67
Atwood, Milford W., Jr. & Cynthia M. .......................919.38
Augusta, Robert L. ...............................................1,750.98
Ausschnitt, Christopher P. & Susan F. .................... 6,301.68
Austin, James E. & Darcy M. ....................................563.64
Autio, H. David .....................................................4,219.60
Avantaggio, Andrea M., Frank G. & William .............566.72
Averill, Norman C. & Sandra S..................................356.51
Averill, Norman C. & Sandra S..................................349.58
Averill, Philip H. ....................................................2,487.87
Averill, Philip H. & Bacon, Janet M. ....................... 1,431.43
Avery, William O. & Kathleen D. ...............................895.51
Babb, Bruce E. & Babb, Julia B. ............................. 3,842.30
Back Shore Real Estate Trust ....................................274.89
Bacon, Janet ............................................................274.89
Bader, Laurence Michael ......................................1,948.87
Badgley, Timothy R. .............................................1,027.18
Baganz, Bruce P., et al, Tr. .....................................7,195.65
Baganz, Mark; Bruce & Simpson, Barbara ............ 1,025.64
Bailey, Arthur L. ......................................................936.32
Bailey, Daniel F. & Maria V. ......................................303.38
Bailey, Gordon L.& Sclinda A. ............................... 1,412.18
Bailey, James C. & Nancy L. .................................. 1,218.91
Bailey, Jonathan ......................................................116.27
Bailey, Jonathan ......................................................123.20
Bailey, Vincent R. .....................................................641.41
Bailin, Sarah W., Trustee ....................................... 6,273.96
Baker, Philip L. & Plamondon, Deborah A. ...............974.05
Baker, Robert, Tr. & Dorothy, Tr.............................. 3,217.06
Baldacchino, Gerard J., Sr. & Sheila M. .....................811.89
Baldi, Susan C. ......................................................2,090.55
Baldwin, Cynthia B. ..............................................4,265.80
Baldwin, Wayne J. &  
Davidson-Baldwin, Stephanie .......................... 2,213.29
Ball, Joseph E., Jr. & Evelyn M. .................................837.76
Ball, Robert J. & Sandra J. ..................................... 1,046.43
Ball, William E. ........................................................170.17
Bank of America N.A. ........................................... 2,477.09
Banks, James E. & Elizabeth C. ............................. 1,337.49
Baptist, Lisa Elizabeth & Paul E. ...............................893.20
Barclay, Gilbert .....................................................3,759.14
Bard, Ellen Gurman .................................................694.54
Barrett, Nancy Wynn, Tr. ....................................... 1,305.92
Barrett, Samuel K. & Galbraith, Vivian .................. 1,222.76
Barron, Dunlap & Nat. City Bnk,Tr. ........................ 1,172.71
Barrows, Albert F. & Valerie R. .............................. 1,324.40
Barstow, Alice L. ......................................................314.93
Barstow, Alice L. & Henry H. ................................. 1,231.23
Bartlett, Paul & Bartlett, James P. ............................716.87
Barufaldi, Judith A. ..............................................1,569.26
Bascom, Fay A. & Leeman, Paul F., Jr........................869.33
Bath Savings Trust Co., Tr. Dalbeck Tr. .......................619.08
Baty, Ann & Dan Richard & Baty, Daniel T. ...............233.31
Baty, Ann E. & Dan R. & Baty, Daniel T. ......................61.60
Baty, Ann E. & Dan R. & Baty, Daniel T. ....................797.26
Baty, Daniel T. & Kristen A. ......................................822.36
Baty, Daniel T. & Kristen A. ................................... 1,019.48
Bauer, Beth A. & Arthur L., Jr. ..................................468.16
Bay Sail, LLC ............................................................155.54
Baybutt,  Mark D. & Scott T. .................................. 2,761.22
Bayview Associates, LLC .......................................4,480.63
Bayview Associates, LLC .......................................4,023.25
Beagan, John H. & Janet D.A. ............................... 1,388.31
Beal, Constance C. & Dale M. ...................................504.35
Beaton, James .........................................................987.45
Beattie, Robert T. ..................................................1,339.80
Beauchamp, Isa .......................................................660.66
Beauchamp, Peter Willoughby ................................689.15
Beaudet, Alex .......................................................1,374.45
Beaudet, Roger G. & Jesse .................................... 1,784.86
Beaver, Andrea L. & Bryan .......................................654.50
Beck, Isaac F. ........................................................7,761.60
Bedell, F. Merritt ......................................................354.97
Bedell, Kathryn K. .....................................................69.30
Bednark, Thomas A. & Christine C. ....................... 1,516.13
Begin, Jeanne & Gerlach, Janine & Steven.................90.09
Begley, Tamara L. & Bowers, Lisa K. & 
McLaughlin, Lois A. ........................................... 1,152.69
Belknap, Samuel L. Jr. & Barbara E. ...................... 2,693.46
Bell, Cedric C. & Patricia Margot ........................... 1,933.47
Bell, Harry R., Jr. & Rose A. ......................................275.66
Bell, Rebecca ........................................................1,583.12
Bell, Rebecca ...........................................................385.77
Bell, Verne B. Meyer .............................................1,056.44
Benjamin, Russell R. ................................................546.70
Benner, Allan J. & Lillian ....................................... 1,370.60
Benner, Athena .......................................................159.39
Benner, Bryant, Foster et al .......................................76.23
Benner, Chester F. & Johnson, Meredith A ...............716.56
Benner, Danica L. & Peter J. .....................................711.48
Benner, Dexter J. ..................................................1,178.10
Benner, Donald E. & M. Patricia ...............................576.73
Benner, Donald E. & M. Patricia ...............................555.48
Benner, Edward A. ...................................................793.87
Benner, Edward A. ...................................................164.78
Benner, Edward A. ...................................................448.14
Benner, Edward A. & Terri Jean ............................. 1,837.22
Benner, Gordon A. ................................................1,332.41
Benner, James C. Jr. .................................................112.42









Benner, Laura F. .......................................................708.40
Benner, Mable D. .....................................................258.72
Benner, Ozro I. & Susan E. .....................................1,521.52
Benner, Roy A. .........................................................211.75
Benner, Scott A. ....................................................1,218.14
Benner, Stanley J. & Patricia C. ............................. 1,675.06
Benner, Terri Jean & Penniman, Tom M. ..................431.20
Benner, Troy M. ....................................................1,341.34
Benner, Troy M. ....................................................1,400.63
Benner, Troy M. ....................................................1,269.73
Benner, Virgil ...........................................................244.09
Benner, Wendell A. ..................................................178.64
Benner, William E. & Patricia C. ............................ 1,374.76
Benner, William E., Jr. ................................................48.51
Bennett, John F., Trustee ......................................3,357.97
Bennett, Steven D. & Lorhyta ..................................218.68
Benson, Tracy A. ......................................................824.67
Bentley, George ....................................................1,717.87
Bentley, Jeffrey & Janet Lafleur ............................ 5,093.55
Bergey, Margaret N. .............................................1,652.42
Bergquist, Kathryn C. ...........................................1,152.69
Berkeley, John A., Tr. & Andrea Ericson, Tr. ............ 1,325.17
Bernier, Barbara K. ...............................................2,128.28
Berninger, Kathy S. ..................................................119.35
Bernstein, Lois & David ........................................4,343.57
Berry, Sally A. ..........................................................231.00
Bettencourt, Joy H. & Arthur Lawrence ................ 1,281.28
Bettencourt, Joy H. & Arthur Lawrence ................ 2,665.74
Bettencourt, Joy H. & Arthur Lawrence .....................86.24
Bettencourt, Joy H. & Arthur Lawrence .....................97.79
Bettencourt, Joy H. & Arthur Lawrence .....................34.65
Betts, Ronald J. & Ramona G. ..................................512.82
Bickford, Brian R. & Greta J., Tr. ................................564.41
Bickford, Brian R. & Redonnett, Greta................... 1,499.19
Bickford, Donald K. & Susan M. ...............................844.69
Bickford, Greta J.R., Custodian ...................................53.90
Bickford, Jessica A. & Kenneth L. .......................... 1,123.43
Bickford, Ralph L. ....................................................717.64
Bickford, Roy & Marie ........................................... 1,235.85
Bickford, Roy & Marie ........................................... 1,078.31
Biechele, Guy D. & Chickering-Biechele, Deborah ....944.79
Big Boulder LLC ....................................................2,639.56
Big Boulder LLC .......................................................231.00
Big Boulder LLC .......................................................231.00
Bigelow, Yvette ....................................................3,344.88
Bigelow, Yvette .......................................................870.87
Billik, John M. & Elizabeth .................................... 1,457.61
Billik, John M. & Elizabeth .......................................769.23
Bilodeau, Sean A. & Kathy B. ................................ 1,485.33
Bisagni, James J. & Walker, Memory .................... 1,383.69
Bixby, Steven H. & Robin L.................................... 1,388.31
Bjorkgren, David A. (Heirs) ......................................115.50
Blain, Cheryl L. ........................................................310.31
Blair David W. & Alicia R. ......................................1,591.59
Blakeslee, Lucia Landon, Tr. .................................. 2,275.35
Blanchard, David D. & Laura J. .............................. 1,456.84
Blanchard, Robert A. & Marilyn L. ...........................692.23
Blank, Gordon E. & Lynne H. ................................. 1,114.96
Blank, Lynne & Gordon & Hanna, Fred & Nancy ......789.25
Blomquist, Paul W. & Jo-Ann C. ...............................487.41
Blomquist, Paul W. & Jo-Anne C. .......................... 1,004.85
Blomquist, Philip A. & Linda F. ............................. 1,278.20
Boisvert, Brian J. & Robin R. ................................. 1,644.72
Bolster, Arthur S. & Elizabeth W. ........................... 1,509.20
Bolster, Gregory P. & Leslie Cheney ....................... 2,969.89
Bolster, Leslie C. & Gregory P....................................461.23
Bonney, Mary Jean ..................................................110.11
Bonugli, Celeste H. ...............................................3,312.54
Booker, Richard D. & Diane R. ..................................922.46
Bostrom, Herbert G. & Rosalie F. ........................... 2,169.09
Boucher, Lewis E., Tr. & Elsie T., Tr. ......................... 5,574.80
Boulton, James .......................................................251.79
Boulton, James R. & Laura A. ..................................987.91
Bourne, Anne Foster ..................................................63.14
Bourne, Anne Foster .............................................1,265.88
Bourne, Jessica L. & Rice, John P. .............................656.04
Bowden, G. Edward & Helen L. ............................. 5,199.04
Bower, P. Jeffrey ...................................................7,939.47
Bower, P. Jeffrey ......................................................617.54
Bowers, Elizabeth B. .............................................7,216.44
Bowers, Lisa K. & Begley, Tamara & Peter ............. 2,413.18
Bowers, Lucille; Jeffrey & Goodrich, Beth & James ..602.14
Bowman, Jane .....................................................4,084.85
Boyd, Ernest Donald. ...............................................593.67
Boyes, David & Thies, Melinda L. .......................... 1,786.40
Boyes, David & Thies, Melinda L. ...............................97.02
Boynton, M. Patricia ................................................698.70
Boynton, Patricia M. .............................................2,100.56
Boynton, Patricia M. .............................................1,059.52
Brackett, Gerald A. ..................................................460.46
Brackett, Gregory & Shelley .................................. 5,236.77
Brackett, Jack & Isabel ..........................................1,513.82
Brackett, Jack O. ...................................................1,933.47
Brackett, Jack O. ...................................................1,090.32
Brackett, Jack O. ........................................................40.04
Brackett, James L. & Leona M. .............................. 2,418.88
Brackett, John W................................................... 1,176.56
Brackett, Lisa B. .......................................................339.57
Brackett, Lynne Hughes .......................................1,098.02







Brackett, Norman R. .............................................1,214.29
Brackett, Norman R. & Sandra .............................. 4,420.11
Brackett, Stephen A. & Cynthia H. ...........................547.47
Brackett, Stephen A. & Cynthia H. ...........................445.06
Brackett, Stephen J. & Etheridge, Karen ............... 1,171.17
Brackett, Virginia .....................................................783.86
Brackett, Virginia M. ................................................149.38
Brackett, William S. & Ann A.,Tr. ........................... 3,161.62
Bradbury, Christina & William .............................. 1,403.71
Bradford, R. Verne & Martha P. ................................974.82
Bradford, Robert W. & Mary Jane ......................... 1,980.44
Bradley Shore LLC .................................................2,936.01
Bradley, Barbara & Michael .....................................763.84
Bradley, Robert B. & Suzanne B. ..............................778.47
Bradley, William Ross & Crissy Sue ..........................543.62
Bragdon, Richard M. & Geraldine P. ...................... 1,850.31
Brann, Todd M. & Sandra L. .....................................773.08
Breau, Leonard G. ....................................................767.69
Breisblatt, Warren M. & Linda W., Tr. ..................... 2,383.15
Brenner, Maryann O. & Frank J. ...............................341.88
Brenner, Maryann O. & Frank J. ...............................651.42
Bresky, Wayne & Meik, Stephanie A. .........................27.72
Brett, Christopher & Susan ................................... 1,446.06
Brewer, Jennifer ...................................................1,061.06
Brewer, Marilyn M. ..................................................547.01
Brewer, Thomas L. ...................................................863.17
Briggs, Edda, Tr. & Watson, Barbara, Tr. ....................462.00
Bright, Clara; Bright, James P. & Stephen.............. 8,771.07
Brinkler, Cyndi & James E. .......................................801.57
Brinkler, James V. .................................................1,874.18
Brisard, Zoe & Robert Alan ................................... 1,312.08
Bristol One, LLC ....................................................1,419.88
Bristol One, LLC .......................................................173.25
Bristol One, LLC .........................................................11.55
Bristol One, LLC ....................................................2,233.00
Broida, Michael D. & Broida, Ronald C. ....................855.47
Bronzi, Paule V., Tr. & Axelrod, Eleanor .................. 1,088.01
Bronzi, Paule V., Tr. & Axelrod, Eleanor .................. 1,643.95
Brooke, Scott B. .........................................................86.24
Brookes, Laurie C. & Francis E. .............................. 1,953.49
Brookes, Ruth H., Tr. & Brookes, Gay ..................... 3,127.74
Brooks, Anne L. & Hague, David A. ....................... 2,012.01
Brooks, John P....................................................... 1,256.64
Brooks, Katherine P. .................................................555.94
Brooks, Lawrence A. ..................................................23.87
Brooks, Martha Wisly, Tr........................................ 1,079.54
Brosseau, Dorothy M. ..............................................288.75
Broughton, James I. .............................................1,381.38
Brow, Michael R. .....................................................501.27
Brower, Howard S. & Andrea C.............................. 1,961.96
Brown Dog Rescue, LLC ........................................2,957.57
Brown, Ann E. .........................................................115.50
Brown, Ann E. .........................................................115.50
Brown, Daniel S. ......................................................231.00
Brown, Daniel S. ...................................................1,077.23
Brown, Daniel S. & Michelle Marcella ......................671.44
Brown, Edmund K. & Diane E. .............................. 1,459.92
Brown, Fred ..........................................................1,647.03
Brown, Kathleen K. ..............................................2,294.60
Brown, Peter & Virginia and Brown, Clara ............ 1,126.51
Brown, Randolph & Margaret H. .......................... 5,051.97
Brown, Stephen C. & Paula ................................... 1,365.98
Browne, Margaret A. ............................................1,851.08
Bruins, Douglas E. & Nancy .................................. 2,860.55
Brush, Edwin F., Jr. ................................................5,426.96
Bruzelius, Caroline, Tr............................................ 2,422.42
Bryant, Melissa M. ................................................1,800.26
Bryant, Melissa M. ...................................................347.27
Bryant, Ralph L. & Teresa M. ....................................919.38
Bryant, Randy W. & Karen L. ....................................961.73
Bryant, Russell C................................................... 1,078.77
Bryce, Jennifer Haley & Timothy John .................. 1,978.90
Buchanan, Thomas C. III & Margaret .......................550.55
Buchanan, Thomas C. III & Margaret .................... 1,537.69
Buchwalder, Mathew ........................................... 1,128.05
Buckingham, James B. .........................................1,155.00
Buckingham, John D., Jr. & Alexia A...................... 4,218.06
Buckingham, Lori J. .................................................180.95
Budrow, Brian .........................................................366.52
Budrow, Brian .........................................................159.39
Budrow, Michael G. & Angela L. ........................... 1,421.42
Budrow, Thomas E. & Sally A. ..................................349.58
Buell, Anne C., Trustee .......................................... 3,866.17
Bullis, Anne, Trustee .............................................2,149.07
Bulmer, Brian T. & Pelletier, Sherri L. .................... 1,197.35
Bulmer, Earl J. & Linda M. ..................................... 1,438.36
Bulmer, Earl J. Jr & Linda M. ....................................290.29
Bulmer, Earl J. Jr & Linda M. ................................. 2,078.23
Bulmer, Earl J., Linda M. & Jesse ..............................934.01
Bunker, Jonathan ....................................................351.12
Burgess, Michael Willis &  
Donna, Brian & Benjamin ....................................764.61
Burke, Scott H. ........................................................595.98
Burleson, Nancy S. ...............................................1,621.16
Burnham, Anna-Demia Butler .............................. 2,246.86
Burnham, Teresa Georgene .....................................184.80
Burns, Christopher ..................................................210.21
Burns, Lowell F. .......................................................934.78







Burns, Shannon R. & Angela....................................603.68
Burns, Shannon R. & Angela R. ................................607.53
Burns, Shannon R., Trustee ........................................72.38
Burrow, Rachel L. & Patrick A. .............................. 1,178.10
Burton, Don G. & Irene H. ..................................... 2,738.12
Burton, Ross .........................................................2,257.64
Burton, Ross A. ........................................................739.20
Burton, Vyrell L. ...................................................1,163.47
Busteed, Warren & Polhemus, Beth ...................... 8,814.96
Busy Bea, LLC .......................................................1,071.84
Busy Bea, LLC ..........................................................678.37
Busy Bea, LLC .......................................................3,950.87
Butler, Ann B. .......................................................6,498.03
Butler, Oliver ...........................................................112.42
Butternut Cove Holdings, LLC ............................... 3,338.72
Butterworth, Howard A. & Julia ..............................708.40
Butterworth, Jayne H. ..........................................2,450.14
Buzby, Charles R. & Lorilee A. ............................... 2,232.23
Byrnes, William C. & Patricia C. ............................. 4,884.11
Cahill, Thomas J. & Michele M. ................................512.05
Caldwell, Condon, & Kennedy ...................................57.75
Caldwell, Condon, & Kennedy .............................. 2,584.89
Cali, Dean A. & Alison J. ........................................1,342.88
Callahan, Bethiah H.................................................678.68
Callahan, Bethiah H...................................................22.33
Cameron, Carole Anne .............................................356.51
Cameron, Douglas & Connie ................................. 1,708.17
Cameron, Philip & Annette B. ............................... 1,902.21
Campbell, John P.  & Vercoe, Elizabeth, Tr. ............. 2,482.48
Canning, John N. .....................................................242.55
Canning, John N. ..................................................1,851.85
Canning, John N. .....................................................197.12
Canning, Marion W. ..............................................1,196.58
Capodilupo, Anthony & Sara................................. 1,603.91
Capuano, Cristina V. & Scuorzo, Daniel A ..................847.00
Caputo, Elena .......................................................1,709.40
Card, James D. & Teresa .............................................38.50
Card, William S. & Williams, Jennifer L. ................ 1,558.48
Carey, Rosanne C. .................................................1,409.10
Carlson, Dorothea................................................. 3,221.68
Carlton, Natalie D. & Glenn N. Tr. .......................... 7,408.17
Carlucci, Darin & Serafina ........................................591.36
Carnese, Daniel J. ....................................................409.64
Caron, Margaret A. & David J. ............................... 3,859.24
Carpentier, Andrew J. ..............................................599.83
Carr, David E., Tr. & Carr, Thomas E. ....................... 4,277.35
Carr, Thomas E. ........................................................616.00
Carrol, Judith A. ....................................................1,059.52
Carroll, James S. & Heather L. ............................... 6,387.92
Cart, Celia Doan .......................................................505.12
Carter, Elizabeth A. ...............................................2,806.65
Carter, Eugene & Manola L. .....................................341.11
Carter, Manola & Kennedy, Andrea J. .......................152.46
Carter, Richard & Gladys ..........................................967.89
Carter, Richard H. .................................................1,969.66
Carver, Donald R. & Bonnie Jean, Tr. ..................... 1,814.12
Carver, Eleanore B. ...............................................3,771.46
Cash, Pamela Clark & Lawrence R. ...........................473.55
Castaldi, Alfred C. & Debra M., Tr. ......................... 5,421.57
Castello, Katherine ..................................................473.55
Castello, Katherine ..................................................478.17
Caswell, Elizabeth R. ............................................2,141.37
Catherine R.m. Reno 2002 Trust ........................... 1,004.85
Central Maine Power Co. ..........................................174.02
Central Maine Power Co. ..................................... 31,214.26
Cervera, Xavier ........................................................727.65
Chabot, Marcia W. & Estridge, Noel W. .................. 2,235.31
Chadwick, Darryl W. & Camille A. ......................... 1,463.77
Chadwick, Jessica L. & Casey L. ................................108.57
Chadwick, Kevin G. & Ona G. ...................................847.77
Chadwick, Wallace W. & Marilyn ........................... 1,283.59
Chalmers, Harold & Marilyn, Tr. ............................ 1,347.50
Chalmers, Jeffrey & Susan .................................... 1,718.64
Chalons-Browne, Roland & Susan ........................ 5,735.73
Chapman Holdings, LLC ........................................ 2,045.89
Chapman, Deborah .................................................864.71
Chapman, Sharon A.................................................149.38
Chappell, Thomas M. ............................................ 1,956.57
Chappell, Thomas M. ............................................5,373.06
Charest, Nancy A. ....................................................134.75
Charles L. Farrell & Margaret S. Farrell .................. 2,925.23
Charles Nes, LLC.................................................... 2,747.36
Charles Nes, LLC.................................................... 1,267.42
Chase Apartments, Inc. ........................................4,151.07
Chase Apartments, Inc. ........................................4,788.63
Chase Apartments, Inc. ...........................................346.50
Chase, Audrey ......................................................5,328.40
Chase, Audrey .........................................................717.64
Chase, Beatrice & Leverett D. ................................ 2,057.44
Chase, Jean E. ..........................................................720.72
Chase, Jean M. ........................................................237.93
Chase, L. Dewey & Beatrice S. ............................... 3,648.26
Chase, L. Paul & Audrey H. .................................... 3,222.45
Chase, L. Dewey & Beatrice S. & 
Mateosian, Jessica Chase & Timothy ....................898.59
Chase, Mark D. ......................................................2,450.91
Chase, Mark D., Tr. ................................................2,124.43
Chase, Mark D., Tr. ................................................1,489.95
Chase, Michael & Mark & Connell, Annie ...................28.49





Chase, Reuben T. & Catherine M. .......................... 2,320.78
Chase, Stephen & Chase, Tara ..................................252.56
Chase, Stephen L. & Janet .................................... 1,223.53
Chase, Tara ..............................................................891.66
Chase, Terry M. ..........................................................62.37
Cheney, Alan B. .......................................................528.99
Cheney, Daniel & Cheney, Susan ..............................669.90
Cheney, David P. & Merrillee C. ..................................73.92
Cheney, David P. & Merrillee C. ............................. 2,077.46
Cheney, Mark P. ....................................................1,875.72
Cheney, Prescott ...................................................8,302.45
Cheney, Prescott ...................................................5,904.36
Cheney, Prescott J. ..................................................210.98
Cheney, Prescott J. ..................................................334.95
Cheney, R. Daniel ........................................................1.54
Cheney, Raymond D. & Sandra ................................957.88
Cheney, Raymond D. & Sandra ................................719.18
Cheney, Raymond D. & Sandra ............................. 1,365.21
Cheney, Raymond D. & Sandra ............................. 2,502.50
Cheney, Raymond D. & Sandra ..................................37.73
Cheney, Raymond D. & Sandra & Mark ................. 3,221.68
Cheney, Raymond D. & Sandra S..............................210.98
Cheney, Richard A. ...............................................1,643.95
Cheney, Richard A. & Karen A. .............................. 2,460.15
Cheney, Richard A. & Karen A. ...................................60.06
Cheney, Richard A. & Karen A. .................................446.60
Cheney, Sandra S. .................................................3,278.66
Cheney, Susan ......................................................2,037.42
Chernikoff, Larry B. & Beck, Allison ....................... 2,658.04
Chesebro, Mark B. & Lori F. ................................... 2,224.53
Chesebro, Nathan B. & Jennifer L. ......................... 1,449.91
Chickering, Adam C. ................................................152.46
Chickering, Edward & Christine ...............................875.80
Chickering, Wayne M. ..............................................127.82
Chickering, Wayne M. & Sharon M. ....................... 2,054.67
Chi-Han Chyung Revocable Trust (The) ................. 4,659.27
Child, Aaron C. ......................................................1,075.69
Child, Aaron C. .........................................................341.88
Child, Ernest, III ....................................................2,415.49
Chipman, Kenneth L. Jr. ..........................................277.51
Christian, Louise W. .................................................938.63
Chubb, Marlin E. & Jill S. ..........................................593.67
Churchill, Melba; Zavon, Mary & Dinsmore, Janice ..592.90
Chutter, Richard R., Tr. & Coats, Lindsey  ............... 7,333.79
Ciesla, John M. & Sarah B. .......................................100.10
Claflin, William L. & Kathleen H. ........................... 1,893.43
Clark, Anna M. & William O. Jr. ............................. 2,217.60
Clark, Douglas E & Susan B. .................................. 1,083.39
Clark, Gilmore N. & Phyllis M. ............................... 1,892.66
Clark, J. Thomas & Clark, Nancy W. ....................... 3,679.06
Clark, J. Thomas & Nancy W. ................................. 1,730.19
Clark, J. Thomas & Nancy W. ................................. 1,298.99
Clark, Lorielie J. ....................................................1,861.09
Clark, Robert B. & Carole Jean .............................. 1,777.47
Clark, Robert B. & Carole Jean ...................................14.63
Clark, William A., III & Clark, Jennifer ......................615.23
Cleaves, Craig M. ..................................................5,660.27
Cleaves, Jenny E. .....................................................113.96
Cleaves, Jenny E. ..................................................5,687.99
Cleaves, Madolyn W. .............................................4,613.84
Cleaves, Madolyn W. .............................................7,062.44
Cleft Rock Realty Holdings of Maine, LLC .................870.87
Cleft Rock Realty Holdings of Maine, LLC .............. 8,977.43
Cleft Rock Realty Holdings of Maine, LLC .................354.20
Clemons, Martha & Miller, Charles B., Tr ..................192.50
Cliff Street Trust .......................................................255.64
Cliff Street Trust ....................................................7,190.26
Clifford, Barbara ...................................................2,504.81
Clifford, Frederic M. ..............................................2,752.75
Clifford, Frederic M. .................................................807.73
Clifford, Gary L.........................................................428.12
Clifford, Gary L.........................................................783.86
Clifford, Gary L. & Stephanie A. ...............................985.60
Clifford, Stephanie................................................ 3,000.69
Clifford, Stephanie Ann & Gary L. ............................120.89
Clime, Richard D. & Sonia P. .....................................154.00
Clime, Richard D. & Sonia P. .................................. 1,003.31
Cliney, Patricia A. ..................................................3,284.36
Cliney, Patricia A. .......................................................10.78
Clough, Laura J. & Jeremy T. ................................. 1,092.63
Clough, William S. & Olga Fowler ......................... 3,465.77
Coakley, Margaret M. ........................................... 1,966.58
Coburn, C. Richard ................................................1,730.19
Cochrane, Donna H. .................................................301.07
Cochrane, Donna H. & Casavant, Theresa & 
Martin, Jay........................................................ 1,724.80
Cogar, Lara L., Tr. ..................................................3,868.48
Coggins, Christopher F. .........................................1,189.65
Coggins, Phyllis R. ...................................................673.75
Cohen, Richard & Gouverneur, Elizabeth .................992.53
Cohen, Richard & Gouverneur, Elizabeth .................539.00
Colby, Virginia ......................................................1,615.00
Cole, Aaron D. & Lynn E. ....................................... 2,298.45
Cole, Eugenie W. & Mary Woodward ..........................26.95
Cole, Loren W. & Deborah W. ................................ 1,793.33
Cole, Stacey A. .........................................................991.76
Coleman, Gene Kevan &  
Skillings-Coleman, Elizabeth ............................ 1,989.68











Collamore, Donald & Rebecca A............................ 1,185.80
Collamore, Estella .................................................1,282.36
Collamore, Jeffrey A. ...............................................964.81
Collea, Rufus & Tracy L. ......................................... 4,124.89
Collins, Kathleen ..................................................1,312.85
Collins, Peter F. & Ames J. ........................................360.36
Collins, Suzanne ...................................................4,630.01
Colquhoun, Robert ....................................................46.20
Colquhoun, Robert & Elizabeth ...............................783.86
Congdon, Philip A. & Ruth F. ................................. 4,806.34
Congdon, Priscilla G.................................................999.46
Conger, Robert F. & Margaret L., Tr. ....................... 1,601.60
Conger, Robert F. & Margaret L., Tr. ....................... 4,084.85
Connell, Annie E. Mahan ...................................... 1,209.67
Connor, Raymond James .........................................841.61
Conrad, R. James & Wendy O., Tr. .......................... 5,360.74
Conron, Odette, Tr. ...................................................959.42
Conway, Kevin P. & Virginia P................................. 2,149.07
Conway, Leslie & Gartelmann, Janet .................... 2,706.55
Cook, Cheryl A. & Spitz, Barbara ........................... 3,354.12
Cook, Grayson & Ann ...............................................642.18
Cook, Kevin L. & Lisa L. .........................................2,494.80
Cook, Laura I. ..........................................................970.20
Cook, Nathan Daniel .............................................1,456.07
Cooke, Chester W., III ............................................3,672.90
Cooke, Chester W., III .................................................66.99
Cooke, Dale W. & Matthew F. ................................ 2,154.46
Cook-Mathieson, Sarah A. & Mathieson, Allen ..... 1,219.68
Coolidge, A. Knight..................................................173.25
Coolidge, A. Knight & Robert & Helen .................. 1,862.63
Coombs, Kenneth E. .............................................1,521.06
Coombs, Steven W. & Renee E. ................................746.90
Cooper, Andrew .......................................................149.38
Cooper, Cora .........................................................1,419.11
Cooper, Earl A. Jr. & Rebecca J. .................................360.36
Cooper, Earle & Rebecca J. .......................................543.62
Cooper, Earle A. & Rebecca ................................... 2,678.06
Cooper, Earle A., Jr. & Rebecca J. ........................... 6,593.51
Cooper, Earle A., Jr. & Rebecca J. ..............................355.74
Cooper, Earle A., Jr. & Rebecca J. ..............................358.05
Cooper, Earle A., Jr. & Rebecca J. ..............................369.60
Cooper, Earle A., Jr. & Rebecca J. ..............................358.05
Cooper, Earle A., Jr. & Rebecca J. ..............................353.43
Cooper, Earle A., Jr. & Rebecca J. ..............................360.36
Cooper, Earle A. Jr & Rebecca J.................................657.58
Cooper, Marie E. ........................................................44.66
Cooper, Nicholaus ....................................................168.63
Cooper, Rebecca J. & Earl A., Jr. ................................220.22
Corbett, Alexander E., III & Mary Ruth .................. 1,051.82
Corbett, Janet R. ...................................................4,727.80
Corcoran, Peter Blaze...............................................539.00
Corcoran, Peter Blaze & Cantwell, Christine .............859.32
Cordasco, Anthony W. & Gerow, Julie C. ................ 3,186.26
Cormier, Renee L. & Timothy J. ................................423.50
Corson, Joseph F. & Elizabeth A. ..............................847.00
Corson, Leol .............................................................863.48
Corson, Matthew L. & Michele M. ............................871.64
Corwin, Arthur H. & Isabella M. ...............................126.28
Corwin, Arthur H. & Isabella M. ............................ 2,239.16
Corwin, Arthur H. & Isabella M. ............................ 4,762.45
Costa, Richard & Diana ............................................539.00
Cotton, Kenneth S. & Judith M. ............................ 1,553.09
Cottrell, Mary Ann ...................................................235.62
Couch, John B. & May E. ..........................................918.61
Cough, Paul F. & Schulze, Ingrid ..............................117.04
Cough, Paul F. & Schulze, Ingrid ..............................418.88
Coughlan, Douglas E. & Kathleen M. .................... 1,384.77
Coulson, Dorothy Holtman (Heirs) &  
Holtman, Frank G. ............................................. 3,655.96
Cowan, David & Leah...............................................971.74
Cowan, Leah & David...............................................355.74
Cowan, Leah & David.................................................30.80
Cowan, Leah & David.................................................59.29
Cowan, Leah & David...............................................359.59
Cowan, Shawn C. & April M. ....................................462.00
Cox, Andrea P. ..........................................................136.29
Cox, Andrea P. ..........................................................127.82
Cox, Andrea P. ..........................................................105.49
Cox, Andrea P. & Ryan P. ........................................ 1,352.12
Cox, Pauline L. ......................................................1,021.79
Cox, Ryan P. & Andrea P. ...........................................154.00
Cox, Ryan P. & Andrea P. ........................................ 1,546.93
Cragin, Ray S. & Jo Ann............................................897.82
Craig, A., Douglas P. & Nancy K. ............................ 2,831.29
Craig, Douglas L. & Mary C. .................................. 1,583.12
Craig, Kelli M. & Joshua A. .................................... 1,309.77
Craig, Willard C. .........................................................36.96
Craig, Willard C.  & Donna H. ...................................881.65
Cramer, Francis L. .................................................2,152.92
Cramer, Francis; Wilson, Joyce & Brant, Tr. ............ 5,581.73
Crane, Laurie L. .......................................................454.30
Crawford, Nuel W. & Diana C. ................................ 1,153.77
Crawford, Nuel W. & Diana C. .....................................47.74
Crider, William G. Jr. & Julie H. .............................. 1,321.32
Crocker, Phillip S. & Claire, S., Tr. ........................... 2,932.47
Crockett, Evelyn .......................................................266.42
Crockett, Evelyn M. ..................................................504.35
Crockett, Evelyn M. ..................................................441.98
Crockett, Evelyn M. ..................................................274.89








Cronrath, Gary H. & Robina R. .................................631.40
Crook, Lori Lee & Russell, William J. Jr .................. 1,566.18
Crook, Pauline F. & Robert W. ............................... 3,103.87
Crook, Robert W., Jr. ................................................291.06
Crook, Timothy B. ....................................................177.10
Crooker, Dennis B. & Gail M. ................................. 3,700.62
Crooker, Joseph C. ................................................1,542.31
Crooker, Joseph C. ...................................................514.36
Crooker, Julia E. .......................................................157.85
Crooker, Julia E. & Crooker, Sterling T. ..........................3.08
Crooker, Julia E. & Crooker, Sterling T. ......................424.27
Crooker, Sterling T., III & Sara L. ............................ 2,778.16
Crooker, Sterling T., Jr. .............................................167.09
Crooker, Sterling T., Jr. & Carol L. ........................... 3,408.02
Crooker, Sterling T., Jr. & Carol L. ........................... 2,045.12
Crooker, Sterling T., Jr. & Carol L. ..............................244.09
Crooker, Sterling, Jr. & Carol Lee ................................33.11
Crosby, Bentley C. & Gertrude B. ........................... 1,345.96
Cross, Tade F., Trustee ..............................................906.29
Crossley, William S., Jr. .........................................1,659.35
Crossley, William S., Jr. ..............................................23.10
Crowe, Richard D. & Brenda E. .............................. 1,878.03
Crowley, Mark D. & Mary Catherine .........................700.70
Crozier, Catherine .................................................1,370.60
Cullen, Albert H. & Joyce M. ................................. 1,122.66
Cullen, Charles R................................................... 1,506.89
Cullen, David J. & Cullen, Kathy S. ........................ 7,801.64
Culpovich, Stephen M. & Deborah E. .................... 1,197.35
Cummings, Bruce & Karen .......................................156.31
Cummings, Bruce M. & Karen E. ................................33.88
Cummings, Charles W. & Jane D............................ 4,674.67
Cummings, Richard M. & Jenelle S. .........................895.82
Cundy, Patrick H. & Elise W. .....................................703.01
Cunio, Donna M. ...................................................1,359.82
Cunningham, Alexander J. & Faye M. ......................924.31
Cunningham, Betsy & Carl W., Jr., Tr. ........................257.18
Cunningham, Betsy & Carl W., Tr. .............................759.99
Cunningham, Lee N. & Marie L. ............................ 1,007.93
Cunningham, Paul S. & Shari A.F. ......................... 1,878.03
Cunningham, S. Bruce ..........................................2,206.05
Cunningham, S. Bruce & Patricia J. ....................... 1,519.98
Cunningham, S. Bruce & Patricia J. ....................... 3,081.85
Cunningham, S. Bruce & Patricia J. ....................... 4,924.15
Curley, Kathleen M. & Curley, John ..........................344.19
Curran, Anne J. & Gawalt, Jane F. .......................... 1,755.60
Curran, Louise ......................................................1,479.94
Curtis, Anne V. .........................................................920.15
Curto, Alan ..............................................................178.64
Cushing, Adelyn in Trust ............................................23.87
Cushing, Brian H. & Stinchfield, Mary Y. ...................207.90
Cushing, David W. & Catherine J. ...............................14.63
Cushing, David W. & Catherine J. .......................... 1,127.28
Cushing, David W. & Catherine J. .............................261.03
Cushing, David W. & Catherine J. .............................982.52
Cushing, Howard M. & Michael................................821.13
Cushing, Paul H. ......................................................204.05
Cushing, Robert E. ................................................1,724.03
Cusick, Thomas H. .................................................1,309.00
CWC Boat Transport, Inc. ......................................1,426.81
Cyr, Daniel & Lori G. ..............................................1,087.24
Cyr, Nora A. & Paul J. ................................................957.11
D & E Land, Inc. .......................................................210.21
Daerh, LLC ............................................................1,212.75
Daerh, LLC ............................................................2,283.05
Dalbeck, Bruce W. & Piccirillo, Peter H. ................. 1,018.71
Dalbeck, Richard B. Real Estate Trust .................... 2,276.89
Dalbeck, Richard B. Real Estate Trust .................... 2,520.21
Dalton Family Ltd Prtnership ................................ 2,591.82
Dalton Family Ltd Prtnership ................................ 4,056.36
Dalton Family Ltd Prtnership ................................ 2,684.99
Damariscotta Bank & Trust Co. .............................. 1,263.57
Damigella, Beverly ...............................................2,198.35
Damigella, Joseph J., III & Beverly Jean ...................629.09
Dampeer, Jane D. & Hutchinson, Reilly A. ............. 1,566.18
Danch, Joann C. ....................................................1,151.15
Daniels, Daniel L. & Bomann, et al ....................... 3,573.57
Darling, Helen K. & Cummings, Elaine H. .............. 3,005.31
Davenport, Elaine Y............................................... 3,946.25
Davenport, Juliet & Gilbert, Emily Mary ............... 4,604.60
Davenport, Juliet R. .................................................693.00
Davenport, Juliet R. & Gilbert, Emily Mary ..............539.00
Davey, Regina Ann, Guardian ..................................180.18
David B. Miller Trust.............................................. 2,402.40
Davidson, Constance ...............................................284.13
Davidson, Constance L. .........................................1,700.16
Davidson, Constance L. ............................................917.84
Davidson, James L. & May B. ...................................910.14
Davidson, Robert.....................................................717.64
Davidson, Robert P. & Cheryl S.............................. 4,673.13
Davis, Alan B. & Andras, Judith L. ............................944.02
Davis, Alan B. & Judith L. ......................................1,295.91
Davis, Alexander M., Tr. ........................................ 1,991.99
Davis, Kathleen F. ....................................................401.94
Davis, Marilyn B.......................................................605.22
Davis, William F., Jr.and/or & Davis, Marlene, Tr. ... 1,385.23
Davison, Nancy C. .................................................3,066.45
Dawson, J. W. et al ..................................................319.55
Dawson, John W. ..................................................2,296.14
Dawson, Lisabeth A. (Heirs) ....................................693.00







Day, Daniel T. ...........................................................201.74
Day, Jonathan O. & Shannon D. ............................ 1,055.67
Day, Matthew M. & Meredith L. ...............................994.07
Dean Russell ............................................................184.03
Dearing, Heatherlee C. .........................................1,165.78
Dearing, Joanna Starr ........................................... 1,271.27
Dee, Patrice B. ......................................................1,668.59
Dee, Teddy P. & Patrice B. .........................................995.61
Deghetto, Richard L. & Leona C. ..............................288.75
Delano, Stephen & Rebecca .....................................832.37
Delino, Lynne P. & Derrig, Lauren P. .................... 10,210.20
Delino, Lynne P. & Derrig, Lauren P. ...........................34.65
Delino, Lynne P., Tr. & Derrig, Lauren P. ................. 3,354.89
Dellert, Patricia M. ..................................................796.95
Delong, Cynthia H. & David .................................. 1,370.60
Delong, Cynthia H., Holmes, Linda H. & 
Hanna, Susie Juan ...................................................2.31
Delong, Cynthia H., Holmes, Linda H. &  
Hanna, Susie Juan ...............................................468.93
Delong, Cynthia H., Holmes, Linda H. & 
Hanna, Susie Juan ............................................ 1,248.94
Delong, Cynthia H., Holmes, Linda H. & 
Hanna, Susie Juan ...............................................196.35
Delong, Cynthia H., Holmes, Linda H. & 
Hanna, Susie Juan .................................................92.40
Delong, David H. & Cynthia .....................................916.30
Delong, Sidney G.; Daviero, Jill R. & 
Russell, William J. Jr. ......................................... 1,911.14
Demeritt, Devon ...................................................1,720.95
Dempsey, Carole O. ...............................................2,064.37
Denison, Christopher & Wendy A. Whiting ........... 1,178.10
Denne, Graham ....................................................3,195.50
Dennis, Sandy & Ostrom, Karen ............................ 1,102.64
Derivan Holdings, LLC ...........................................1,332.10
Dermen, Diran & Bruzenak, George ...................... 1,281.28
Dermen, Diran & Bruzenak, George ...................... 5,324.55
Dermen, Diran & Bruzenak, George .............................0.77
Detwiler, Richard H. & Sigrid S. ............................ 1,966.58
Deucher, Virginia M. & James F. ............................ 1,492.57
Dewbea LLC ..........................................................1,278.20
Deweir, Diane ..........................................................312.62
Deweir, Diane C. ......................................................792.33
Dewey, Charles F. & Williams, Andrea I. ................ 2,905.21
Dickason, Ann A. ..................................................6,015.24
Dickinson, Michael B. & Nancy ............................. 1,606.22
Diefenbacher, Fred H., Jr. ......................................4,385.92
Dieterich, Timothy J. & Haleen H., Tr. .......................482.79
Dighton, Wayne & Christine ....................................878.57
Digregorio, Vincent J. & Lynette A. ..........................179.41
Digregorio, Vincent J. & Lynette A. ..........................173.25
Dinucci, Judith Christenson, Tr. ............................. 2,565.64
Dipalermo, Diane & Joseph .....................................490.49
Disandro, Jeffrey J. & Mary Browne ...................... 1,936.55
Doan, Penelope .......................................................878.11
Dobrowolski, Alex & Joan P. .................................. 1,062.60
Dodge Family Irrevocable Trust............................. 3,559.71
Dodge Family Irrevocable Trust................................133.98
Dodge, Elliott, Jr. & House, Melissa ....................... 1,167.32
Dodge, George B., Jr. & Nancy L., Tr. ..................... 3,848.46
Dodge, George B., Jr. & Nancy L., Tr. ........................207.13
Dodge, George B., Jr. & Flewelling, et al ............... 1,347.50
Dodge, Joyce G. & Dodge, John, Tr. ....................... 4,958.03
Dodge, Marie N. ......................................................803.42
Dodge, Sheila Hennessey .....................................2,051.28
Dodge, Terrie A. .......................................................953.26
Dodge, Vincent L. & Susan A. ................................ 2,127.51
Doehler Sydney Gadd ..............................................188.65
Doehler Sydney Gadd ........................................... 1,021.79
Doering, Marian H. ..................................................669.90
Doering, Marian H. ...............................................5,168.24
Doherty, George F., Jr. & Aldrich, Sarah M. ...............721.03
Doherty, James E. & Sandra J. .............................. 2,225.30
Doherty, Vincent T. & Amy H. ...................................870.87
Dolan, Farrell J. & Dianne S................................... 3,836.14
Dolbear, Carolyn L.S., Trustee ..................................937.86
Donaghy, Sharon M. .............................................1,168.09
Donaldson, Gary A., Jr. & Diane H. ...........................816.20
Donegan, Brendan P. ............................................1,260.49
Donovan, Barbara A. ............................................1,716.33
Donovan, Craig ........................................................351.12
Donovan, Craig H. ................................................4,566.87
Dorgan, Karen & Daniel ...........................................855.47
Dorr, Barbara I. ........................................................670.67
Dorr, George W. & Dorothy A. ............................... 3,594.36
Dorr, John L. ............................................................632.94
Doucette, Michael P. & Jessica A. .............................888.58
Doughty, Karen D. & James C. ............................... 1,253.56
Douglas Family Trust ............................................1,610.84
Doyle, Kelly M. ........................................................694.54
Drake, Megan R. ......................................................197.89
Drescher, Howard & Carolyn ................................. 1,088.01
Drisko, Donald F. ......................................................908.60
Drisko, Edgar E. & Marjory F. ....................................265.65
Drisko, Lynne J.........................................................653.73
Duddy, Kenneth J. & Herbert H. ...............................130.13
Duddy, Kenneth J. & Herbert H. ...............................211.75
Duddy, Kenneth J. & Herbert H. ............................ 1,502.27
Dufour, Robert & Sandra, Heirs ...............................250.25
Dugdale, Juanita B. ..............................................1,905.75






Duhamel, James & Laurie ........................................990.22
Dunbar, Brian E. ......................................................169.40
Dundon, Clarissa V. ...............................................2,716.10
Dunsmore, David & Marcia ................................... 1,900.36
Dunstan, Keith G. & Achorn-Dunstan, Kate .............980.21
Durcan, Anne R., et al ..............................................895.51
Durham, William B. & Kathleen A. ...........................857.01
Dvorozniak, Mark S. Trustee ................................. 2,752.75
Dwyer, Frances S., Trustee .......................................314.16
Dwyer, Frances S., Trustee .......................................219.45
Dyer, Dana & Margaret Lynn & Benjamin ............. 1,024.41
Dyer, Jonathan & Allison A. .....................................280.28
Dyer, Spencer & Smith, Kristine ............................ 1,459.15
Dyer, Spencer T. & Kristine R. .....................................50.05
Dyer, Spencer T. & Kristine R. .....................................45.43
Dyer, Thomas & Dyan O......................................... 4,632.32
Dysenchuk, Cynthia & Dillon, Andrea ......................858.55
Easter, Jennifer C. .................................................1,160.39
Eastman, Raymond P., Jr. .........................................303.38
Eckel, Alan Ellis & Jennifer Jo ................................ 5,979.05
Eckstein, Henry E., Jr. & Jacqueline ....................... 1,564.64
Ecohouse, LLC .......................................................1,650.88
Eddyblouin, John & Alison .......................................997.92
Edmunds, Janice T. ..................................................942.48
Edwards, Glenda L. ...............................................1,700.93
Egbert, Thurston M., Jr. & Barbara D. .................... 1,640.87
Ehrenfeld, Elizabeth E. & Martha & Emily ........... 13,929.30
Ehrenfeld, Elizabeth E. & Martha & Emily ............. 1,449.14
Eilenberg, Jeff E. & Wright, Kathleen M. ............... 1,719.41
Einhorn, Edgar R. & Barbara O. ............................. 4,947.25
Elefante, Michael B., Trustee Dana Robes ........... 13,535.83
Ellingboe, James, Trustee .....................................1,910.37
Elliott, Claude C. Jr. ..................................................178.64
Elliott, Claude C., Jr. ..............................................1,052.59
Elliott, David J. & Jane Thomas ............................. 1,862.63
Elliott, Rosemary Y. & Craig E. ..................................660.66
Elliott, Shawn M. & Adams, Christy L. ......................815.43
Elliott, Wayne Robert ................................................30.03
Elliott, Wayne Robert ..............................................301.07
Elliott, Wayne Robert ..............................................167.09
Ellis, Julia B., Trustee................................................369.60
Ellis, Steven E. ......................................................2,042.04
Ellis, Steven E. .........................................................167.86
Elowe, Kenneth D. ...................................................913.22
Elskus Realty, LLC .................................................3,160.85
Elskus, Albinas & Anna M., Tr. ............................... 3,048.43
Elwell, Michael H. ....................................................230.23
Embury, David C. & Caryn E. .................................1,118.81
Emery, Dallas E., Sr. .................................................177.10
Emery, Dallas, Sr. ..................................................1,807.96
Enders, Carol A. .......................................................365.75
Enders, Carol Ann & Villi ..........................................369.60
Enders, Villi P. & Carol ........................................... 1,326.71
Enders, Villi P. & Carol ..............................................200.97
English, Wendy S. & Timothy L. ............................ 1,375.22
Entrust New England LLC ........................................123.20
Entrust New England LLC ........................................117.04
Erb, Patricia A. ......................................................2,062.06
Erickson, Robert D. & Brenda M. ........................... 1,686.30
Erickson, Todd M. ....................................................684.53
Ericson, Andrea, Tr. & Berkelely, John, Tr. .............. 2,815.89
Ern, Jeanette P., Tr. ................................................1,408.33
Ernst, Margot Klebe .................................................447.37
Ernst, Margot Klebe .................................................328.02
Erskine, Vicky A. ...................................................1,141.14
Ertman, Harold & Ann L. Robinson, Tr. .................. 3,534.30
Ertman, Patricia S. ................................................6,414.87
Eskesen, M. Sage .....................................................602.14
Etheridge, Ruth L. ................................................1,118.04
Euart, Elwood Joseph & Wood-Euart, Dolores, Tr. . 2,455.53
Eugley,  Robert Jr. & Rebecca ...................................133.98
Eugley, Robert A., Jr. & Eugley, Rebecca ............... 1,411.41
Evans, David A. & Molly M., Tr. &  
Beard, Laurel K., Tr. ........................................... 1,144.22
Evans, Zoe Ann .....................................................2,415.03
Evoskevicz, Pamela F. ..............................................334.95
Evoskevicz, Pamela F. ...........................................1,039.50
Evoskevicz, Pamela F. ..............................................277.20
Evoskevicz, Pamela F. ..............................................291.06
Fagerstroem, Peter, Trustee .................................. 1,257.41
Faigle, John Norman, Jr. ..................................... 11,228.91
Fairbrother, Robert W. & Barbara J., Tr. ................. 3,446.52
Fairbrother, Robert W. & Barbara J., Tr. ................. 1,286.67
Fairwind Marine Supply & Repair Inc. .....................734.58
Farnsworth, Karen ...................................................755.37
Farnsworth, Karen ...................................................459.69
Farnsworth, Karen & McCrary, Leon Ronald.............535.92
Farrar, Edward & Marion ....................................... 1,824.13
Farrar, Edward & Marion, Trustees ........................ 2,169.09
Farrar, Edward L., Trustee .....................................2,503.27
Farrell, Beth L. & Libby, Susan D. .......................... 5,968.27
Farrell, Linda C. & Peter M., Tr. .............................. 7,101.71
Farrell, Linda C. & Peter M., Tr. .................................514.36
Farrell, Linda C. & Peter M., Tr. .............................. 3,986.29
Farrell, Mary E. ........................................................649.88
Farrin, Barbara C., et al .........................................3,441.90
Farrin, Barbara C., et al ............................................503.58
Farrin, Barbara C., et al .........................................1,244.32
Farrin, Bonnie F. ...................................................1,116.50





Farrin, Lilla M & Gary P. ............................................212.52
Farrin, Lilla M. & Gary P. ...........................................877.03
Farrin, Margaret W...................................................427.35
Federal Loan Mortgage Corporation ........................901.67
Felt, Forrest F. & Lorraine M. ....................................775.39
Feltis, Christopher C. & Brenda ................................850.08
Feltis, Dale A.& Sharlene P. ......................................781.55
Feltis, Kevin E. & Mia M. .......................................1,269.73
Feltis, Michael D. ..................................................1,061.83
Feltis, Timothy ......................................................1,192.73
Fenner, Sharon L. .................................................1,228.15
Fenster, Ross & Leff, Jane, Tr. ................................ 4,908.75
Ferguson, Bruce W. & Cynthia F. ............................ 2,849.00
Ferguson, Steven E. & Vernet, Jean E. ................... 6,143.83
Ferguson, Susan C., Barker, Lissa &  
Anderson, Damon ............................................. 3,865.40
Fernandez, Gerard Jr. & Beverly W. ....................... 5,518.59
Feulner, Lewis L. & Nancy W. ................................ 1,144.99
Ficken, Robert & Galina V. .................................... 1,901.90
Fidel, Seth A. & Ventimiglia, Roseann......................468.93
Fielding, John & Lynne ......................................... 2,803.57
Fielding, John C. & Lynne A. ................................. 9,481.78
Fields, Bradley P. & Patricia A. ............................... 1,339.03
Fields, Bradley P. & Patricia A. ..................................173.25
Fink, Ethan K. & Michele ......................................1,479.94
Fischer, Peter R. & Jackson, Carol A. ...................... 1,178.87
Fisher, John P. & Maria R. .........................................264.88
Fisher, John Paul & Maria R. ................................. 1,232.00
Fiske, John H., Jr. & Atwood, Susan ...................... 2,557.94
Fiske, Kellee ............................................................699.93
Fiske, Kellee ............................................................277.20
Fitch, William S. & Fitch, David D. ....................... 10,922.45
Fitzpatrick, James T. ................................................905.52
Fitzpatrick, Joshua J. ...............................................657.58
Fitzpatrick, June R., Tr. .............................................107.03
Flanagan, George F. & Dorothy C., Tr. .................... 1,135.75
Flanagan, John E. & Denise E. ............................... 1,806.42
Flanagan, Martha M. & Hebert, Frederick............. 2,651.88
Flanagan, Martha M. & Hebert, Frederick............. 5,684.14
Fletcher, Danny J. & Charlene R. ........................... 1,137.29
Fletcher, Danny J. & Charlene R. ..............................636.02
Fletcher, Joan B. ......................................................346.50
Fletcher, Joan B. ...................................................2,297.22
Fletcher, Ronald L. & Belinda...................................800.03
Fletcher, Ronald, Tr. ..............................................1,870.33
Fletcher, Woody & Lynch, Trustees ...........................263.34
Fleury, Eva M. & Robert Allen ..................................693.00
Flewelling, William A. .......................................... 2,743.51
Flint, Denise C. .....................................................1,327.48
Flint, Sandy & Sherry .......................................... 10,038.49
Flood, Thomas Ross & Cindy J. ............................ 13,893.11
Flood, Thomas Ross & Cindy J. .............................. 1,676.29
Flower, David M. ......................................................944.02
Flynn, Paula & Korbey, Marian & Alders, Trustees ....987.91
Fobert, Edward & Moe & Potter ............................ 1,307.46
Foley, Timothy D. & Lois K. .................................... 1,082.62
Folger, Grace E. ........................................................593.67
Follett, Barbara & Montouri, Thomas.......................534.38
Fondriest, F. Frederick, James F., Julia ................... 6,798.33
Foote, David & Griswold, Lynn Rachel .....................687.61
Forbes, Betty Goldsmith .......................................1,443.75
Forbes, Lurene S. .....................................................327.25
Ford, Francis F. & Ilene B. .........................................884.73
Fortier, Debra M. & Richard A. .............................. 1,826.44
Fortier-Taplin, Joyce ..................................................57.75
Fortier-Taplin, Joyce H. ......................................... 1,053.36
Fortin, Joseph & Roanne ...................................... 1,963.50
Fossett, David, Trustee .............................................649.11
Fossett, Edward A. ................................................2,477.86
Fossett, Edward A. ...................................................559.02
Fossett, Edward A. ...................................................455.84
Fossett, Edward A. & Benner, Amy L. .................... 1,498.42
Fossett, Gordon E. & Patricia E. ................................458.92
Fossett, Gordon E. & Patricia E. ............................. 1,586.20
Fossett, Gordon E. & Patricia E. ..................................34.65
Fossett, Gordon E. & Patricia E. ............................. 1,114.50
Fossett, Gordon E. & Patricia E. ................................294.14
Fossett, Gordon E. & Patricia E. ................................246.40
Fossett, Gordon E. & Patricia E. ................................474.32
Fossett, Harold W.....................................................271.81
Fossett, James O. & Meredith J. ...............................300.30
Fossett, James O. & Meredith J. ............................ 4,004.00
Fossett, Kendall L. & Carla A. ...................................931.24
Fossett, Kendall L. & Carla A. .....................................33.88
Fossett, Kendall L. & Carla A. ...................................305.69
Fossett, Kenneth & Barbara,Tr. ............................. 1,721.72
Fossett, Paul C., Trustee ...........................................624.47
Fossett, Paul C., Trustee ...........................................567.49
Fossett, Rachael Karen ............................................418.11
Fossett, Rachael Karen ............................................924.00
Fossett, Valerie J. ..................................................1,100.64
Fossett, Walter, Sr. ...................................................586.74
Fossett, Walter, Sr. & Lorraine (Heirs).................... 1,084.47
Foster, Beverly & Foster, Everett ..............................640.64
Foster, Beverly & Foster, Everett ..............................181.72
Foster, David A. & Jeffrey A. .....................................431.20
Foster, David A. Jr. & Charlyn F. ............................. 1,666.28
Foster, David Ames & Linda Benner .........................173.25
Foster, David III & Salsbury, Caroline F. ................. 3,969.35








Foster, Linda B. ........................................................209.44
Foster, Mary ............................................................244.09
Foster, Michael R. ....................................................967.12
Foster, Susan K. ....................................................7,408.17
Foster, Susan K. .......................................................970.97
Foster, Warren T. & Sarah H. .....................................776.16
Foster, William A. & Paula A. ................................ 1,411.41
Fountain, Melvin C. & Edgar A. ................................100.87
Fountain, Melvin C. & Edgar A. ............................. 1,072.61
Fountain, Melvin C. & Edgar A. ................................361.13
Fountain, Melvin C. & Edgar A. ................................130.13
Fountain, Melvin C. & Edgar A. ................................274.12
Fountain, Melvin C. & Edgar A. ............................. 1,425.27
Fowler, Ian Keatinge & Alison Cope Fam Tr............ 1,436.82
Fradley, Frederick MacDonell................................ 4,187.26
Francis Trust (The) ................................................3,019.17
Francis Trust (The) ...................................................238.70
Francis Trust (The) ................................................5,994.45
Francis, Richard M. & Tamar J.H. ........................... 1,125.74
Franz, Andrew B. ..................................................3,024.56
Franzek, Walter & Drachelle ................................. 2,201.43
Fraser, Eunice .......................................................3,696.77
Fraser, Robert C. & Harriet, Tr. ..................................867.79
Fraser, Stanley A. & Constance H. ......................... 2,594.90
Freburger, John F. & Jo-Ann .....................................950.95
Frederic, Kenneth O. .............................................1,680.91
Frederic, Kenneth O. ................................................212.52
Fredette, Shari I. & Gifford, Katrina ....................... 1,037.19
Freed, Elizabeth Ann Catania ...................................409.64
Freeman, John .....................................................3,894.66
Freeman, John S. & Cochrane, Mary K. ................. 1,026.41
Freemantle, Hugh & Stevens, Susan F. .....................992.53
French, Susannah A. .............................................2,390.08
Frey, James E. & Patricia A. ......................................700.70
Friedlander, Daniel & Elizabeth A. ........................ 1,936.55
Friedman, Jeffrey N. & Karen R. ............................ 1,244.32
Friedman, Robert M. & Winifred P. ....................... 1,392.93
Fritz, Russel G. & Grace, Tr. .................................... 1,061.06
Frosio, Peter James ...............................................1,093.40
Frost, J. Christopher & Anne N. ............................. 4,486.79
Fuller, Alan E. .......................................................1,982.75
Furman, Daniel W. ................................................9,231.84
Furman, Debra T. ..................................................1,753.29
Furman, Louise..................................................... 4,460.15
Furman, Louise..................................................... 1,026.41
Fusco, Michael R. ..................................................1,404.48
Fusco, Richard A. & Kimberly A. ............................ 2,268.42
Gabriel, Walter A. & Patricia A. ............................. 1,035.65
Gabriele, Christine A.; May, Dennis P. J ................. 6,330.94
Gaffny, Carolyn R., Trustee .......................................953.26
Gage Family Trust .................................................1,621.62
Gage, James W. & Ann L., Tr. ....................................970.20
Gallagher, David L. & Helen G. .................................868.56
Galligan, Jon P. & Carlene N. ................................. 1,871.10
Galton, Doris & John Adam .................................. 4,117.96
Galvin, Joanne L. & Marius, Susan &  
Brown, Carolyn ....................................................408.87
Gamage, Cynthia A. ...................................................96.25
Gamage, Cynthia A. ..............................................1,320.55
Gamage, Howard J. .................................................915.84
Gamage, John F. ......................................................418.11
Gamage, John F. ...................................................3,307.92
Gammon, Ernest, Jr. .............................................2,597.21
Ganson, Alexander ...............................................1,498.42
Ganson, George, Jr. ...............................................1,547.70
Ganson-Myshkin, Natalie ..................................... 1,184.26
Ganung, Robert L. & Catherine D. ............................940.17
Gardner, George K. ...............................................1,590.82
Gardner, George K. ......................................................6.16
Garron, Robert M. & Olson, Joanne ...................... 1,104.18
Garside, Pamela R. ...............................................1,368.29
Garstka, Garrett .......................................................415.80
Garth, Todd C. & Zylstra, Laura L. .......................... 1,218.91
Gastaldo, Edward ....................................................202.51
Gastaldo, Edward, Jr. & Edward Sr. ....................... 1,216.60
Gatcombe New Harbor Ltd Ptnrship ..................... 7,874.02
Gauntt, Roy & Mary ..............................................2,011.24
Gauthier, David R. ................................................1,550.01
Gawalt, Ann G. & Rushforth, Brian C. ......................381.15
Gawalt, Gerard W. & Jane C. ................................. 1,506.12
Gay, Joan B. & Blanchard, Peter S. ........................ 5,447.75
Gayer, Frederick W. & Joan L. ...................................759.53
Geib, Kristin E. ......................................................1,239.70
Geib, Kurt L. ............................................................794.64
Genthner, Dennis & Susanne ...................................854.24
Genthner, Frank ...................................................1,248.17
Genthner, Gary & Lisa M. ......................................1,483.02
Genthner, Glenn ...................................................1,673.98
Genthner, Hazel.......................................................492.34
Genthner, Lisa M. & Gary .........................................131.67
Genthner, Monika ...................................................838.84
Genthner, Ricky ....................................................1,207.36
George E. Tudor Trust (The) ................................... 9,978.43
German, John N. ..................................................7,875.87
Geyer, Benjamin & Deanna..........................................7.70
Geyer, Benjamin & Deanna......................................165.55
Geyer, Benjamin & Deanna......................................204.82
Geyer, Benjamin L. & Deanna L. ..............................837.76










Geyer, Irene A. .........................................................656.04
Geyer, John F. & Susan G. ......................................2,257.64
Geyer, Julie L. .......................................................1,439.90
Geyer, Ronald L. & Irene ............................................88.55
Geyer, Sherley D. ..................................................1,298.22
Geyer, Tyler T. ...........................................................966.35
Ghoreyeb, Albert, Jr. & Kiernan-Ghoreyeb, Lynette..220.22
Gibbs, Sonja E., Trustee......................................... 1,004.85
Gibson, Louise Ann & Lee B., Trustees ................... 2,095.17
Giesberger, Dirk H. & Nancy A............................... 5,560.17
Gifford, Christopher C. & Gail D. ............................ 1,014.09
Gifford, Evelyn R., Irish, Patricia E. et al ................ 1,015.63
Gifford, Martha E. .................................................2,189.11
Gilbert, Arrolyn T. ....................................................638.64
Gilbert, Christopher & Lynne ................................ 1,765.61
Gilbert, Clinton K. ....................................................783.86
Gilbert, George S. & Marcey L. .............................. 1,171.17
Gilbert, Nicholas J....................................................811.58
Gilbert, Raymond Scott ........................................1,585.43
Gilbert, Timothy K. ..................................................609.07
Gilbert, Timothy K. & Deborah J. .............................728.42
Gilbert, Wayne M. & Rosalind ............................... 5,126.66
Gildersleeve, Edward J. & Myrna E. ..........................867.79
Gildersleeve, Edward J. III & Myrna ...................... 1,390.62
Gildersleeve, Thomas E. & Dawn .......................... 2,147.53
Giles, Ralph W.E. II & Kathleen Carroll .................. 8,568.56
Giles, Richard C. ...........................................................5.39
Giles, Richard C. ....................................................1,332.87
Gillespie, Jean ......................................................1,226.15
Gilzean, Heather......................................................478.17
Gilzean, Ronald S. & Natalie J. .............................. 1,025.18
Ginand, Karl D. & Skinner, Christina .........................980.98
Glasgow, Ty J. & Melissa T. .......................................994.84
Gleason, Ronald L. & Maureen A. ......................... 1,258.18
Gledhill, Earl W. & Martha .......................................754.60
Gledhill, LLC ............................................................729.19
Glendinning, Helen Viola ...................................... 1,964.27
Glenn, James M. & Carolyn A. ..................................602.14
Glick, Allen M. ......................................................5,929.00
Glick, Allen M. ......................................................2,879.80
Gluchanicz, Paul & Melissa ................................... 7,895.58
Gonzalez, Pablo & Tammy .................................... 1,325.17
Good, Susan R. & John L., III, Tr. ...............................407.33
Goodenow, Douglas E. ............................................389.62
Goodrich, Beth & Bowers, Lucille C. .........................873.95
Goodrich, Beth C. ....................................................805.42
Goodwin, Philip C. & Patricia F. ............................. 1,335.95
Gosbee, Frederick D. & Lane, Julia ........................ 1,079.54
Gosnell, Edwin Lee ...............................................1,001.77
Gosselin, William W. & Alice M. ...............................154.00
Goth, Paul R. ........................................................3,401.86
Gott, Emory K. II & Valerie J. ................................. 1,141.14
Gould, Hope .........................................................1,047.97
Gould, Wayne K. & Amy B. .................................. 15,169.00
Gouverneur, Sallie & Riley, John ........................... 2,579.50
Gouverneur, Sallie & Riley, John ..................................4.62
Grady, Rodney L., Sr. & Laurel P................................793.10
Grainger, Andrew R. & Stone, Kathleen, Tr. ........... 2,211.44
Gram, Bruce, Chris & Jeff ......................................1,432.20
Gram, Bruce, Chris & Jeff .........................................539.77
Granite Hill Enterprises ............................................541.31
Grant, Floyd W. & Bonnie S. .................................. 2,029.26
Grant, Joan H........................................................1,061.83
Grant, Rita L. & Warren ......................................... 1,295.14
Graves, Lorraine A. ....................................................80.85
Gray, Donna Kilner ...............................................3,397.24
Gray, Kenneth....................................................... 2,636.48
Gray, Kenneth D. & Havens, Mary R. ........................462.00
Greeley, Arthur W. ................................................2,429.35
Green, John R. Jr. & Susan, Tr. & Green, ................. 1,470.70
Gregory J. Buhyoff Revocable Trust & 
Marilyn B. Buhyoff Revocable Trust ................... 1,757.91
Gregory J. Buhyoff Revocable Trust & 
Marilyn B. Buhyoff Revocable Trust ........................93.17
Gregory, Jerry G. & Margaret ...................................896.28
Gregory, Jerry G. & Margaret, Tr. ........................... 1,868.79
Gricus, Charles & Patricia L. .....................................194.81
Griesar, William H. ................................................3,864.63
Griesar, William H. .....................................................40.04
Grieves, Donna L. & Peter D. ................................. 1,372.91
Griffin, Harvey L. & Sandra L. ............................... 1,031.80
Griffin, Leslie ...........................................................184.03
Griffin, Ralph H. Jr., Trustee .................................. 3,446.52
Griffin, Thomas W. ................................................3,709.09
Griggs, Timothy, Gesten, Kathleen et al ................ 3,433.43
Grimes, H. Vernard III & Linda S., Tr. ...................... 3,417.26
Grimm Dresner Family New Harbor Realty Tr ...........954.80
Grindell, David W. & Nancy E. ............................... 1,612.38
Grindell, Sarah & Jason F. ..................................... 1,626.24
Gross, George R. & Judith O. ....................................931.70
Gross, George R. & Judith O. ....................................353.43
Gross, Virginia M. .....................................................853.93
Grotton, Patrick & Linda L. ................................... 1,449.14
Grotton, Patrick & Linda L. ................................... 1,740.97
Grund, Steven W. & Heyer, Nancy E..........................879.34
Gruner, David E. & Sandra F. ................................. 1,867.25
Gruner, David E. & Finn, Sandra ...............................926.31
Gruner, David E. & Finn, Sandra F. ............................858.55






Guerette, Richard C. & Susan L.H. ............................197.12
Guibord, Russell P. & Sandra E. ............................. 1,444.06
Gumkowski, Martell & Fontanella ........................ 1,173.48
Gundersen, Gunnar J. & Sally F. ...............................366.52
Gunther, Marion H. ...............................................1,230.46
Gunther, Marion H. ..................................................463.54
Guss, Phyllis A., Trustee ........................................1,792.56
Gutek, Richard, Tr. ...................................................431.20
Guy A. Spinelli Trust 1999 .....................................1,496.88
Guzas, Robert & Sandra ........................................2,125.97
Guzas, Robert & Sandra ........................................1,138.06
Gwara, Edward J. & Patricia .................................. 1,389.39
Haba, Claudette; Tiller, Frederick Klopp ................ 3,741.43
Haberland, Evelyn Louise Spear &  
Spear, Elisabeth Ellen, Co-Tr. ............................. 5,146.68
Haberland, Jay L. & Evelyn S. ................................ 5,395.39
Habitat For Humanity Bath/Brunswick ....................168.63
Haddock, James B. & Janice A., Trustees ............... 6,792.17
Haffey, Janet C. ....................................................1,227.38
Haffey, Janet C. .......................................................292.60
Haffey, Janet C. .......................................................692.23
Hagar, Edith B....................................................... 1,068.76
Hahler, John J., Trustee ......................................... 3,739.89
Haley, Theodore F. & Ellen J. ....................................451.22
Haley, Theodore F. & Ellen J. ....................................350.35
Halfond, Jay A. & Gayle S., Trustees ...................... 3,525.06
Hall, Blake S. ...........................................................427.35
Hall, Candace & Brackett, Cynthia H. .................... 1,597.75
Hall, David D. & Klaus, Sidney N...............................916.30
Hall, David D. & Klaus, Sidney N...................................2.31
Hall, Deborah Ann ................................................4,432.12
Hall, Hugh F. .........................................................3,654.42
Hall, John R. ............................................................161.70
Hall, John R. & Paula L. ......................................... 1,129.59
Hall. Diane L. ........................................................2,045.89
Hallowell, Kurt & Andrea ...................................... 2,280.74
Hamburger, J. Victor & Cynthia M. ........................ 1,331.33
Hamelin, Andrew C. & Paula D.............................. 1,804.11
Hamelin, Linda A. & Greenlaw, David B. & Burton 1,342.11
Hammer, Constance C. ......................................... 1,705.55
Hammer, Edward P. & Constance C. .........................626.01
Hammer, Edward Peter ........................................ 1,212.75
Hammond, Dana I. II & Kandell L.............................928.62
Hammond, Dana I. II & Kandell L.............................100.87
Hancock, Judith M. ..................................................251.02
Hancock, Judith M. (Heirs) ................................... 1,623.16
Handfield, Burton T. & Gloria A. ............................ 1,445.29
Hanks, Mark S. & Inga F. ..........................................325.71
Hanks, Mark S. & Inga F. ..........................................334.95
Hanley Construction, Inc. ........................................239.47
Hanley Construction, Inc. ........................................734.58
Hanley, Charles J., Jr. & Mary P. ............................. 2,942.17
Hanley, G. Gregory ...............................................1,127.28
Hanley, Jewel ..........................................................238.70
Hanley, Jewel R. & Hanley, Mark S. ....................... 4,618.46
Hanley, Mark & Geyer, Benjamin L. & Deanna .........157.08
Hanley, Mark S. ....................................................2,307.69
Hanley, Mark S. .......................................................933.24
Hanley, Mark S. .......................................................532.07
Hanley, Mark S. .......................................................622.93
Hanley, Mark S. .......................................................770.00
Hanley, Mark S. ....................................................1,392.93
Hanley, Mark S. ....................................................1,108.03
Hanley, Mark S. .......................................................960.19
Hanley, Mark S. & Hanley, Jewel R. ..........................209.44
Hanley, Mark S. & Hanley, Jewel R. ..........................515.13
Hanley, Mark S. & Hanley, Jewel R. ..........................478.94
Hanley, Ruby A. ....................................................2,852.85
Hanley, Ruby A. .......................................................159.39
Hanley, Ruby A. .......................................................284.90
Hanley, Ruby A. .......................................................449.68
Hanley, Ruby A. .......................................................287.98
Hanley, Stewart P. ...................................................190.19
Hanlon Family Partnership ................................... 4,099.48
Hanly, Stephen ........................................................523.60
Hanna, Beth ............................................................164.78
Hanna, Chad M. & Mary M. .................................. 1,402.94
Hanna, Christopher J. ..............................................159.39
Hanna, Christopher J. & Sara J. ............................. 1,372.91
Hanna, David W. & Gail K. .....................................1,564.64
Hanna, David W. & Gail K. ........................................566.72
Hanna, Fred W. .....................................................1,209.67
Hanna, Gail K. & Keddie, Scott Alan .........................804.65
Hanna, George H. & Myrtle A. .................................691.00
Hanna, Harold W. .................................................1,370.14
Hanna, Harold W. ......................................................54.67
Hanna, Harold W. ....................................................510.51
Hanna, Harold W. ....................................................106.26
Hanna, Harold W. & Hanna, John C. &  
Peterson & Donahue ............................................214.83
Hanna, Marshall ......................................................834.68
Hanna, Marshall T. ...................................................116.27
Hanna, Marshall T. & Hanna Kathy C. .................... 3,796.10
Hanna, Marshall T. & Kathy Chasse ..........................528.22
Hanna, Marshall T. & Kathy Chasse ..........................485.10
Hanna, Marshall T. & Kathy Chasse ............................26.18
Hanna, Marshall T. & Kathy Chasse ....................... 1,728.65
Hanna, Nancy L. ......................................................111.65
Hanna, Nathan P. & Nancy L. ...................................684.53






Hanna, Richard H. ...................................................542.85
Hanna, Susie Juan ................................................1,551.55
Hanna, Theodore L. .................................................704.55
Hannah, Kay L., Trustee ........................................ 1,016.40
Hannah, Kay L., Trustee ........................................ 1,926.54
Hannemann, Yvonne ............................................ 1,295.91
Hannemann, Yvonne ............................................ 2,105.95
Hannon, Guilford ..................................................2,264.11
Hanson, Paula C. & Charles A. ............................... 2,427.04
Hanson, Susan M. & David R. ................................ 1,302.07
Hanson, Susan M. & David R., Tr. .......................... 2,292.29
Hardina, Robert F. & Louise M. ............................. 3,120.81
Harding, Richard & Wendy S. ...................................723.03
Harding, Wendy S. & Richard A. ...............................900.90
Harrington, David S. & Pamela M. ........................ 5,604.06
Harrington, Donald G. & Kim ...................................757.68
Harrington, Eric S. & Darci J. ................................. 1,342.88
Harrington, Eric S. & Darci J. ....................................435.05
Harrington, Lawrence B. & Janine H., Tr. ..................819.28
Harris, Betty Lou................................................... 4,115.65
Harris, Betty Lou................................................... 2,320.01
Harris, Herbert E. II & Nancy J. .............................. 3,351.04
Harris, Robert W. & McKenzie, Jody L. .....................993.30
Harris, Stacy L..........................................................846.23
Harris, Stephanie D. .................................................381.15
Harrison, Doris L. ..................................................4,201.89
Harrison, John .........................................................749.21
Harrod, James G. & Keri G. .................................... 1,269.73
Hart, Marjorie M. & Victor W. ................................ 5,450.83
Hartman, Mary C. ....................................................779.24
Hartman, Mary C. ....................................................143.99
Harvey, Helen L. ......................................................511.28
Haskett, Morgan L. & Sonya A. ................................134.75
Hassenpflug, Ralph & Angela ............................... 2,189.11
Hatch, Angela R. & Dana A. .....................................660.66
Hatch, Cathy & Darren A. .........................................120.12
Hatch, Cathy & Darren A. .........................................163.24
Hatch, Darren A. ...................................................1,194.27
Hatch, Fred B. III & Claudia L. ................................ 1,839.53
Hatch, Frederic B. III & Claudia L. .......................... 1,112.65
Hatch, James B. & Jennings, Patricia A. ................ 1,559.25
Hatch, Jeffrey F. & Constance N. & John .....................23.10
Hatch, Jeffrey F. & Constance N. & John ................ 2,611.84
Hatch, Terry E. ......................................................2,356.97
Hatch, Terry, Sawtelle, Judith & Cheney, Richard .. 1,004.85
Hathaway, Jeanne Elaine & Fitz-Randolph, Julia .. 1,779.47
Hathcock, John F. & Joann G. ................................ 2,688.84
Hatton, Ingrid J. & Gabriel W. ............................... 1,122.66
Havens, Veronica M. ................................................902.44
Hawkins, Graham J. ..............................................1,583.12
Hayman, Marie V. .................................................1,560.79
Hayter, Margaret E. & Lawrence E. ........................ 1,108.03
Hedberg, Laura B. & Pierce, Richard A. ................. 1,004.08
Heerema, David & Joanne .......................................697.62
Heidenreich, Theodore E. III & Holly, Tr ................. 2,641.87
Heim, William G. & Bonnie Woods ........................ 5,695.69
Heinly, Karin Eisel ....................................................462.00
Heiser, Paula ........................................................1,191.19
Hellen, Carly Rushmore ...........................................778.47
Hellen, Carly Rushmore ........................................ 1,395.24
Hellthaler, Richard M. ...........................................1,651.65
Hemman, Stephen R. & Carolyn C. &  
Kennedy, William & Nancy ...................................628.32
Hendrich, Peter ....................................................1,647.03
Hendry, William W., et al ......................................1,743.28
Hendry, William W., et al .........................................737.66
Henrich, Donna L. .................................................1,412.18
Henrich, Donna L. ........................................................1.54
Henricksen, Karen L. .............................................1,981.98
Herbert, S. & Soehren, K., Tr.................................. 4,562.25
Herndon, Sarah .......................................................857.01
Herndon, Sarah G. ...................................................883.96
Herndon, Sarah G. ...................................................989.45
Herr, Robert McGee & Paula Marion ..........................63.14
Herrera, Robert A. & Deborah D. ........................... 1,981.98
Herron, Nathaniel S., Tr. ...........................................617.54
Herron, Nathaniel S., Tr. ........................................ 3,086.93
Herron, Nathaniel Scott ........................................7,147.91
Herron, Nathaniel Scott ...........................................480.48
Heselton, Betty B. ................................................1,941.94
Heusser, Ronald Paul & Filippelli, Heidi Ann ......... 1,022.56
Hewitt, David E. & Mary .......................................1,826.44
Higer, Peter ..........................................................1,015.63
Higgins, John T. & Brenda K. ................................. 1,396.78
Higgins, Mildred P. ..................................................589.05
Higley, Carol V. Schmidt ........................................1,827.98
Hilbert, Robert J. & Christine J. ............................. 1,336.72
Hilbert, Robert J. & Christine J. ................................288.75
Hildebrandt, Storm .................................................847.00
Hildebrandt, Storm V. ..............................................711.48
Hildebrandt, Storm V. ..............................................166.32
Hildebrandt, Storm V. ..............................................847.00
Hill, Charles G. ......................................................1,034.11
Hill, Laurel E. ...........................................................693.00
Hill, Molly K. ............................................................184.80
Hinck, Christopher & Rebecca R. ........................... 1,590.82
Hinck, Jeffery ..........................................................707.63
Hinson, Ronnie T. & Brenda W............................... 5,872.79
Hirsch, Stephen, Trustee .......................................1,465.31





Hittinger, Helmut & Lynda, Co-Trustees ...................284.13
Hobbs, J. Kimball & Robin S. ....................................956.34
Hobbs, John H., Trustee ........................................ 2,447.83
Hobbs, Madeline M., Trustee ................................ 2,277.66
Hobe, Sharon .......................................................1,554.63
Hobson, Sharon L. ................................................3,097.71
Hobson, Sharon L. ...................................................924.00
Hochgraf, Norman N. & Gale R.............................. 4,898.74
Hodgdon, Edward S. & Melanie E. ........................ 1,378.30
Hodges, Eleanor L. ................................................6,086.08
Hodges, Eleanor L. ...................................................600.60
Hodgkins, Georgia ...................................................178.64
Hohorst, Joan D. ......................................................154.00
Hoisington, Dennis L. & Sonya P. .............................867.02
Hoisington, Sonya P. & Dennis L. .......................... 1,449.14
Hoisington, Sonya P. & Dennis L. .......................... 2,328.48
Holbrook, Kirk W. & Sherrie D. .............................. 2,092.09
Holladay, James B. & Roseanne ...............................910.14
Holladay, James B. & Rose Anne ........................... 1,112.65
Holladay, James Breckenridge, Jr. & Breanna ....... 1,076.46
Holladay, Roseanne .................................................945.56
Holland, Franklin B. & Joanna T. ........................... 3,546.93
Hollis, Blake & Donna ...........................................1,215.83
Hollis, Howard G. ..................................................1,172.71
Holme, Charles F. .....................................................379.61
Holme, Charles F. .....................................................769.23
Holme, Christopher B. ..........................................2,374.68
Holme, Sandra & Kutch, Nicholas &  
Labreck, Amelia .....................................................51.59
Holmes, Greg W. ......................................................883.96
Holmes, Laurence N. ...............................................344.96
Holmes, Linda H. ..................................................1,207.36
Holmes, Robert C. ................................................1,533.07
Holmes, Robert C. ...................................................344.96
Holmes, Robert C., Trustee ................................... 2,041.27
Holmes, Robert C., Trustee ........................................87.78
Holmes, Robert C., Trustee ......................................394.24
Holmes, Robert C., Trustee ......................................344.96
Holmes, Robert C., Trustee ......................................620.62
Holmes, Robert, Trustee ..........................................175.56
Holmes, Russell M. & Tammy J. ............................ 5,915.14
Holmes, Susanne .....................................................496.65
Holmes, Susanne ..................................................1,493.03
Holmes, Susanne R. .................................................203.28
Holmgren, Ann W. ................................................5,434.66
Holmgren, Ann W. & McMillan, Virginia et al ...........259.49
Holzberg Family Revocable Trust .......................... 1,854.93
Holzberg Family Revocable Trust ...............................21.56
Holzhauer, Wolfgang ............................................1,128.05
Hood, David R. & Doleen M. ................................. 5,191.34
Hood, David R. & Doleen M. ....................................823.13
Hood, Molly D., Trustee ......................................... 1,639.33
Hood, Robert T. Jr. & Karna C. Trust ............................23.87
Hood, Robert T. Jr. & Karna C. Trust ..........................265.65
Hook, Joan Nelson ...................................................639.87
Hook, Joan Nelson ................................................1,310.54
Hope, Michael R. & Hope, Peter R. ........................ 2,195.27
Hope, Michael R. & Margo W. ............................... 2,880.57
Hope, Michael R., Trustee .....................................1,033.34
Hope, Michael R., Trustee ..........................................20.02
Hope, Peter R. ......................................................2,032.03
Hope, Steven R. ....................................................1,252.02
Hope, Steven R. & Hope, Miranda E. ........................468.16
Hope, Sue Ellen .......................................................802.34
Hopkins, Glenn A. & Hanna, Jamie ....................... 9,961.49
Hopkins, Ronnie L. ..................................................612.15
Hornor, Richard G. & Lee M. .................................. 3,208.59
Horrell, Victor C. & Boot, G.l. ....................................380.38
Houdous, Frederick W. & Potter, Elizabeth ...............857.01
Houghton, Kenneth V. & Houghton, Paula J ......... 9,831.36
Houghton, Kenneth V. & Houghton, Paula J ......... 1,076.46
Houston, Douglas C. & Heather G. ........................ 1,179.64
Hovey, George D. & Sally A. .................................. 1,627.78
Howard, Heidi S. ........................................................66.99
Howard, John F. et al, Tr. & Welsie et al, Tr. ............ 2,918.30
Howe, Caroline C. .................................................1,866.48
Howell, David B. & Jemi H. ......................................357.28
Howell, David B. & Jemi H. ................................... 6,337.10
Howell, Julian F. & Cathi M. .....................................351.12
Howell, Robert C. .................................................1,774.85
Howlett, William K. & Barbara H. ............................117.81
Howlett, William K. & Barbara H. ......................... 2,024.64
Hoyt, Muriel .........................................................1,214.29
Hoyt, Muriel ............................................................873.95
Hoyt, Muriel Ann ..................................................1,334.41
Hrycenko, Harry & Tatiana .......................................693.00
Hubbard, Sterling & Kathleen .................................275.66
Hubbard, Sterling W. III & Lowry, Kathleen ..............907.83
Huberty, Jessie Thompson .........................................70.84
Huberty, Jessie Thompson .................................... 3,370.29
Huberty, Maria Teresa..............................................219.45
Hudson, Roy A. & Catherine F. .............................. 1,266.65
Hudyberdi, Alice A. ..................................................622.93
Huffman, Richard L. & Valrae R. ............................ 1,415.26
Hughes Investments, LLC ........................................416.57
Hughes, Charles ......................................................341.88
Hughes, Harold C. & Marilyn L. ....................................7.70





Hughes, Harold C., Jr. ..............................................833.91
Hughes, Janet, Trustee Dana H. Hughes Tr .................98.56




Humphrey, Firman & Ireland, Tr. ........................... 3,116.19
Humphrey, Firman, Ireland & Humphrey, Tr ....... 20,779.22
Hunt, Judith P. .........................................................165.55
Hunt, Matilda Hendrickson................................... 8,131.97
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................389.62
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................414.26
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................274.89
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................134.75
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................568.26
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................419.65
Hunt, Norman C. .......................................................77.00
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................117.04
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................123.97
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................147.07
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................126.28
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................117.04
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................117.04
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................116.27
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................129.36
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................116.27
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................120.89
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................121.66
Hunt, Norman C. .....................................................117.81
Hunter, Daniel P. ...................................................1,092.63
Hunter, Ellen P. & Ronald A. .................................. 2,857.47
Hunter, Kim Florence ...............................................582.12
Hunter, Kim Florence ............................................1,024.87
Hunter, Marian G. ....................................................261.03
Hunter, Marian G. ....................................................261.03
Hunter, Robert S. & Juanita .................................. 1,111.88
Huntington National Bank, Successor Tr. .............. 1,758.68
Hurlbut, Marcus D. & Patricia M., Co-Tr ................. 2,591.05
Hurlbut, Marcus D. & Patricia M., Co-Tr ................. 3,389.54
Hutchins, Debrah Z. ..............................................1,707.86
Hutchins, Ronald L. & Candace J. .............................559.02
Hutchinson, Mark .................................................1,393.70
Hylan Barr, Marion Rose &  Daniel Foster .............. 1,461.46




Iltis, Gillian A., Trustee ..........................................6,434.12
Ingalls, Avis ..........................................................1,389.85
Ingalls, Jo Ann E. .....................................................448.91
Inman, Earl W. & Jonancy E. ................................. 1,033.34
Innisfree Realty, LLC .............................................8,583.96
Inskeep, N. Jennifer Ewoldt .....................................616.00
IRA Plus Southwest, LLC ....................................... 2,033.57
Ireland, R.livingston Trusts ......................................467.39
Ireland, Robert Livingston Jr....................................846.23
Ireland, Robert Livingston Jr............................... 10,266.41
Ireland, Thomas E. ................................................3,023.02
Ireland, Thomas E. & Nancy R., Tr. ................................7.70
Ireland, Thomas E. & Nancy R., Tr. ......................... 3,361.82
Ireland, J. Tr, et al, Barron, Dunlap &  
Nat. City Bank, Tr. ............................................ 11,934.23
Irvine, Mary H. .....................................................5,133.59
Iser, Alfred ............................................................3,562.79
Ivens, Markita .........................................................738.43
Ives, Phyllis & Robert ............................................3,819.20
J. Edward Knight & Co. ............................................767.69
J. Wycliffe Mccracken Living Trust ............................105.49
Jack, Barbara ........................................................1,560.02
Jackovich, Anthony B. & Ethel, et al ...................... 1,574.19
Jackson, David M. & Diane L. ................................ 1,187.34
Jackson, Fred & Linda ..............................................204.05
Jackson, Stacey M. ..................................................967.89
Jaeger, Gilbert B. Jr. & Carol A.b. ........................... 1,534.61
James, Gerald & Sheryl & James, Andrew G ............563.64
James, Hillery Stowell .............................................476.63
James, William H. & Virginia S. ............................. 1,153.46
James, William H. & James-Chung, Hillery S., Tr. .. 3,224.76
Janell, John A. & Jean F. ........................................ 4,104.10
Jansen, Willem & Natalie.........................................624.47
Jenkins, Linda Chase & Jenkins, Arthur L .............. 7,101.71
Jensen, Diane R. ......................................................900.90
Jervis, Paul M. & Judith B. .......................................311.85
Jervis, Paul M. & Judith B. .......................................311.85
Jespersen, Mark O. & Kimberly H. ............................614.46
Jespersen, Mark O. & Kimberly H. ......................... 1,593.90
Joan D. Hohorst Trust of Maine (The) .................... 4,064.06
Joannes, Henry S. & Fleury, Eva-Marie ....................868.56
Joannides, Constandinos A. & Judith E. ...................709.17
Johansson, Walter N. & Nancy B., Trustees............ 4,222.68
John, Robert W. & Janet G. ................................... 7,485.94
John, Robert W. & Janet G. ................................... 8,369.90
Johnson, Barbara G. .............................................1,287.44
Johnson, Barbara G. ................................................515.90
Johnson, Blanche Maria & Richard L. .................... 1,040.27
Johnson, Elizabeth M. .............................................231.77
Johnson, Emily W., Tr. ..............................................819.28
Johnson, Thomas & Meredith ..................................992.53
Johnston, Jennifer M. ...........................................1,432.97




Jones, Glenn E. & Timothy .......................................727.65
Jones, Kenneth L. & R. Stevens ............................. 1,325.94
Jones, Mark K. & Aliano, Joanne M. ...................... 1,135.75
Jordan, Katherine Eaton ..........................................693.77
Jordan, Katherine Eaton ..........................................426.58
Jordan, Ronald A. & Edythe A. .................................984.06
Joy, Janice M. ..........................................................971.74
Joyal Realty Trust .....................................................910.14
Joyce, Frances M. .....................................................659.12
Judkins, William R, Jr. ........................................... 1,054.90
June I. Hicks Irrevocable Trust ............................... 4,457.53
Kach, Sheila Margaret .............................................304.15
Kagan, Seymour J. & Marcia J. .............................. 3,438.82
Kahl, Howard J. Jr. & Sara B., Co-Trustee ............... 3,421.11
Kalam, Tonu ............................................................997.15
Kalina, Reeves, & Hanna..........................................288.75
Kallio, Richard W. & Patricia S. ...................................70.07
Kalloch, Lynn ........................................................1,087.24
Kane, Peter E. & Pamela R., Tr. .............................. 4,891.04
Kanozak, Charles E. & Nancy M. ........................... 6,492.64
Kanyuk, Amy, Trustee ........................................... 5,279.89
Kanyuk, Amy, Trustee ........................................... 5,960.57
Kasparyan, N. George & Calmar, Elizabeth ........... 3,550.47
Kausch, Hendry, Tr., Hendry & McDonough .......... 1,925.00
Kauserud, Rachel.................................................. 9,277.73
Kay, Stafford & Patricia P. ......................................4,583.81
Kearney, Kathleen J. .............................................1,383.23
Kearns, Matthew J. & McTernan, Jacqueline ......... 1,948.10
Kearns, Matthew J. & McTernan, Jacqueline ............314.16
Keeley, Howard R. & Hazel M., Co-Tr. .................... 2,847.46
Keleher, Thomas A. & Juliana ..................................277.20
Kelleher, Daniel, Michael & Linda ......................... 4,288.13
Kelleher, Rory & Camille Marie ............................. 6,452.60
Kelleher, Rory & Kelleher, Daniel M. ........................717.64
Kelley, Deborah ....................................................1,293.60
Kelley, Emily E. & Chad M. .................................... 1,321.32
Kellogg Penobscot Road LLC ....................................693.00
Kelly, Margery K. & Severance, David M. .............. 2,393.16
Kelsey, Charles W. ....................................................545.16
Kelsey, Paul A., Jr. ....................................................193.27
Kelsey, Paul A., Jr. & Heidi L. ................................. 2,162.16
Kelsey, Paul Jr. .........................................................472.78
Kelsey, Paul Sr. .....................................................1,462.23
Kempton, Russell & Patricia & Hoffman, Monique ...128.13
Kennedy, Brenda L., Fiske et al ............................. 2,907.52
Kennedy, Brenda L., Fiske et al ................................308.00
Kennedy, Brenda L., Fiske et al ....................................3.08
Kennedy, Edward J. & Laleah C. ...............................984.06
Kennison, Dorothy L. ...............................................431.20
Kentopp, Kristin E. ................................................2,040.50
Kerr, Herbert F., Tr. ...................................................173.25
Kerr, Herbert F., Tr. ................................................4,442.13
Kerr, Joanne M. .................................................. 11,988.90
Kershner, Robert Michael & Jeryl Dansky ............. 8,898.12
Kessler, Jeffrey R. & Jane D. .................................. 1,481.48
Killam, Chester H. & Alice G. ................................. 1,640.10
Kimball, Barry W. & Mary J. .................................. 2,554.09
Kimball, Lynn B., Trustee ......................................2,363.90
Kimball, Neal S. & Heather E. ............................... 1,483.02
Kimble, Ellen Sue ....................................................334.95
Kimble, Ellen Sue .................................................1,019.48
King, Alice K., Tr. ...................................................4,460.61
King, Robert D. & Michelle M. ............................... 1,606.99
Kinloch, John J. & Colleen K. ....................................766.15
Kinney, Eleanor H. ...................................................728.42
Kirk, Elizabeth A. & Kirk, Katharine M. .....................767.69
Kittredge, Roy .............................................................0.00
Klaus, Jeanne H. ...................................................4,078.69
Klein, Barbara L. ...................................................1,771.00
Klein, Gunter E. & Suzanne W. .............................. 2,176.02
Klein, Gunter E. & Suzanne W. .............................. 1,247.40
Klein, Stephen & Sina ...........................................1,019.48
Kleitz, Dorsey & Lucore, Sandra ............................ 2,272.27
Kline, Charles R. & Catherine S. ............................ 1,201.97
Kline, Charles R. & Catherine S. ............................ 5,295.29
Kline, Gary, Trustee ...............................................8,165.08
Kline, Robert E. ....................................................1,846.46
Knapp, Burton B., Jr. & Nancy P. ...............................881.65
Knauss, Peter Lloyd ..............................................1,459.15
Knight, William & Mendelson, Lloyd .................... 1,950.41
Knight, William & Mendelson, Lloyd .................... 2,872.87
Knight, William & Mendelson, Lloyd .................... 3,751.44
Knight, William A. ................................................1,570.03
Knipe, Gregory L. & Florence E.................................792.33
Knipe, Lucille B., Tr. ...............................................1,751.75
Koenig, Claire S. ......................................................288.75
Kolodin, David A. & Elizabeth A. ........................... 1,495.65
Kolodin, David Garrett ..........................................2,494.80
Komorowski, John A. & Susan L. ........................... 1,804.11
Konitzky, Gustav ......................................................131.67
Konitzky, Gustav ...................................................2,858.24
Kortemeier, Kenneth A. & Angela L. ........................219.45
Kortemeier, Kenneth A. & Angela L. ........................115.50
Koss, Irwin & Kathleen ............................................184.80
Koza, Mark & Mary Beth ....................................... 1,470.70
Kozak, Conrad & Deborah ..................................... 4,948.02
Kozak, Conrad J. & Deborah J. .............................. 1,504.58
Kramp, Michael .......................................................904.75
Kresge, Bruce A., Trustee ......................................5,995.22





Kvochak, John & Virginia .........................................311.08
Lacasse, Joseph A. & Nancy W. ............................. 2,020.48
Lackovic, Stephen E. .............................................1,059.52
Laday, George S. & Hannah .................................. 1,449.14
Laday, Hannah ........................................................185.57
Lagasse, Terry L. ...................................................2,170.63
Lake Leasing Corp. ................................................4,070.99
Lakin, Frances F. ...................................................6,945.40
Lakin, Frances F. ......................................................666.82
Lakin, Frances F. & Robert F. ................................. 3,742.97
Lakin, Robert J. .......................................................242.55
Lamar, Albert L. & Eugenia K. ............................... 2,427.81
Lamb, Charles E. & Christine S. ............................. 2,926.00
Lamb, Frederick & Karen A., Trustees .................... 2,413.18
Lamb, Karen Ann & McGoldrick & Lamb ..................924.77
Lambert, Pamela L. .................................................820.36
Lambert, Patricia K. ..............................................1,054.90
Lambert, Patricia K. .................................................292.60
Landau, Alex, Inc. ....................................................200.20
Landry, David W. & Rosalee M. ............................. 1,332.87
Landry, Patricia D. ................................................1,192.27
Landry, Rosalee M. & David W. ................................261.80
Lane, Albert B. .....................................................1,460.69
Lane, Bronwen E. ....................................................969.43
Lane, Caleb C.R. .......................................................328.02
Lane, Elizabeth M. ...................................................369.60
Lane, Elizabeth M., Tr. ..............................................478.17
Lane, Erlyn S. & Lois Chase ......................................925.54
Lane, John B. & Jeanne M. .................................... 1,220.76
Lane, Lyndon L. & Elizabeth M. ............................ 1,104.95
Lane, Lyndon L. & Elizabeth M. ...............................734.89
Lane, Lyndon L. & Elizabeth M. ............................ 1,627.01
Lane, Marie E. .........................................................962.50
Lane, Nancy ............................................................561.33
Lane, Russell A. & Heidi R. .......................................883.19
Lane, Sandra J., Trustee ........................................ 1,139.60
Lang Family Ltd Partnership ................................. 2,077.46
Lang, Elizabeth S., Tr. ...............................................825.44
Langdon, Jennifer & Karl ...........................................43.89
Lange, Anatol & Vera, Trustees ................................657.58
Lange, Anatol & Vera, Trustees ................................259.49
Langlois, Donald & Carol ...................................... 1,917.30
Larkin, Jennifer R. & Hough, Christopher .............. 1,982.75
Larsen, Hans......................................................... 5,525.52
Larsen, Hans............................................................635.25
Lash, Albert L., Jr., Trustee .................................... 1,171.17
Lash, David L. .......................................................2,310.77
Lash, Frances, Trustee ...........................................3,130.05
Lash, Frances, Trustee ...........................................1,336.72
Laskey, Norma L., Trustee ............................................2.31
Laskey, Richard M., Tr. ..........................................1,205.82
Laskey, Richard M., Trustee ......................................160.93
Laskey, Richard M., Trustee ......................................567.49
Laskey, Richard M., Trustee ................................... 1,925.00
Lasselle, Kathryn P. ...............................................1,398.32
Lat Long Fisheries LLC .......................................... 2,677.29
Latham, Elaine ........................................................164.01
Latham, Elaine C. & Latham, Leonard & Ross ..........274.89
Latham, Elaine C. & Latham, Leonard & Ross ..........314.16
Latham, Elaine C. & Latham, Leonard & Ross ....... 2,543.31
Latham, Elaine, et al............................................. 4,155.69
Lathrop, J. Philip & Lynda ..................................... 6,822.97
Lauderdale, Elizabeth D. & Frank C. .........................203.28
Lauderdale, Frank C. & Elizabeth Diane ...................203.28
Lavallee, Catherine L. & Kach, Sheila .................... 1,320.55
Law, Marilyn C. & West, Hylie A., Co-Tr. ................. 2,015.09
Lawry, Muriel .......................................................2,186.80
Lawson, Edward A. & Linda M. ............................. 5,557.09
Lax, Eric & Sulzberger, Karen ................................ 6,974.66
Leavitt, Dana C. & Patricia A. ...................................978.21
Leavitt, Denise W. ....................................................867.02
Leavitt, Linwood M. & Ann L. ..................................906.29
Leblanc, Cynthia ......................................................180.95
Leblanc, Cynthia H. ..................................................184.80
Lebreton, Liliane & Meneely, Brenda, Tr. .............. 3,039.19
Leck, Andrew & Phyllis .........................................1,633.94
Leck, Jonathan B. .................................................1,102.64
Leduc, Lora R. ..........................................................821.59
Lee, Alison R. ...........................................................188.65
Lee, Karen & James ..............................................1,201.20
Lee, Tammy B. ......................................................8,968.19
Leeman, Christopher A. &  
Kindell-Leeman, Heather.................................. 1,845.69
Leeman, Christopher A. & Heather M. Kindell .........986.37
Leeman, Christopher A. &  
Kindell-Leeman, Heather.....................................532.07
Leeman, Craig M. & Donna ......................................932.47
Leeman, Donald K. & Marilyn A. ..............................865.48
Leeman, Eric S. .....................................................1,371.37
Leeman, Fay A. .....................................................1,201.20
Leeman, Georgia B. .................................................855.78
Leeman, Jenny A. & Scott K., Tr. ...............................266.42
Leeman, Martin E. & Jennifer L. ................................19.25
Leeman, Martin E. & Jennifer L. ........................... 1,055.67
Leeman, Merton W. & Ruth S. .................................904.29
Leeman, Paul F. III & Cerina .................................. 2,453.22
Leeman, Paul F., Jr. & Jessica A. ............................ 1,744.82
Leeman, Scott K. & Jenny A. ....................................703.01
Leeman, Scott K. & Moller, Jenny Ann .................. 1,526.14










Leibman, Felicia, Trustee ......................................3,739.12
Leighton, Christopher M. & Elizabeth C. ............... 2,701.16
Leiper, Fred & Sylvia M. ...........................................878.57
Leitman, Eva, Tr. ......................................................657.58
Leitman, Eva, Tr. ...................................................4,540.69
Lemieux, Daniel N. & Laurie A. ................................155.54
Lendick, Eric John ....................................................605.99
Lenk, Geoffrey F. & Holly J., Trustee .........................626.01
Lennox, Elizabeth D. & Winer, Judith .................... 2,524.83
Lent, Christopher R. ..............................................1,461.46
Lent, Peter ............................................................1,883.42
Lent, Peter A. ...........................................................159.39
Leonard, Judith .......................................................850.85
Leopold, Doreen Evelyn ........................................ 1,674.75
Lerley, Louise B. ....................................................1,821.82
Lerley, Louise B. .......................................................492.80
Lerley, Louise B. ....................................................1,094.94
Leroy, Darryl K. & Linda H. .................................... 1,285.90
Leurart, Amy M. & Karl A. .....................................2,427.81
Leveen, Jonathan L. & McPherson, Mary .............. 1,308.23
Levin, Robert A. ....................................................1,837.99
Levis, James N. .....................................................2,087.47
Levitt, Mary H..........................................................593.67
Lewis, Anne D. ......................................................1,208.90
Lewis, Douglas R. Jr. & Adelaide A. ..........................830.06
Lewis, Douglas R. Jr. & Adelaide A. ....................... 1,902.67
Lewis, Douglas R. Jr. & Adelaide A. ..........................285.67
Lewis, Edward M., Sr. & Sandra L. ............................909.37
Lewis, Manon I. .......................................................446.60
Lewis, Virginia Anne & Hicks, Martha Ann ............ 2,310.00
Lewis, (Heirs) & Simpson, Tarr, & Radivonyk ................3.08
Libby, Beverly B. ...................................................1,372.14
Libby, Dan L.......................................................... 1,673.98
Libby, Helen M. ....................................................3,421.11
Libby, Helen, et al....................................................770.77
Libby, Jonathan M. ..................................................674.52
Libby, Lowell Whitney & Melissa N. ...................... 7,773.15
Libby, Mark Findlay ..............................................4,333.56
Libby, Sarah .........................................................1,557.71
Libby, Susan D. & Beth B. .........................................721.49
Libby, Susan D. & Beth B. .........................................458.92
Licero, Ross & Cathleen ........................................ 6,249.32
Lind, Diane & Bjork, Elizabeth D., Tr. ..................... 3,257.10
Lindberg, George A. III & Frances M. ..................... 1,677.06
Lindberg, Jeremy J. & Christina M. ..........................893.20
Lindquist, Carol A. ................................................2,322.32
Lindsay, Lionel R. & Grace Polly, Co-Tr. .....................848.54
Linkas, Christopher C. & Danielle N....................... 4,713.17
Lister, James P. & Christina ......................................652.96
Little, Claire A. ......................................................1,392.16
Little, Donald & Helen ..........................................2,461.69
Little, Donald & Helen .................................................5.39
Littlefield, Alan C. & Murray-Littlefield, Rebecca .. 2,040.50
Littlefield, Alan C., Trustee .......................................160.93
Littlefield, Andrew K. ..............................................267.96
Littlefield, Andrew K., Tr. .........................................210.98
Littlefield, Jonathan Brown & Bridget Eileen ...........776.16
Littlefield, Sarah V., Darcy & Christopher .................262.57
Lloyd, Laura, Trustee............................................. 5,014.24
Lloyd, Spencer & Laura ......................................... 2,447.83
Locke, Lorelei, et al ...............................................1,296.68
Lockhart, Arthur J. ................................................1,241.24
Lockhart, Cynthia, Trustee .......................................282.59
Lockhart, David S. & Sharon ................................. 2,441.67
Lockhart, Janet E. ....................................................690.69
Lockhart, Peter B. .................................................2,043.58
Lockhart, Philip B. Jr & Carol M. &  
Welday, Amy L. & David W. III ........................... 3,089.24
Lockhart, Robert B. & Pirjo Elsie  .......................... 9,253.86
Lockhart, Robert B., Tr. & Lockhart, David ................293.37
Lockwood, Luke B. & Ladd, Laurel D. .................... 1,007.16
Lomuscio, Kathleen E., et al .....................................124.74
Lomuscio, Kathleen E., et al .....................................321.09
Loney, Robert T. & Phyllis H. ................................. 1,496.42
Long Cove Dock Corp. ..............................................449.68
Long, Scott ................................................................87.01
Long, William Scott .................................................160.93
Long, William Scott .................................................169.40
Long, William Scott .................................................410.41
Long, William Scott ...................................................96.25
Long, William Scott .................................................108.57
Longe, J. Kendell, Jr. & Jane E., Co-Tr. ......................618.31
Longe, James T. .........................................................57.75
Looking at Louds, LLC ........................................... 1,881.11
Loprieno, Donald & Lockhart, Page ...................... 1,716.33
Loprieno, Donald A. & Lockhart, Page .................. 1,315.16
Lord, Jason F. & Palino, Anna M. ........................... 1,157.31
Lord, Nathaniel D. & Pulsifer, Lauri R. ................... 1,800.26
Lord, Patricia ...........................................................652.19
Lord, Stephen F. & Beverly D. ................................ 3,574.34
Lord, Stephen F. & Beverly D. ...................................789.25
Lorenz, Helmut H. & M.A. ..................................... 1,329.79
Loud, William A. & Takako .................................... 1,066.45
Loveridge, Ebba V. ................................................1,069.84
Loveridge, Vicki A. ................................................1,017.17
Low, Charles J. Jr. & Lisa Marie ................................821.59
Lowberg, Gary W. & Jaye Bailey ............................ 1,345.19
Lowd, Harry M. III .................................................4,171.09




Lowd, Robert B., Tr. & Lowd, Monique, Tr .............. 1,394.47
Lowe, Jean ...........................................................1,134.52
Low-Sullivan, Clare ...................................................49.28
Loznicka-Mulhern, Marlene S. .............................. 1,288.52
Lucina, Phyllis A. ..................................................1,866.48
Lucore, Sandra K. & Kleitz, Dorsey R. .................... 3,724.49
Ludlow, Joan T. .....................................................1,762.84
Ludman, C. Steven & Cynthia ..................................251.79
Ludwick, Jonathan & Bethany .............................. 1,666.28
Lugosch, Emile & Ronna S. ..........................................4.62
Lugosch, Emile & Ronna S. ................................... 1,404.02
Lukianov, Eugene R. ................................................241.01
Lukianov, Roman E. & Irina W. .................................404.25
Lurie, Natalie, Tr. ...................................................5,942.86
Lutte, Kenneth A. & Pamela S. .............................. 1,081.85
Lydon, Patrick S. ...................................................7,993.37
Lyford, F. Cabot & Joan ......................................... 1,142.22
Lyford, Matthew & Kazuye ......................................352.66
Lynch, John J., Trustee .......................................... 2,563.33
Lynch, John J., Trustee .......................................... 2,470.16
Lynch, John J., Trustee .......................................... 1,876.49
Lynson, L.L.C. ..........................................................595.98
Lyons, Elliot B. ...........................................................23.10
MacConnell, Joyce F. & MacConnell, Dennis .......... 2,494.80
MacCready, Peter E. & Robin M. ...............................159.39
MacDonald, Joseph, Tr. ..............................................54.67
MacDonald, William & Eileen R., Tr. .................... 11,567.71
MacDougall, Peter & Susan .................................. 1,535.38
MacGregor, Thomas H. & Billie ................................612.15
MacGregor, Thomas H. & Billie ............................. 8,116.57
Mack, Russell T. & Kathleen M. ............................. 1,554.63
MacKenzie, Rochelle P. ............................................910.14
MacKenzie, Susan J. & James E. ............................ 3,957.03
MacKenzie, Susan J. & James E. ...................................0.77




Macphee, Alan J. & Heather M. ...............................257.95
Mactye, David C., Tr. .............................................8,048.81
Madan, Clyde A. & Beverly A., Tr. .............................930.16
Madden, Shirley M. & ONeil, Maryann ......................43.12
Maginnes Family Ltd. Ptnrship ............................. 4,950.33
Maginnes Family Ltd. Ptnrship ............................. 1,641.64
Magness, Margaret B. .............................................527.45
Magness, Margaret B. .......................................... 1,283.59
Mahan, Clifton & Connell, Annie .............................502.04
Mahan, Clifton R., Jr. ...............................................108.57
Mahan, Clifton R., Jr. & Connell, Annie ................. 1,209.67
Mahan, Clifton Robinson ...................................... 2,234.54
Mahan, Edward T. & Arline G. ..................................348.81
Mahan, Edward T. & Arline G. ............................... 4,173.71
Mahan, Stuart J. ...................................................1,821.05
Mahan, Stuart J. ...................................................1,813.35
Mahoney, Linda C. ................................................1,352.89
Maine Kayaks, Inc. ...................................................297.22
Maines, Barbara ......................................................308.00
Mainesail Properties, LLC .....................................2,169.86
Maker, Rand ............................................................699.16
Makin, John H. & Van Paasschen, Gwendolyn, Tr. . 4,774.77
Makin, John H. & Van Paasschen, Gwendolyn, Tr 11,061.05
Malgieri, Michael J. & Beth K. ............................... 1,891.12
Malgieri, Michael J. & Beth K. ............................... 1,545.39
Mallen, Elaine J. & Craig A. ......................................493.57
Mallory, Joseph S. III, Trustee ............................. 14,379.75
Mallory, Wendy V., Trustee .................................. 11,002.53
Maloney, Christopher ..............................................893.20
Manchester, William W. ........................................ 1,419.88
Mangano, Richard A. & Sandra D. ......................... 1,583.12
Manning, Theodore D., Jr. ........................................565.95
Manning, Virginia L. ................................................770.77
Manns, Myles & Francesca.......................................336.49
Manns, Myles & Francesca.......................................211.75
Marcus, Ann .........................................................3,096.94
Margal, LLC ..........................................................2,936.01
Margolis, Kenneth A. & Smithberg, Ellen .............. 2,410.10
Mark S. Prior, Inc. ....................................................843.15
Marks, Richard A. Jr. & Shuttleworth, Tracy .......... 1,825.67
Marks, Richard A. Jr. & Shuttleworth, Tracy .......... 1,148.84
Marr, Warren E...................................................... 2,239.16
Marr, Warren E...................................................... 1,071.84
Marrquid Corp. ........................................................107.80
Marsh, Peter & Susan ........................................... 2,291.52
Marshall, Douglas & Carolyn J. ............................. 3,594.36
Marshall, Hubert M. & Marian N.,Tr. ..................... 2,500.96
Marshall, Hubert M. & Marian N.,Tr. ........................393.47
Marshall, Hubert M., Tr. & Marian N., Tr ................ 3,359.05
Marshall, Hubert, M., Tr. & Marian N., T ...................418.11
Marshall, Leonard J. & Barbara M. ........................ 1,192.73
Martin, Allison G. & Dana K. ................................. 6,384.07
Martin, Boyce F., Jr. & Ogden, Anne B. .................. 3,912.37
Martin, David C. & Corwell-Martin, Carol ............. 1,571.57
Martin, Eleanor C. ...................................................823.90
Martin, Isham & Mary C. .........................................995.61
Martin, Joseph Quinn & Ekaterina ...........................803.11
Martin, Kris W. & Lucile P. ........................................768.46
Martin, Lucile P. ....................................................1,888.81
Martin, Peter H. & Patricia H., Trustees ................. 1,040.27
Martinovic, Aleksander &  











Mason, Stuart & Julie ...........................................1,325.17
Massey, Melvin G. & Geraldine M. ........................ 1,358.28
Masters Machine Co. .......................................... 22,032.01
Masters, George S., Jr. .............................................219.45
Masters, George S., Jr. & Linda ............................. 3,874.64
Masters, George S. Jr. & Masters, Richard C. ............186.34
Masters, George, Jr. ..............................................4,389.00
Masters, George, Jr. .................................................466.62
Masters, George, Jr. ..............................................1,680.14
Masters, Jason .........................................................269.50
Masters, Jason G. .....................................................269.50
Masters, Marianne ..................................................246.40
Masters, Marianne ...............................................1,886.50
Masters, Martha H. ..................................................398.09
Masters, Martha H. ..................................................545.93
Masters, Martha H. ..................................................120.12
Masters, Richard ...................................................2,410.10
Masters, Richard ......................................................207.90
Masters, Richard & Masters, George S., Jr. ...............345.73
Masters, Richard C. ............................................. 11,047.96
Masters, Richard C. ...............................................1,041.04
Masters, Richard C. & George S., Jr. ..........................791.56
Masters, Richard C. & Masters, George S. ...................27.72
Masters, Richard C. & George S., Jr. ....................... 1,358.28
Masters, Steven C. & Lisa S. .................................. 2,712.71
Masterson, Barry J. & Doris E. ..................................980.21
Masterson, Barry J. & Doris E. ..................................288.75
Matel, James K. & Sarah S. ................................... 1,901.13
Matel, James K., Trustee ....................................... 1,513.82
Mathieu, James S. & Andrea B. ............................. 2,188.34
Matrumalo Anthony F. & Susan M. ..........................860.86
Matrumalo, Anthony F. & Susan M. .........................600.60
Mattozzi, Bonnie & Domenico .............................. 1,385.23
Mattson, Jeanne ..................................................3,623.62
Maxcy, Kimberly A. & Darren B. ............................ 1,211.21
Maxim, Jeanne M. ................................................7,843.99
Mayberry, Alice M. ...............................................1,395.24
MBH Realty LLC ....................................................1,798.72
McAlice, E. A. Jean & Bernard J. ............................ 1,608.84
McCabe, Edward Lee ...............................................584.43
McCabe, Terry .......................................................4,755.52
McCarthy, Mary E., Tr. & Robbie, William .............. 1,119.58
McCarthy, Nancy H. ..............................................2,974.51
McClure, Scott C. & Carol B. .....................................717.64
McConnell, Roger & Dorothea .............................. 1,298.22
Mcconnell, Roger & Dorothea ..................................920.92
McCormack, Gwyneth Vaughan & Michael ........... 4,328.94
McCracken, Jill...................................................... 1,715.56
McCubbin, Karen Ann ...........................................1,369.83
McCue, Gerald M., Trustee .................................... 3,728.34
McCue, Gerald M., Trustee .................................... 5,744.97
McDermott, Joseph H., Tr. & Martha E., Tr. ............ 1,444.52
McDonald, Chyllene Kelley ................................... 7,683.83
McDunnah, Sharon K...............................................739.97
McEnaney, Joseph P. & Grace S. ...............................383.46
McFarland Ventures, LLC ....................................... 1,376.76
McFarland, Arthur E. Sr. ...........................................508.51
McFarland, George C., Jr. & Elizabeth Kennedy ..... 9,805.95
McFarland, Hope ..................................................1,147.30
McGlauflin, Cindy A. ................................................711.48
McGrath, Michael J. & Martha C. .............................761.53
McGuckin, John M. & Battinieri, Ralph N. ................850.85
McGuckin, John M. & Battinieri, Ralph N. ................184.80
McGuire, Janice L..................................................1,321.63
McIntire, Jennifer & Gottschalk, Gregory .............. 1,627.78
McIntire, R.C. & D.F. & J.C. ........................................424.27
McIntire, R.C. & D.F. & J.C. ..................................... 1,841.84
McIntire, Richard C. & Juliene C. ..............................431.20
McIntire, Richard C. & Juliene C. ........................... 1,774.08
McIntire, Rolvin W. ...............................................1,981.98
McKeen, William & Susan ........................................448.14
McKinnon, John E. & Joan C. ................................ 1,556.94
McKinnon, Michael J. & Christine M. .................... 1,384.46
McLain, Brian .......................................................2,174.48
McLain, Brian .......................................................1,118.04
McLain, Brian C. ...................................................1,090.32
McLain, David H. & Linda Y. .................................. 6,152.30
McLain, Floyd & Irene ..............................................649.42
McLain, Kimberly I. .................................................146.30
McLain, Roxanne .....................................................907.06
McLain, Sheila ......................................................1,387.54
McLain, Steven F. .....................................................977.90
McLain, William D................................................. 1,084.93
McLain, William D. & Kimberly I. .......................... 1,198.12
McLaughlin, Barbara L. ...........................................744.59
McLaughlin, Robert F. & Roberta M. ............................5.39
McLaughlin, Robert F. & Roberta M. ........................327.25
McLaughlin, Timothy I. & Karen L. ........................ 1,015.63
McLean Holdings LLC...............................................954.80
McLean Holdings, LLC ........................................... 1,401.40
McLean Holdings, LLC ..............................................355.74
McLellan, Melanie S. ...............................................790.79
McLetchie, Karl-Magnus W. .................................. 1,777.93
McLoughlin, Audre J., Trustee ..................................346.50
McMillan, Donna J. ..................................................117.81
McMillan, Donna J. ...............................................1,415.57
McMillan, Virginia, Tr., et al .................................. 5,236.00
McNamara, Claire F. & Laurence Craig .....................657.58
McPherson, Jeanne M. & McPherson, Mary E ....... 1,380.61







McQuarrie, Robert G. & Norma L.,Tr. &  
Lawson, Edward ............................................... 1,023.33
Maine Nat. Bank & Davis Jr., Trustees ................... 3,773.77
Meakin, Donald B. & Jean Piper............................ 1,316.24
Means, Donald C. & Mary Rae .............................. 1,203.82
Means, Donald C. & Mary Rae ...................................33.88
Melehov, Victor & Lucia ...........................................363.44
Mellick, Shelby ........................................................222.53
Mellyn, Lawrence P. & Janice M. ........................... 1,109.57
Melville, Angela G. ...............................................1,442.98
Mercer, Ruth V. .....................................................1,420.65
Merker, Hannah ......................................................728.42
Merrill, Albert O. & Allen, Sandra C., Co-Tr. ........... 1,298.22
Merrill, John M. & Anne G. ................................... 5,189.34
Merritt, Richard E. & Diane D. ..................................962.50
Merser, F. Gerard ..................................................7,638.71
Merser, F. Gerard & Merser, Mary E., Tr. ....................278.74
Mersfelder, Joanne I. ............................................1,295.14
Meserve, Pamela & Svens, David A. ...................... 1,074.92
Messer, Arthur & Nadine ......................................1,182.26
Messier, Lynn & Marilyn M. .................................. 2,946.02
Messier, Marilyn M. .................................................399.63
Metcalf, LLC .............................................................637.56
Metoudi, Laura F......................................................492.80
Meyer, Kay R. ........................................................1,958.11
Micocci, Anthony P. & Micocci, Rhoda M., ............. 7,371.98
Mikulak, Debra Lee & Bloom, Frederick E. ...............974.05
Miller, Charles B. & Clemons, Martha, Tr. .................206.36
Miller, Edwin L...................................................... 1,323.17
Miller, Thomas & Miller, Mark C. ........................... 5,471.62
Miller, Timothy E. & Chambers-Miller, Christina ... 1,255.10
Millner, Sandra L. ....................................................589.82
Mills, Donald T. & Donna A. .................................. 2,313.39
Mills-Scofield, Deborah, Tr. ................................... 1,727.88
Miner, Reid A. & Mary M. .....................................4,903.36
Minor, David F. & Barbara A. ................................. 3,069.99
Mirow, George ......................................................1,025.64
Mitchell, Dana B. .....................................................255.64
Mitchell, Rebecca & Harris, Benjamin, Tr. .............. 1,893.43
Mitkus, John P. & Linda A. .........................................96.25
Mitkus, John P. & Linda A. .......................................869.33
MJH-Pem LLC ..........................................................938.63
MJH-Pem LLC .......................................................1,590.05
Mocarski, Daniel & Claire ......................................5,023.48
Moebius, Charles G. ..............................................1,218.14
Moffo, Carmine, Jr. & Bernadette, Lynn ...................693.00
Moffo, Carmine, Jr. & Bernadette, Lynn ................ 1,573.42
Moffo, Carmine, Jr., Trustee .......................................10.78
Moffo, Carmine, Jr., Trustee .....................................522.06
Moller, Jenny Ann ...................................................288.75
Moller, Jenny Ann ...................................................155.54
Moloney, Brian T. & Patricia A. .............................. 1,702.47
Molt, Isaac C. ...........................................................936.32
Molt, Richard R. Jr. & Christina S.S. ....................... 4,426.73
Molt, Roy C. & Lori S. ...............................................998.69
Monaco, Albert........................................................995.61
Monahan, Linda A. & Michael W. .......................... 4,601.52
Mongeon, Ralph E. ...............................................3,090.78
Mongeon, Ralph E. ..................................................307.23
Monomoy Properties, Inc. .......................................188.65
Monroe, Matthew L. & Nancy L. ........................... 1,688.61
Montgomery, Frederick J. & Beatrice L. ...................793.87
Montgomery, Frederick J. & Beatrice L. ...................573.65
Montgomery, H. Bruce .........................................1,029.49
Montgomery, H. Bruce ............................................347.27
Montgomery, Richard B........................................ 2,086.70
Montgomery, Stephen J. & Richard &  
Taylor, Catherine, Tr. .............................................505.89
Montgomery, Steven J. ...........................................346.50
Montouri, Warren K., Trustee ................................ 7,390.46
Moody, Matthew & Bonnie J. ..................................171.71
Moody, Matthew & Bonnie J. ..................................341.88
Moody, Matthew & Bonnie J. ..................................300.30
Moore, Dale & Marcia ........................................... 1,123.43
Moore, Slade B. .......................................................623.70
Moquin, Gabriel & Judith S. .....................................741.51
Moran, George F. .....................................................115.50
Moran, Jane L. & Congdon, Priscilla G......................676.83
Morin, Alix L. & Morin, Mark F., Tr. ........................ 4,422.11
Morrill, Leigh H. & Sharon G. ................................ 1,028.72
Morris, Francesca B. ..............................................2,806.65
Morris, Francesca B. ..............................................3,796.87
Morris, Francesca B. .................................................717.64
Morrison, Etta C. & Michael A. .............................. 1,396.01
Morton, Lewis J. & Ann M. ......................................830.06
Morton, Virginia & Low, Lisa Marie ..........................366.52
Morton, William A. Jr. & Susan E........................... 2,430.89
Moses, Martyn R. & Kathleen R. ..............................178.64
Moses, Martyn R. & Kathleen R. ........................... 1,189.65
Moses, Martyn R. & Kathleen R. ........................... 1,538.00
Mosher, Donna Lynn ...............................................634.48
Mosher, Geoffrey K. & Genevieve R. ...................... 1,538.46
Moss, Douglas D. Jr. & Bernadette McGowan ........ 1,362.13
Moss, Justin & Kelly .................................................906.29
Mulcahy, John W. & Fenniman, Andrew K. ........... 5,124.35
Mullin, Charles K. .................................................1,526.14
Mullin, John J. .........................................................110.11
Mullin, Sheila M. & Andrew T. .............................. 1,181.95
Mullin, Thomas D. & Mary T. ................................. 1,583.89











Munn, Ruth A. & Degranpre, Judy E. .................... 5,359.51
Murray, Heather K. ..................................................124.74
Murray, Paul & Hilary ..............................................992.53
Murray-Littlefield, Rebecca A. & Littlefield, Alan .....585.20
Musick, Madolyn M. ................................................209.44
Musk, Janet .................................................................7.70
Musk, Janet H....................................................... 1,158.85
Musk, Janet H............................................................36.19
Musk, Janet Hill ....................................................1,566.95
Musk, Janet Hill ...........................................................3.08
Myers, Brenda .........................................................112.42
Myers, Donald C. & Barbara F. ............................... 1,043.66
Myers, Patricia L. ..................................................1,460.69
Myers, Winslow ....................................................1,580.81
Mytych, Carolann, Cheney, Virginia &  
Midura, Charles V. ............................................. 2,567.18
Nado, Wayne A. .......................................................567.49
Nagle, James K., et al ................................................69.30
Nagle, James K., et al ................................................70.07
Najim, Ralph E. & Jane H. ........................................420.42
Najim, Ralph E. & Jane H. ........................................326.48
Nash, Jeannine D. Fossett, Charles J. III & Dorothy ...901.67
Nash, Justin W. ........................................................780.78
Nathan Powell Carpenter & Builder, Inc. ..................213.29
Nathan Powell Carpenter & Builder, Inc. ..................237.93
Nathan Powell Carpenter & Builder, Inc. ..................184.80
Nathanson, Stanley L. & Geraldine ..........................161.70
Nature Conservancy (The) .......................................116.27
Nature Conservancy (The) .........................................23.10
Nature Conservancy (The) .........................................38.50
Nature Conservancy (The) .........................................31.57
Naughton, Pamela, Trustee .................................. 5,717.25
Naughton, Pamela, Trustee .....................................897.82
Navigator Properties, LLC .....................................1,562.33
Nee, R. Christopher & Sara E. ................................ 2,294.60
Neely, Jean Patricia .................................................988.68
Neff, Barbara S. (Heirs) ............................................959.42
Neff, Lynn K. & Peter A. ........................................2,112.11
Neilson, Marvin .......................................................860.86
Neiman, Christina F. & Neiman, Fraser D. .............. 1,051.82
Nelson, Adam R. & Holly P. ......................................219.45
Nelson, James H. & Gilbert, Jacqueline ................. 1,151.46
Nelson, Kathie Sawtelle .......................................2,100.56
Nelson, Kathie Sawtelle ..........................................637.56
Nelson, Kathie Sawtelle & Sawtelle, Kathryn ..........197.12
Nelson, Louisa L. ..................................................4,922.61
Nelson, Louisa Libby & Mark L. ................................697.62
Nelson, Louisa Lockwood ........................................913.22
Nerber, Peter & June E., Tr. .......................................602.91
Nes, Charles M. IV .................................................1,207.36
Ness, Paul M.& Barbara Don ................................. 2,590.28
New Harbor Land Corp. II...................................... 2,011.24
New Harbor Land Corp. II...................................... 4,439.05
New Harbor Land LLC ........................................... 1,261.26
New Harbor/Round Pond Churches ...................... 1,275.89
New Harbor-Chamberlain Water Assoc......................74.69
New Harbor-Chamberlain Water Assoc....................427.35
Newbegin, Barbara E...............................................783.86
Newton, Craig H. & Kathryn H. ............................. 3,759.91
Newton, Craig H. & Kathryn H. ............................. 2,090.55
Nial, David & Laura ..................................................875.49
Nial, David & Laura, Tr. .............................................458.92
Nichols, Arthur E. .................................................2,370.83
Nichols, Francis J. & Paula A. ................................ 1,432.97
Nichols, Jay F. ............................................................31.57
Nichols, Jay F. .......................................................2,346.19
Nichols, Joseph & Eileen ..........................................184.80
Nichols, Steven B. & Victoria L. ............................. 1,156.54
Nichols, Steven B. & Victoria L. ................................297.99
Nickerson, Mark A. ..................................................192.50
Nicklin, Walter S. III & Patricia Bland .................... 3,041.50
Nido, Guy E. & Janet B. .........................................1,649.34
Nielsen, Eric & Bonnie M. .....................................1,585.43
Nielsen, Eric & Bonnie M. ..........................................99.33
Nisbet, Judith A. ...................................................5,089.70
Nolan, John J., Tr. ..................................................2,924.46
Norcross, Susan E. & Phillip .....................................916.30
Nordin, Patricia J. .................................................1,771.77
Norland, Timothy C. & Betsey S. ........................... 1,585.43
Norman, Anthony P. & Jo-Anita ............................ 1,493.03
Norris, Patricia E. ..................................................1,463.77
North, Joyce M. .......................................................679.14
Norton, Melissa & Laverdiere, Co-Trustee ............. 2,730.42
Nourse, William F. .................................................2,050.51
Noy, Robert A. & Elsa L.,Trustees .............................239.47
Noyes, Andrew L. & William R., Trustees ............... 1,101.87
Noyes, Patricia F., Trustee ...................................... 2,900.59
Noyes, Patricia F., Trustee .........................................983.29
Nyboe, Helen B. & Michael S. & Charlotte L. ......... 4,190.65
Nyboe, Kenneth E. (Heirs) .......................................404.25
Nyboe, Mark ............................................................778.47
Nystrand, Randy & Kelly ..........................................231.00
O. W. Holmes, Inc. .................................................1,820.28
O’Brien, Amy L. .......................................................228.69
O’Brien, Jean M. ...................................................1,483.02
O’Brien, John C. Jr. & Betsy Ann ...............................927.08
O’Callaghan, Judith L., Kersey, Partrici.................. 1,535.38
Ochs, Nancy J. & Robert J. .......................................826.21
Ochs, Nancy J. & Robert J. .......................................917.07








O’Connor, John J. .....................................................930.47
O’Connor, Philip & Catherine .....................................77.00
O’Donnell, Daniel G. & Patricia B. ......................... 1,275.12
Ogden, Faith F. .....................................................1,116.50
Oliver, Sally J. ..........................................................994.84
Oliveri, Terry D. & Mary L. ........................................529.76
Oliveri, Terry D. & Mary L. ........................................994.07
Olson, Gregory B. & Black, Jane E. ...........................972.51
Olson, Janet G. ........................................................672.98
Olson, John W., Trustee ............................................649.88
Olson, Kenneth R. Jr. ...............................................451.22
Olson, Lee R. & Baker, Susan O., Tr. ....................... 1,544.62
Olson, Lee R. & Baker, Susan O., Tr. ....................... 2,917.53
Olson, Peggy Callahan & Kenneth Olson ............... 1,504.58
Onorato, Isaiah J. & Hilton, Ashley L. .................... 1,143.45
Onorato, Robert D. & Cindy L. ..................................716.87
Oram, Joan C. .......................................................2,788.94
Orcutt, Thomas, Orcutt, David & Reilly, Sara ......... 2,538.69
Organ, Melissa P. ..................................................1,369.06
Ormiston, John E. III .............................................2,430.89
Orne, Dale ...............................................................206.36
Orne, Lori A. ............................................................897.82
Ornowski, Carl .........................................................157.85
Ornowski, Carl A. ..................................................1,610.07
Ornowski, Carl A. .....................................................166.32
Ornowski, Carl A. .....................................................167.09
Orrick, Margaret H. ...............................................1,533.07
Osgood, Troy & Tracy ..................................................97.02
Osgood, Troy & Tracy ................................................775.39
Osicka, Barbara M., Trustee .................................. 3,919.30
Osier, Belinda O. ...................................................2,825.13
Osier, Belinda O. ...................................................3,552.01
Osier, Belinda O. ...................................................3,254.02
Osier, Belinda O. ...................................................2,704.24
Osier, Donald T. & Carlyle A. .................................. 1,536.92
Osier, Donald T. & Carlyle A. .....................................623.70
Osier, Kilton T. ..........................................................837.30
Osmer, Patricia M., Trustee ................................... 1,299.76
Otis, Robert E. & Barbara S.,Tr. .............................. 2,621.85
Ouellette, J. Edgar & Dorothy B. ........................... 1,100.33
Our Journey’s End, LLC ..........................................2,645.72
Padgett, John F. & Griswold, Wendy ..................... 1,284.36
Paine, Linda R. .....................................................2,667.28
Painter, Linda D. & Baglione, Frank....................... 1,125.74
Palsgrove, Frederick D. & Anita G. ......................... 2,164.47
Pangilinan, Tristan & Borromeo, Mercedes ........... 2,353.12
Pangilinan, Tristan & Borromeo, Mercedes ..............169.40
Pangilinan, Tristan H. & Borromeo, Mercedes ..........323.40
Pangilinan, Tristan H. & Borromeo, Mercedes ..........595.98
Pangilinan, Tristan H. & Borromeo, Mercedes ....... 3,306.38
Pangilinan, Tristan H. & Borromeo, Mercedes ..........478.94
Papkov, Andre N. & Natalie R. ..................................233.31
Paradis, Rosalie A. & Edmond B. ................................74.69
Parady, Jeannine ..................................................1,005.62
Parent, Richard A. & Eileen C. ............................. 12,337.71
Park Avenue Realty ..............................................2,045.89
Parker, Kathleen; Heron, Howard C. II, MD &  
Brock, Eileen A. ................................................. 1,579.27
Parker, Kathleen; Heron, Howard C. II, MD &  
Brock, Eileen A. ........................................................4.62
Parker, Richard E......................................................920.92
Parsons, Betty, Tr. & Blinn, Richard, Tr ................... 1,222.76
Parsons, Neil Lee .....................................................395.78
Parsons, Neil Lee .....................................................341.11
Passaro, Carolyn S. & Eugene M. ........................... 4,215.75
Pastore, Joseph & Kathleen E. .............................. 1,406.02
Patterson, E. Britt & Laura A. ................................ 1,185.80
Pau Hanna Pemaquid LLC ..................................... 3,499.65
Paul, David C. & Linda N. .........................................629.09
Paul, David C. & Linda N. .........................................980.98
Paullo, Ronald ......................................................2,142.91
Pavelle, Elizabeth .................................................3,235.54
Peabody, Earl Hilton & Sylvia L. ...............................847.77
Pearson, Cloris N. .................................................1,054.13
Pease, Gerald E. & Barbara M. .............................. 1,870.33
Pedrick, Robert G. Jr. & Sally D. ................................903.21
Pellerin, Yvon J. & Jacqueline B. ............................ 2,811.27
Pemaquid Associates, Inc. .................................... 1,249.71
Pemaquid Associates, Inc. .......................................182.49
Pemaquid Craft Co-Operative ............................... 1,232.77
Pemaquid Fishermans Co-Op ............................... 4,305.07
Pemaquid Holdings, LLC ....................................... 2,945.25
Pemaquid Investment Properties LLC ................... 6,682.83
Pemaquid Investment Properties LLC ........................30.80
Pemaquid Investment Properties LLC ................... 1,175.79
Pemaquid Investment Proprties LLC ........................130.90
Pemaquid Point Realty Trust ...................................802.34
Pendleton, Benjamin S., Morneault, Ashley V. & 
Pendleton, Scott E. & Wendyann & Sarah N. ..... 1,857.24
Pendleton, Bradford L. & Melanie L. ..................... 1,419.11
Pendleton, Clyde R. & N. Lucille ............................ 1,103.41
Pendleton, Clyde R. Jr. & Carrie D. ............................717.64
Pendleton, Cylde R. & N. Lucille ............................ 1,084.16
Pendleton, Jared M. .............................................1,478.40
Pendleton, Jeraldine Y. ......................................... 2,043.58
Pendleton, Jeraldine Y. ......................................... 3,641.33
Pendleton, Ronald E. ............................................2,280.74
Pendleton, Ronald E. ...............................................169.40
Pendleton, Ronald E. ...............................................354.97




Pendleton, Ronald E. & Jeraldine Y. ...................... 1,205.05
Pendleton, Scott ...................................................1,429.12
Penniman, Roy .....................................................1,160.39
Penniman, Roy W. ................................................ 2,291.52
Penniman, Roy W. ................................................ 2,321.55
Penniman, Roy W. .....................................................64.68
Penniman, Roy W. ...................................................297.99
Penniman, Roy W. ...................................................293.37
Penniman, Tom M. ...............................................1,295.91
Penniman, Tom M. ..................................................435.05
Penniman, Tom M. & Tracy A. ............................... 2,795.87
Penta, Mary; Kelly, Barbara; Penta, Paul ..................890.12
Pepper, Judith A., Trustee .....................................1,235.08
Perkins, Elizabeth L. & Sarah L. ............................. 1,192.73
Perkins, Henry & Catherine ................................... 1,345.96
Perkins, Laura L. & Green, Kenneth L. ......................111.65
Perkins, Paul F., Trustee ........................................9,184.56
Perley, Kenton B. .....................................................531.30
Perley, Kenton B. ..................................................1,150.38
Perley, Kenton B. & Mollie H. ...................................204.82
Perley, Kenton B. & Mollie H. ................................ 2,276.12
Perley, Kenton B. & Mollie H. ...................................180.95
Perley, Kenton B. & Mollie H. ...................................323.40
Perley, Kenton B. & Mollie H. ................................ 1,014.86
Perley, Kenton B. & Mollie H. ...................................109.34
Perley, Kenton B. & Mollie H. ................................ 1,513.82
Perley, Mollie H. ......................................................569.03
Perley, Mollie H. ......................................................909.37
Perlmutter, Aitana & Perry ................................... 1,171.17
Perry, Bradley & Diane J. .........................................867.79
Perry, Daniel P. & Carol Ann .................................. 3,792.25
Perry, William H. & Katherine D. ........................... 7,415.87
Persson Joel C. & Audrey A. .................................. 1,190.42
Peter MacCready, Inc. ..............................................100.87
Peter MacCready, Inc. ................................................77.77
Peter MacCready, Inc. ..............................................882.42
Peters, Kenneth C. ...................................................887.81
Peters, Kenneth C. .....................................................77.00
Petersen, Alison M. & Thomas M. ............................627.55
Petersen, Gary & Patricia ......................................1,307.46
Petersen, Mary E. ....................................................696.08
Peterson, Charlotte, Bailey, Nancy &  
Doughty, Sylvanus ............................................ 2,039.73
Peterson, Eric A. & Mark A. ................................... 4,502.19
Peterson, Mary Ann ..............................................1,278.97
Peterson, Mary Ann .................................................200.20
Petrocelli, Elizabeth ..............................................1,154.23
Pham, Tuan; Taylor, Peter; Dupont, Jean ............... 5,135.90
Phillips, Kimberly L. & Reilly, Carl E., Jr. ................ 1,359.82







Phinney, Perry F. ......................................................415.80
Phinney, Susan Townsend, Trustee ....................... 4,265.03
Phinney, Susan Townsend, Trustee ....................... 1,695.54
Phinney, William F. ...............................................4,301.99
Phinney, William F. ...............................................1,232.77
Phinney, William F. ..................................................574.42
Phinney, William F. ...............................................5,122.81
Phinney, William F. & Perry F. ............................... 2,363.13
Phinney, William F. & Perry F. ............................... 1,281.28
Phinney, William F. & Perry F. ............................... 5,723.41
Phinney, William F. & Perry F. ....................................10.78
Phinney, William F. & Perry F. ............................... 4,661.58
Pieh, Wendy & Goth, Peter ......................................280.28
Pierce, Donald A. & Reed-Pierce, Melissa.................100.87
Pierce, Donald A. & Reed-Pierce, Melissa.................977.90
Pierce, Sherrylee D. ..............................................2,720.41
Pierce, Thomas F. & Dorothy J. .............................. 1,148.84
Pierce-Morin, Linda C. .............................................962.50
Pierpont, Brooks A. & Linda .................................. 1,231.23
Pierpont, Brooks A. & Linda .........................................3.08
Pike, Jeffrey & Sherry ..............................................242.55
Pike, Jeffrey M. & Sherry L. ......................................954.03
Pilibosian, Kathe .....................................................848.54
Pilibosian, Kathe & Holley, Chris ..............................406.56
Pillar, Gregory N. & Barbara A. .............................. 1,803.34
Pilsucki, Robert W. & Rosemary C. ........................ 1,955.80
Pimentel, Donald J. ..............................................1,356.74
Pinkerton, John B. & Kathleen M. ......................... 1,823.36
Pinkerton, Meaghan & Nichols, Ross .................... 1,249.71
Pinkham, Cameron, Powell, Pamela &  
Pinkham, Paul .................................................. 2,929.85
Piper, Jan J. & Ruth J............................................. 2,026.64
Piper, Lois .............................................................4,578.42
Piper, Lois F. & Hellthaler, Gail M. ......................... 2,768.92
Pitcher, Shirley H. & Donald F., Jr. ......................... 3,734.50
Pitcher, Stephen D. & Carolyn M., Co-Trustees ...... 1,741.74
Plowden, Mary & Daniel C. ................................... 1,405.25
Plummer, Charles H. ..................................................53.90
Plummer, Dwayne A. ...............................................610.61
Plummer, Howard J. & Charles & Shawn, et al  ..........57.75
Plummer, Scott M. ..................................................453.53
Plummer, Shawn E. .................................................642.18
Plummer, Shawn E. .................................................316.47
Plummer, Toby J. .......................................................81.62
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Plummer, Toby J. .......................................................28.49
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................559.79
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................180.95
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................173.25
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................174.79
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................205.59
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................182.49
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................182.49
Poland Russell & Holmes, LLC ..................................178.64
Poland, Andrew Lord ...............................................231.77
Poland, Corey L. .......................................................891.66
Poland, Edward F. & Gwendolyn ..............................291.83
Poland, Edward F. & Gwendolyn ........................... 1,678.60
Poland, Edward F. & Gwendolyn ........................... 1,545.70
Poland, Edward F., Jr. ...............................................633.71





Poland, Frank G. ......................................................994.07
Poland, James R. & Gail M. ......................................630.17
Poland, Jon G. .........................................................230.23
Poland, Jon G. & Poland, Jon G., Jr. ..........................813.43
Poland, Jon G., Jr. ......................................................66.99
Poland, Jon G., Jr. & Stephanie ................................167.09
Poland, Jon G., Jr. & Stephanie ................................304.92
Poland, Jon G., Jr. & Stephanie J. .......................... 1,362.90
Poland, Jon Jr. & Woodcock, Stephanie ...................387.31
Poland, Peter ...........................................................981.75
Poland, Peter & Debra M. .....................................1,416.80
Poland, Peter & Debra M. ........................................306.46
Poland, Peter & Debra M. ........................................306.46
Poland, Peter H. & Debra M. & Andrew L. ................209.44
Poland, Peter H. & Debra M. & Andrew L. ................210.98
Poland, Peter H. & Debra M. & Andrew L. ................209.44
Poland, Richard & Diane ..........................................720.26
Poland, Richard H. Jr. & Kristine A. ....................... 1,306.69
Poland, Ronald T. .....................................................533.61
Polistock et al .......................................................5,035.03
Pollinger, Arnold & Perlow, Robin ...........................188.65
Pontrelli, Michael R. .............................................3,062.29
Poole Bros., Inc. .......................................................180.18
Poole Bros., Inc. .......................................................280.28
Poole Bros., Inc. .......................................................399.63
Poole Bros., Inc. .......................................................511.28
Poole Bros., Inc. .......................................................515.90
Poole Meadow Real Estate, LLC ............................ 7,802.41
Poole, Carl S., Jr. ......................................................511.28
Poole, Carl S., Jr. ......................................................555.94
Poole, Carl S., Jr. ......................................................146.30
Poole, Carl S., Jr. ......................................................449.68
Poole, Carl S., Jr. ......................................................405.02
Poole, Carl S., Jr. & Emily C. ......................................269.50
Poole, Carl S., Jr. & Emily C. ......................................361.13
Poole, Laurent & Chase, Jennifer L........................ 5,146.68
Poole, Laurent & Chase, Jennifer L...............................3.08
Poole, Laurent & Chase, Jennifer L........................ 1,878.03
Pooler, Jeffrey L. ......................................................812.35
Pooler, Jeffrey L. & Plymak, Belinda J. .....................823.90
Pooler, John D. & Brown, Elizabeth ..........................107.80
Porter, Barnaby .......................................................318.01
Porter, John S. & Patricia M.,Tr. ............................. 2,225.30
Porter, John S. & Patricia M.,Tr. ................................258.72
Porter, Richard M. & Nancy A...................................991.76
Post, Alexander C., Jr.; Post, Katherine & 
Carter, Andrea Post ........................................... 8,520.05
Potter, Bonnie B. & The Barry S. Potter Trust ......... 3,367.98
Potter, David N. & Wertheimer, Carol S. ................ 2,040.50
Potter, Judith Harris, Tr. ...........................................763.07
Potter, Mark E. & Potter, Lise B. ...............................887.04
Potter, Mark E. & Potter, Lise B. .................................77.00
Pottle, George W. IV.............................................. 1,235.08
Pottle, Teresa D. .......................................................689.92
Powell, Jordan H. & Erica E. .................................. 1,182.72
Powell, Nathan ........................................................167.09
Powell, Nathan R. & Andrea L. .................................383.46
Powell, Nathan R. & Andrea L. .............................. 2,212.98
Powell, Nathan R. & Andrea L. .............................. 2,314.62
Powell, Nathan, Carpenter & Builder Inc. ............. 2,196.04
Powell, Pauline J. .................................................1,262.34
Powell, Stephen P. ...................................................197.12
Prahst, Hope J. .....................................................1,989.99
Pratt, Deborah T.................................................... 1,324.40
Prentice, Carol Fay & James .................................. 1,330.56
Prentice, Dale A. & Carolyn H. ............................... 1,202.28
Prentice, Dale Adams ........................................... 1,266.65
Prentice, Gordon & Carol Ann ..................................150.15
Prentice, Gordon L. & Carol Ann ............................ 1,293.60
Prentice, Gordon L. & Carol Ann ............................ 1,176.56
Prentice, Paul A. ......................................................295.68
Prescott, Elizabeth F. & Argeropaulous, Bonnie, Tr. & 
Davidson, Peter G. ............................................ 4,369.75
Preston, D. & Preston, J.,Tr. ................................. 12,584.88
Preston, Dorothy M. & Preston, Jerome Jr., Tr........ 5,022.71
Preston, Dorothy M. & Preston, Jerome Jr., Tr...........231.77
Preston, Richard M. ............................................ 21,774.06
Preston, Richard M. ..............................................3,670.59
Preston, Richard M. & Michelle P. ..............................27.72









Preuss, Fredrick A. ...................................................107.80
Price, John F. ........................................................1,595.75
Prime, Jon L. & Winifred L. ................................... 2,287.67
Prior, Audrey J. & Prior, Kelsey L. .......................... 1,142.68
Prior, Jodi L. ..........................................................1,332.10
Prior, John A. ...........................................................713.02
Prior, Mark S. & Audrey J. ........................................464.31
Prior, Mark S. & Audrey J. .....................................1,975.05
Proulx, Sarah ...........................................................450.45
Provost, Pierre & Alison ........................................ 9,933.00
Prucha, Edward J. ....................................................880.11
Prycl, Lewis C. & Belva A. ......................................1,192.73
Pryzant, Rodger M. & Eydie M. ............................. 1,469.93
Pucci, Dominick L. & Donna L., Co-Tr. .................... 9,459.45
Puckett, Margaret Ann ......................................... 1,073.38
Pulsifer, Priscilla F. & Norton, Stephen W. &  
Gaudet, Dianne ................................................. 1,066.45
Pulsifer, Priscilla F. & Thompson, Joyce ....................632.17
Pulsifer, Priscilla F. & Thompson, Joyce ........................3.08
Purinton, Dorothy ...................................................180.18
Purinton, Dorothy A. ............................................1,573.88
Putnam, David B. ....................................................666.05
Putnam, Nancy J., Tr. ............................................1,245.86
Pysczynski, James N. ...............................................197.12
Pysczynski, James N. ............................................1,024.10
Quail Run Homeowners’ Association ...........................9.24
Quail Run Homeowners’ Association .........................16.94
Quarry Hill Improvement Assoc. ..................................5.39
Quarry Hill Improvement Assoc. ................................19.25
Quarry Hill Realty Trust .........................................5,060.44
Quimby, Lucy G. & Quimby, Thomas B. ................. 1,361.36
Quimby, Lucy G. & Quimby, Thomas B. ....................636.02
Quimby, Lucy G. & Quimby, Thomas B. ....................472.01
Quimby, Lucy G. & Quimby, Thomas B.,Tr. ................336.49
Quinn, Stacy .........................................................4,384.38
Quintus, Cynthia ......................................................381.15
Rae, Jen & Brendan ..............................................1,526.91
Rafalowski, Joseph J. & Carol A. ........................... 1,092.17
Rancourt, Cynthia,Trustee .................................... 1,613.92
Rancourt, James D. & Cynthia J. ...............................171.71
Rand, Gard Paige & Mary Ann .................................143.99
Randall, Julia Ireland ............................................4,653.11
Ranger, Sally D. & Gearry L., Trustees .................... 3,238.62
Ransdell, Kerry L. & Kirstie M. .............................. 1,683.22
Ransley, Robert B. & Wall, Harriett A. ................... 3,314.85
Rapp, Constance, Trustee ......................................5,083.54
Rapp, Constance, Trustee ......................................1,363.67
Rapp, Robert R., Tr. & Constance S., Tr. .................. 9,012.85
Ratigan, Susan A. ....................................................813.89
Rauscher, U. Kurt & Andrea K. .............................. 2,400.86
Ray, David R. ........................................................1,953.49
Rayburn, Georgina H. ..............................................779.24
Rayder, Michael L. Jr. & Martha F. ......................... 2,807.42
Raynor, Russell .....................................................5,946.71
RDO Ventures, Inc. ................................................2,314.62
Reagan, Elise T. .....................................................1,136.52
Rebecca J. Recor Revocable Tr. .............................. 1,501.50




Redmond, Christopher J. & Rosalynn L. ................ 4,109.49
Redonnett, Brian & Rosa .........................................808.50
Reed, Paul & June................................................. 3,173.17
Reeves, Erin & McKernan, Chad ............................ 1,482.25
Reeves, Kathleen A. & Hill, Glenn ............................291.83
Reid, James D. & Anne D. .........................................294.14
Reid, James D. & Anne D. .........................................103.95
Reid, James D. & Anne D. ...................................... 1,693.23
Reid, Janice ..........................................................1,128.82
Reif, Cheryl ...........................................................2,064.37
Reilly, Brandon W. ...................................................201.74
Reilly, Carl (Heirs) .................................................3,254.02
Reilly, Carl (Heirs) & Delong, Cynthia H ....................264.11
Reilly, Carol M. .....................................................1,195.04
Reilly, Carol M. .....................................................1,062.60
Reilly, Donald T. & Barbara V. ................................ 1,193.04
Reilly, Janet B. ......................................................1,269.27
Reilly, Joel K. .............................................................71.61
Reilly, John M. & Marilyn E. .................................. 1,208.44




Reilly, Paul T., Trustee ...........................................1,265.88
Reilly, Reginald ...........................................................6.93
Reilly, Reginald L. & Crook, Robert ..........................703.01
Reilly, Reginald L. & Elizabeth A. .............................100.10
Reilly, Reginald L. & Elizabeth A. .................................5.39
Reilly, Reginald L. & Elizabeth A. .......................... 1,283.59
Reilly, Reginald L. & Elizabeth A. .............................215.60
Reilly, Reginald L. & Elizabeth A. ...............................11.55
Reilly, Reginald L. & Elizabeth A. ...............................63.14
Reilly, Reginald L. & Elizabeth A. .............................361.13
Reilly, Sally A. .......................................................1,297.45
Reilly, Sally Ann.........................................................54.67
Reilly, Thomas C. & Lois ...........................................291.83
Reilly, Wayne E. & Todd, Roberta R. ...................... 4,610.76
Reilly, William S. ...................................................1,613.15













Renco Investment Associates ............................... 3,876.95
Reny, Daniel E. & Andrea J. ................................... 5,567.10




Reny, Michael P. ....................................................2,949.87
Renyi, Elizabeth M. ............................................. 58,611.63
Repiton, Heidy L. & Chris P. ................................... 1,365.98
Requa, Richard M. & Mary S., Tr. et al ................... 5,607.14
Reuman, Melanie E. & Conley, Mark R. ....................231.00
Reynolds, Charles G. & Mae C.,Tr. .......................... 1,287.44
Rice, Carol A. ........................................................1,082.62
Rice, Jacquelyn, Rice, Wayne & Rice, Cindy ..............744.59
Rice, Jill R. ............................................................1,258.95
Rice, John P. & Lorraine ........................................1,606.99
Rice, Robert & Jill ....................................................300.30
Rice, Robert L. ......................................................1,029.49
Rice, Wayne M. & Cindy T. ..................................... 1,048.74
Richards, Joyce T. ..................................................1,142.68
Richards, Scott C. ..................................................1,365.98
Richards, Scott C. .....................................................462.00
Richards, Thereas O. .................................................237.93
Richards, Thereas O. .................................................283.36
Richards, Thereas O. .................................................603.68
Richards, Todd & Sarah ......................................... 1,757.91
Richardson Family Trust ........................................ 4,139.52
Richardson Family Trust ........................................ 4,969.58
Richardson Family Trust ...........................................361.90
Richardson, George E., CPA ...................................1,996.61
Richter, Marion H. ................................................1,651.19
Richter, Paul, Tr. ....................................................1,381.38
Rickards, John P. & Karin S. ......................................355.74
Ricker, June E. .........................................................682.22
Ricker, June E. .........................................................322.63
Riess, Warren C. & Kathleen.................................. 1,473.01
Riker, Glenn E. & Barbara A. ................................. 2,587.20
Rimrodt, Ronald L. & Grabeklis, Juli K................... 1,891.12
Rimrodt, Ronald L. & Grabeklis, Juli K................... 1,948.87
Rines, W. Brian, Trustee ........................................2,769.69
Ring, Carol W. ..........................................................100.10
Ring, Carol W. .......................................................1,544.62
Ring, Carol W. ..........................................................369.60
Ring, Carol W. & Hanna, Harold W. ...........................321.86
Ring, Carol W. & Hanna, Harold W. ...........................508.20
Ring, John ............................................................2,199.12
Ring, Paul D. & Carol W. ........................................ 1,099.56
Riopel, Gerard H. & Mary S.,Tr. .................................516.67
Rittner, Frederick G. & Irene C. .............................. 8,041.88
River Cottage LLC ....................................................629.09
Robbins, Alisha A. ................................................1,071.84
Robbins, Derwood R. Jr. & Holly F. ...........................845.46
Roberge, Michele ....................................................749.21
Roberge, Michele & Maulucci, David .......................159.39
Robert H. Reny Trust B ..........................................5,831.21
Robert H. Reny Trust B .......................................... 4,192.65
Roberts, Charles & Lucretia .................................. 2,212.98
Roberts, Charles M. & Lucretia I. ........................... 2,539.46
Roberts, Laura A. ..................................................1,793.33
Roberts, Laurence W. & Margaret M. .................... 1,092.63
Roberts, Wayne J. & Susan H. ............................... 1,361.36
Robinson, Carole E., Tr. .........................................1,120.35
Robinson, Philip D. & Collins, Jane R., Tr. ............... 1,919.61
Rodrigue, Margaret J. ..............................................850.85
Rodrigues, Garcia & Weeks, Tr. .................................939.40
Rodrigues, Thomas D. & Michele K. ...................... 1,765.92
Roger, James A. & Heather A. ..................................974.82
Rogers, Thomas & Helen..........................................234.08
Rogers, Thomas B. & Mary T. ................................. 1,596.21
Rolfe, Georgia A. & Rolfe, S. & J. ........................... 2,062.06
Rollins, Jeffrey .........................................................147.07
Rollins, Marie R. ...................................................1,151.92
Rollins, Roxanne; Rollins, Stephen & Kirk ................485.10
Ronald A. Shapiro & Mary F. Dunn  
Qualified Personal Trust .................................... 5,893.58
Ronan, Richard D. & Cathleen M. .......................... 4,823.28
Root, James, Trustee & Root, Elizabeth, Trustee .... 1,426.04
Ropes, Claudia D. ..................................................1,689.38
Ropes, Susan R. ....................................................2,638.02
Ropes, William A. III ................................................308.77
Rose, Joseph P. & Marion L. .................................. 1,769.46
Rosene, Harold A., Jr. ............................................7,177.94
Ross, Arthur S. & Kathy E. ..................................... 2,927.54
Ross, Cynthia M.R., Tr. ........................................... 1,405.25
Ross, Cynthia M.R., Tr. ..............................................395.01
Ross, Elizabeth C. ....................................................201.74
Rottner, Albert W. & Carol J. ....................................300.30
Rottner, Albert W. & Carol J. ....................................318.01
Rottner, Albert W. & Carol J. ................................. 1,963.04
Rottner, Carol J. ....................................................1,235.85
Rottner, Carol J. & Golojuch, Nancy J. ......................622.16
Round Pond Farm, LLC .......................................... 1,716.33
Round Pond Farms, LLC ...........................................154.00
Rowan, Douglas M. & Elizabeth D., Tr. .................. 1,239.70





Rowan, Richard & Christine & Fox, Mark & Shari .. 1,335.18
Rowan, Richard & Christine & Fox, Mark & Shari .........4.62
Rowe, Richard K., Trustee .....................................3,553.55
Rowland, Richard K. & Joan P., Tr. ......................... 4,653.88
Rubacha, Betsey J. ...............................................2,248.40
Rubacha, Betsey J. ..................................................521.29
Rugman, George (Heirs) & Lenore ...........................857.78
Rugman, Lenore M. .................................................269.50
Rugman, Lenore M. ..............................................1,271.27
Ruit, John III & Nina.............................................. 2,029.72
Rundale, LLC............................................................573.65
Runes, Susan C. & Robert I. .................................. 2,184.49
Runion, Eric J. & Tracy A. ..........................................794.64
Rush, J. Peter, Trustee ...........................................1,496.11
Rush, Laurel C. & Gilby, Crystal A. ......................... 1,221.22
Rushmore Cottage LLC ......................................... 4,449.83
Rushton, Carolina P. & Douglas J. .......................... 2,263.03
Russack, Richard & Hammett, Cynthia, Co-Tr. ....... 6,658.96
Russell, Adam..........................................................176.33
Russell, Amanda......................................................180.18
Russell, Bruce D. & Joyce E. ................................... 5,392.31
Russell, Bruce D. & Joyce E. ..........................................4.62
Russell, D. Wayne .................................................2,628.78
Russell, Dean ........................................................1,166.55
Russell, Dean M. ......................................................621.39
Russell, Gladys M., Trustee ......................................617.54
Russell, James M. & Geraldine L., Trustee ................274.12
Russell, James M. & Geraldine L., Trustee ............. 1,258.95
Russell, Linda & Ronald ...........................................176.33
Russell, Liza .............................................................262.57
Russell, Philip O. & Natalie H. ............................... 1,242.01
Russell, Ronald L. & Linda A. ...................................846.23
Russell, William J. .................................................1,717.10
Russell, William J. & Frances L. ................................148.92
Russell, William J. Sr. & Wm., Jr. & Delong, Sidney ...128.59
Russell, William J. & Frances L. ................................277.20
Russell, William Sr. & Frances ............................... 1,604.68
Rusty Bryant Excavation ..........................................229.46
Ruttenberg, Joel H. & Sophie C. ............................ 3,933.16
Ruwe, Gail M. .......................................................1,101.87
Ruzzo, Loreto J. & Forman, Susan J. ...................... 1,565.41
Sabin, Marie F. & Lynch, John J., Jr., T ................... 2,568.72
Sabin, Marie F. & Lynch, John J., Jr., T ......................998.69
Sablinsky, Theodore W. & Bonnie K. ..................... 1,020.25
Sadler, William A. & Sallie, Tr. ............................... 2,233.77
Sady, Christine G. & James J. Jr. ............................ 1,303.61
Safran, Craig T. & McCrary, Vicki B. ...........................790.02
Salerno, Richard H. & Carmen L. ........................... 1,044.12
Salt Pond Group, LLC ............................................2,293.83
Saltwater Artists ..................................................1,196.58
Samoset Fish & Game Club ........................................72.38
Samoset of New Harbor, Inc. ................................ 3,374.91
Sanders, Shawn Leslie .............................................194.04
Sandpiper Realty Trust ......................................... 7,950.25
Sandstrum, Sharon L. & Auslander, Mary ................878.57
Sankar, Pamela & Suzanne & Andrea ......................178.64
Sankar, Pamela & Suzanne & Andrea ................... 1,187.34
Sant, Christine & Sant, Alexis ............................... 2,784.32
Sant, Michael J. & Kristin W. ................................. 3,480.40
Sarsten, Ann E. .....................................................4,409.02
Sarsten, Jan A. & Ann E. ....................................... 5,091.24
Satterlee, Douglas A. & Marjorie Sue .......................326.48
Satterlee, Douglas A. & Marjorie Sue .......................311.08
Satterlee, Douglas A. & Marjorie Sue .......................317.24
Satterlee, Douglas A. & Marjorie Sue .......................320.32
Satterlee, Douglas A. & Marjorie Sue .......................366.52
Satterlee, Douglas A. & Marjorie Sue .......................365.75
Satterlee, Howard ...................................................270.27
Saunders, Scott D. & Lynn M. ................................ 1,166.55
Savaro, Francis & Brenda and Savaro & Stella ....... 1,063.37
Sawtelle, George A. & Judith L. ............................ 1,307.46
Sawyer, Brian .......................................................1,151.15
Sawyer, Brian K. & Linda A. .................................. 3,317.16
Sawyer, Gary G. & Pamela A. ................................ 5,071.22
Sawyer, Linda ..........................................................937.86
Sawyer, Marilyn M. .................................................505.12
Sawyer, Marilyn M. .................................................341.88
Sawyer, Marilyn M. & The First N.A., Tr. ......................15.40
Sawyer, Marilyn M. & The First N.A., Tr. ................. 3,090.32
Sawyer, Marilyn M. & The First N.A., Tr. ................. 1,473.78
Sawyer, Ramona M. & Hannah & Sawyer, Tr. ........ 2,785.09
Sawyer, Stanley A. ...................................................649.88
Sawyer, Stanley A. ...................................................200.97
Sayers, Lisa S. ..........................................................201.74
Schandelmeyer, Barbara A. .................................. 1,103.41
Scherer, Mable E. .....................................................120.12
Schiff, Terrylene A. (Heirs) .......................................542.08
Schilling, David A., Tr. & Spencer A., Tr. &  
Elaine F., Tr. ....................................................... 3,169.32
Schmaltz, Dana L. & Enroth, Kate B. ..................... 5,498.57
Schmidt, Robert E. ...............................................1,165.78
Schneider, Bruce A. & Barbara B. .............................616.77
Schneider, Michael & Mical Heyman .................... 1,001.00
Schneider, Michael & Mical Heyman ...........................4.62
Schnitker, Detmar & Julia B. ......................................11.55
Schnitker, Detmar & Julia B. ................................. 1,298.22
Schnitzer, Robert F.& Lorraine F. ........................... 1,488.41
Schumacher, John M. & Hoffman, Jennie M. ...........171.71
Schwabe, Jann L. & G. Blaine III ...............................916.30




Schwanemann, William & Lorraine .........................780.01
Schwanemann, William & Lorraine ...................... 1,349.04
Schwarzkopf, Constance ....................................... 1,747.13
Scofield, John H. & Deborah M. ............................ 1,620.08
Scofield, John H., Trustee ......................................1,590.82
Scott, Andrew D. & Guerra, Elizabeth L. ................ 3,568.18
Scott, Mary Lynn & Hammes, Asa James .............. 2,675.75
Sczerbowicz, Norma & Timothy M. & Jeffrey ...........850.85
Seagram, Edward, Trustee .................................. 17,761.59
Seal Rock Cove, LLC ..............................................4,782.47
Sears, Albert E. .....................................................1,635.79
See, Marianne G. ..................................................2,766.61
Seiders, Floyd & Linda E. .........................................104.72
Seiders, Pete R.........................................................842.38
Selverstone, Andrew R., Jane E., Valenti ............... 3,541.23
Semmes, Richard C. ..............................................1,191.19
Semmes, Richard C. & Ribeiro, Judith P. ...................210.21
Sencer, Richard M. & Louise.................................. 4,943.40
Senior, Rose M. .....................................................1,460.69
Seredynski, John F. & Judith H. ............................. 1,139.60
Serra, Karalee D. ......................................................874.72
Seth, Cherrie N. .......................................................677.60
Sevra, Parry H. & Richard K. .....................................869.33
Sewall, Richard & Susan Sproul ............................ 1,316.24
Sewall, Samuel M., Trustee................................... 1,364.44
Seymour, Richard S. Jr. & Lenore C. ....................... 2,332.33
Shaffer, Linda J. & William H................................. 1,767.15
Shalom LLC........................................................... 3,481.94
Shannon, Allan L. & Sara A. .................................. 1,183.49
Shannon, Allan L. IV & Sara A. .................................170.17
Shapiro, Kenneth E. ..............................................2,414.72
Shapiro, Kenneth E. ..............................................4,398.24
Shapiro, Kenneth E. & Carmeline;  
Shapiro, Ronald & Mary Dunn ........................... 1,529.99
Shapiro, Ronald A.& Dunn, Mary F. ..........................369.60
Sharac, Joseph M. & Rita P. ................................... 1,143.45
Shattuck, John & Lisa M. .........................................291.06
Shattuck, John & Lisa M. .........................................302.61
Shattuck, John & Lisa M. .........................................377.30
Shattuck, John & Lisa M. .........................................288.75
Shattuck, John & Lisa M. .........................................288.75
Shattuck, Kevin E. & Lisa E. ......................................802.34
Shaw, Arnold & Rosalie ........................................ 1,367.83
Shaw, Clifford J. & Phyllis M. ...................................742.28
Shaw, Clifford J. & Phyllis M. ...................................169.40
Shaw, Howard W. .................................................3,131.59
Shaw’s Fish & Lobster Wharf Restaurant Inc. ........ 1,181.95
Shaw’s Fish & Lobster Wharf Restaurant Inc. ........ 1,151.15
Shaw’s Fish & Lobster Wharf Restaurant Inc. ........ 2,100.56
Shenton, John J., Trustee .........................................636.02
Shenton, John J., Trustee ...................................... 9,792.86
Shepherd, Edward W. & Katherine R., Tr. ..................358.82
Shepherd, Edward W. & Katherine R., Tr. ............... 3,835.37
Sheridan, David P. & Shelley S. ............................. 2,296.91
Sheridan, David P. & Shelley S. ................................471.24
Sheridan, Walter T. & Constance H.;  
Welch, Francis & Jane ....................................... 3,294.06
Sherman, Laurie A. ...............................................4,952.64
Sherman, Sally A. ....................................................874.72
Sherwood, Priscilla ..................................................696.85
Shields, Theodore .................................................1,511.51
Shook, David W. & Diana E. .................................. 1,429.89
Shott, Joy, Trustee ................................................4,216.52
Shuttleworth, Tracey ...............................................806.96
Sibley, Loren B. & Dorothy A. ................................ 1,211.98
Sigler, Clay D. ........................................................1,392.16
Sigler, Clell R. & Sherry R. ..................................... 1,221.22
Sigler, Clell R. & Sherry R. ..................................... 1,249.71
Sigler, Donald R. & Eunice C. ................................. 1,839.07
Signore, Holly ..........................................................480.48
Signore, Holly .......................................................1,506.12
Silar, Ted E. & Diane ...................................................96.25
Silar, Ted E. & Diane ..............................................1,653.96
Siles, William H. & Dorothy D. ............................... 3,423.42
Silver, Barbara A. & Barrett L. ............................... 1,255.87
Silverberg, Shirley F. & J. William .......................... 4,570.72
Silverman, Sally Ann & James P. ........................... 4,894.43
Simard, Denise P. ..................................................4,299.68
Simard, Leon ...........................................................784.63
Simmons, Edgar & Susan .....................................1,541.54
Simmons, Robert R. & Jane R. .............................. 1,037.96
Simmons, Stacey A. & Malcolm P. ............................785.40
Simon, Walter C., Watkins, Lorraine S. &  
Skehan, Kimberly A., Tr. .................................... 3,223.22
Simonds, Frank X. & Jane D. ....................................170.94
Simonds, Frank X. & Jane D. ................................. 1,468.70
Simonitsch, Shirley A. & James T. ......................... 1,437.59
Simonitsch, Shirley A. & James T. ............................184.80
Simonitsch, Shirley A. & James T. ..............................96.25
Simons, Peter H. & Wedmore, Barbara ................. 1,430.66
Simpson, Danielle ...................................................708.40
Sirois, Michael D. & Jacqueline R. ......................... 1,248.94
Skehan, Bruce D. & Kimberly A. ...............................383.46
Skipp, Cynthia K. & Andrew K., Tr. ......................... 3,021.48
Skirvan, Theodore J. & Pamela G. ......................... 3,051.51
Skirvan, Theodore J. & Pamela G. ................................1.54
Skoglund, Jon H. & Deborah ................................. 1,268.96
Slabaugh, Marilyn H., Tr. ......................................5,844.30
Slocum, D. & Parsons, D. &  








Slocum, Deborah P. ..............................................1,803.34
Small, Dana W. .....................................................2,911.37
Small, Dana W. & Helen C. .................................... 3,702.93
Small, Dana W. & Helen C. ...........................................3.08
Small, Dana W. & Helen C. .................................... 1,074.15
Small, David L. & Geri E. .......................................7,678.44
Small, David L. & Geri E. ..........................................357.28
Small, David L. & Geri E. ..........................................314.16
Small, Eleanor, Partridge, R.W. &  
Thurston, Barbara ............................................. 2,602.60
Small, Mary Jane ..................................................5,527.06
Small, Mary Jane ..................................................1,797.18
Smerdon, Michael & Susan E. ..................................738.43
Smiaroski, Mary Susan, et al ................................ 1,007.16
Smith, Anne L. ........................................................963.27
Smith, Beverly .........................................................337.26
Smith, Beverly M. ......................................................96.25
Smith, Charles E. & Carroll S. ................................ 1,832.91
Smith, Clarence B. ...................................................250.25
Smith, Clarence B. & Mary Jane ............................ 1,582.35
Smith, David Quentin ..............................................249.48
Smith, Donald O. & Jean E.T. ....................................899.67
Smith, George F. & M. Kathleen & Smith, Nancy ......652.96
Smith, Nancy, James & Sally & George ................. 2,458.61
Smith, Robert .......................................................2,857.47
Smith, Robert P. & Carol S. .................................... 1,645.03
Smith, Seward P. .....................................................860.86
Smith, Stephen & Winsor, Paul G. ......................... 1,254.33
Smith, William I., Trustee ........................................747.98
Snediker, David K. & Gertrude A. .......................... 3,322.55
Snediker, David K. & Gertrude A. .............................616.00
Snider, Peter G. & Dickinson, Nancy .........................958.65
Soucie, Wanda J. ..................................................5,326.86
Soule, James L. Jr. & Marianne H., Tr. .................... 1,298.99
Spaider, Joseph A. & Lima, Joni F. ............................986.37
Spaider, Joseph A. & Lima, Joni F. ............................265.65
Spaider, Joseph A. & Lima, Joni F. ............................299.53
Spaider, Joseph A. & Lima, Joni F. ......................... 1,606.99
Spaider, Joseph A. & Lima, Joni F. ............................301.07
Spaider, Joseph A. & Lima, Joni F. ............................304.92
Spaider, Joseph A. & Lima, Joni F. ............................486.64
Sparrow, Hale L. ......................................................992.07
Spaulding, Donna M. & Hunt, Lucille A. ................ 2,464.00
Spears, Jerome Jennings .........................................210.98
Speck, Eric W. & Judy A. ........................................1,953.49
Spemaquid Realty Trust ....................................... 4,859.47
Spemaquid Realty Trust ..........................................294.91
Spence, Julie A. .......................................................270.27
Spencer, Nancy E. ....................................................780.01
Spikell, Alison P. ......................................................736.12
Spiller, Wayne A. & Janet L. .................................. 1,575.42
Spinney, Charlotte C., Trustee ............................... 1,049.51
Spinney, James L. & Janis E. ................................. 1,377.53
Spinney, Robert F. & Gail B. .....................................922.00
Spooner, Gerald F. & Lois F. ......................................926.62
Spooner, Raymond H. Jr. & Markley &  
Ohler & Franz .......................................................833.14
Spooner, Raymond H. Jr. & Markley &  
Ohler & Franz .................................................... 1,128.82
Sprague, Norma ......................................................117.04
Sproul, Alden L. & Susan G. .................................. 1,205.82
Sproul, Alvin F. IV & Donna M., Tr. ............................160.16
Sproul, Beatrice J. & Wagner, M.H. & F.M. ............. 2,577.19
Sproul, Carlene R. ....................................................197.12
Sproul, Ervine G. ......................................................458.92
Sproul, John E....................................................... 1,620.85
Sproul, Margaret A. ..............................................1,051.05
Sproul, Margaret A. .................................................181.72
Sproul, Paul F. & Norma N. .......................................885.50
Sproul, Robert, Jr. & Sigrid.......................................752.29
Sproul, Robert, Jr. & Sigrid.......................................913.22
St. Pierre, Joyce J. .................................................3,175.48
St. Pierre, Joyce J. ....................................................157.08
St. Pierre, Michael A. & Lisa A. .................................190.19
St. Pierre, Romeo (Heirs) .........................................544.39
Stack, Elwood J. & Lenora B. ................................. 1,968.89
Stackhouse, David ...................................................629.09
Stahl, Nancy H. .....................................................6,678.98
Stahl, Peter J. III & Carolyn B. ................................ 4,394.39
Stahl, Peter J. III & Carolyn B. ...................................820.82
Stanik, Sally Ann ..................................................1,740.97
Stanislaw, Augusta M.P., Trustee ........................ 14,942.62
Stanley, Ethan B. II & Stanley, Barbara B., Tr. ........ 2,269.19
Stano, James Paul & Green, Donna Marie ..................72.38
Stano, James Paul & Green, Donna Marie ................932.47
Stark, Carol A. .......................................................2,038.19
Starke, Brewer & Starke, Trustees ......................... 2,451.68
Stathers, Richard C. & Monica L. ........................... 2,630.32
Stauffer, Richard L. ...............................................6,251.63
Stebbins, Sally Herring .........................................3,008.39
Steele, Emilie D., Trustee ......................................1,380.61
Steele, Robert & May, et al ................................... 1,084.16
Steer, Roger ...............................................................30.80
Steer, Roger E. & Cassidy, Carol A. ............................253.33
Stephen N. Gerson Revocable Trust ...................... 7,174.09
Stephenson, Stephanie ........................................ 1,951.18
Stephenson, Wendell R. ....................................... 1,297.45
Stern, Daphne L.................................................... 1,178.87
Stetson, Jack A. & Pamelyn F. ............................... 3,300.99









Stevenson, Donald J. & Ann.....................................219.45
Stevenson, Donald J. & Ann.................................. 1,222.76
Stevenson, Donald J. & Ann.....................................134.75
Stewart, Gregory & Dawn........................................180.95
Stewart, Gregory & Dawn..................................... 1,332.10
Stewart, Gregory D. ..............................................1,036.42
Stewart, Samuel C. ..................................................506.66
Stinson, Josiah B. & Sarah L. ....................................139.37
Stockwell, Karen T. ....................................................67.76
Stoddard, Jane C................................................... 2,826.67
Stolte, Ethel M. .....................................................1,151.15
Stolte, Ethel M. ........................................................187.11
Stonehendge Investments ................................... 1,901.90
Stookey, Gary W. & Marilyn E. ..................................162.47
Storms, Christopher M. & Stacy M. ....................... 2,553.32
Stotz, John K. & Margaret Z. ................................. 1,118.04
Strachan, Robert M. & Carolyn D. ......................... 1,520.75
Straughn, Geoffrey A. ...........................................1,786.40
Strauss, Nona D., Tr. ..............................................2,022.79
Strombeck, Brent & Tricia Losornio ....................... 1,597.75
Stubbs, Laura .......................................................1,268.19
Stubbs, Laura A. ......................................................257.95
Stubbs, Laura A. ......................................................288.75
Stubbs, Laura Sproul ...............................................240.24
Stubbs, Laura Sproul ...............................................257.18
Stubbs, Laura Sproul ............................................1,037.19
Stuhlman, Byron D. & Hester ................................ 3,540.46
Sumaria Systems, Inc. .............................................711.48
Sumaria Systems, Inc. ........................................ 18,072.67
Sumaria, Venilal & Deborah ............................... 10,924.76
Sumaria, Venilal & Sumaria .................................. 2,958.34
Sundelin, David C. ................................................1,021.02
Sunderhauf, Harriet K. .............................................792.33
Sutton Properties Ltd. ........................................ 12,693.45
Suydam, Peter V. ..................................................2,062.83
Swain, Virginia E., Tr. & Beskind, Harry ................. 1,159.62
Swain, Virginia E., Tr. & Beskind, Harry ....................150.92
Swank, Constance, et al ........................................ 2,214.52
Swank, Gwendolyn .................................................179.41
Sweet Water Properties ...........................................800.80
Swett, Marjorie H. & Gregory, Robert B., Tr. .......... 4,015.86
Swiatkowski, Damaso M. & Mary J. ...................... 7,179.48
Swiatkowski, Damaso M. & Mary J. .........................659.12
Swiatkowski, Mary J. ...............................................779.24
Swift, Bruce H.......................................................1,449.91
Swift, Bruce H. & O’Connor, Ellen F. ....................... 1,679.37
Sykes, Cynthia .........................................................430.43
Sykes, Leedris E. & Beverly M...................................644.49
Tabenken, Matthew & Joyce ................................. 4,265.80
Taddei, Robert E. & Marilyn J. ..................................938.17
Taillon, Terry L. & Michael P. ....................................815.43
Taillon, Terry L. & Michael P. ....................................868.56
Talley, Donald L. & Diane S. .................................. 3,656.73
Tanner, Ronald B. & Dorothyann A. .........................168.63
Tapia, Daniel & Geraldine ........................................483.56
Taraschi, Caroline I. ..............................................2,862.86
Tarr, Geraldine M. & Genthner, Susanne K ............ 1,624.24
Tarr, Virginia ............................................................852.70
Tarr, Virginia J., Pers. Rep. ............................................5.39
Tautkus, Richard C. ...............................................3,342.57
Tavares, Cristian C. & David;  
Capano, Anthony M. & Ann L. ..............................154.00
Tavares, Cristian C. & David; 
Capano, Anthony M. & Ann L. ..............................154.00
Tavares, Cristian C. & David;  
Capano, Anthony M. & Ann L. ..............................462.00
Taylor, Christine M. & Raymond G......................... 1,823.36
Taylor, Edgar C. & Susan L. .................................... 2,845.15
Taylor, Jeffrey L. ....................................................2,058.21
Tchen, John & Susman, Judy ................................ 1,452.22
Tedford, E. Marie & Hollis C. III, Tr. ............................192.50
Tedrow, John C.F. & Jane E. ................................... 1,251.56




Templeton, Jeff H. ................................................1,120.35
Templeton, Jeff H. ................................................1,483.02
Templeton, Mary Burns .............................................23.10
Templeton, Willie H., Jr. ...........................................956.34
Templeton, Willie H., Jr. ...........................................418.88
Templeton, Willie H., Jr. ...........................................458.15
Templeton, Willie H., Jr. .............................................93.17
Terenzi, Donna M. ...................................................262.57
Terenzi, Ronald..................................................... 3,314.08
Termine, Louis P. & Christine W. ............................ 1,465.62
Termine, Steven C. ...................................................197.89
Terry, Darlene ..........................................................696.85
Thacker, Donald G. & Lois F., Tr. ............................. 5,040.42
Thatcher, Barbara J., Thatcher, Scott C. ....................855.47
The Dudley, Bristol & Moore, LLC .............................976.36
The Dudley, Bristol & Moore, LLC .......................... 7,654.57
The First, N.A. .......................................................1,164.24
The Rolf M. & Aline M. Moller Revocable Trusts .... 6,046.81
Thibodeau, Cynthia et al ..........................................318.78
Thigpen, Don A. & Patricia I. ................................. 2,282.28
Thomas, Abigail ......................................................125.51
Thomas, J. Elliott & Victoria P. ............................... 1,178.10
Thomas, James D. & Sally Shearouse .......................355.74









Thomas,Arlene G. & Geyer, F. (Heirs) &  
Geyer, L.F. & L.A. ............................................... 1,011.01
Thompson & McLaughlin et al .............................. 1,168.09
Thompson, Daniel C. & Thompson, Guy R. ...............809.27
Thompson, Daniel Craig ....................................... 4,528.37
Thompson, Edgar H. & Joyce P. ................................766.15
Thompson, Ernest Thorne, Jr. ..................................374.22
Thompson, Lynne .................................................1,184.26
Thompson, Merle A. ..................................................51.59
Thompson, Merle A. ................................................366.52
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P............................ 15,641.78
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P.............................. 2,794.33
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P............................ 12,022.78
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P.............................. 2,669.59
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P.................................259.49
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P.............................. 8,028.02
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P.................................982.52
Thompson, Merle A. & Karen P.............................. 3,620.54
Thompson, Sharon E. ........................................... 1,083.39
Thompson, Sharon Kurtz & Kurtz, Thomas P. & 
 Stephen Godolphin .......................................... 3,620.54
Thompson, William A. & Laurie C. ...........................912.45
Thornton, Susan A. & Daley, Michael J. ................. 1,216.60
Tibbetts, Arner S. & Roberta A. ................................793.87
Tichy, Karin N. .........................................................889.35
Tidewater Telecom, Inc. ...........................................315.70
Tidewater Telecom, Inc. ...........................................318.01
Tidewater Telecom, Inc. ...........................................962.50
Tidewater Telecom, Inc. ...........................................305.69
Tierney, Paul B. & Eveline L. .................................. 1,972.28
Tiller Family Ltd Partnership ................................. 5,249.09
Timoney, Peggy E. & Peter F. ................................ 2,259.95
Tingley, Jack E. & Sibyl C. ......................................6,092.24
Titus, Linda........................................................... 2,828.21
TMP Holdings, LLC ...................................................585.20
Toman, Daryn P. & Bryant, Christy E...................... 1,134.98
Tompkins, Bonnie M. & Willis ............................... 1,031.80
Toothaker, Carl, Robert C. & Barry C. ..................... 3,916.22
Toothaker, Carl, Robert C. & Barry C. ........................628.32
Totten, Robert & Totten, Alice ..................................411.18
Touchette, Brandon L. & Jennifer ............................979.44
Toussaint, Jane W. & Ronald P. .................................435.05
Toussaint, Jane W. & Ronald P. .............................. 2,761.99
Toussaint, Jane W. & Ronald P. .............................. 3,194.73
Townsend & Rockwell et al ................................... 4,462.92
Townsend & Rockwell et al ......................................131.67
Townsend, Elizabeth S. & Ware, Nancy A., Tr. ........ 2,912.91
Tracy, William M. & Patricia G. .............................. 1,837.99
Train, Elizabeth K. & Cassidy, Michael E ...................917.07
Trainor, Joseph L. & Gerry L. ....................................192.50
Trainor, Joseph L. & Gerry L. ....................................182.49
Trates, Crystal L. & Anthony, Jr. ............................. 1,540.77
Trayes, Robert & Suzanne ..................................... 1,088.78
Trazoff, Suzanne ...................................................2,928.31
Treese, Joseph M. & Kathleen M. .............................314.16
Treese, Joseph M. & Kathleen M. .......................... 4,078.69
Treidler Realty Trust .................................................241.78
Treidler, Franz & Suzanne ..................................... 4,700.08
Trescot, Linda O. ...................................................1,134.21
Trickett, Wendy L. .................................................1,453.76
Tripodi, Philip M. & Barbara Barnhurst ................. 1,965.81
Tripp, Judith A. & Nixon, Herbert J. ..........................694.85
Troiano, William L. & Julann M. ...............................651.42
Trouwborst, Sue Anne & John Craig ...................... 1,019.48
Troxel, Cynthia R. .....................................................859.32
Trudo, David & Janis H. ............................................682.99
True Realty Trust ......................................................451.99
True, Irving C. & Margaret M. ............................... 2,283.05
True, Irving C. & Margaret M. ..................................323.40
True, Jonathan W. .................................................2,457.84
True, Jonathan W. & Audra L. ...................................997.92
Trundy, Betsy N. & David O. .................................. 2,423.96
Tucker, Bettina Smith ...........................................1,007.93
Tucker, G. June...................................................... 3,547.39
Tucker, G. June...................................................... 1,907.29
Tucker, G. June...................................................... 1,281.28
Tucker, Sherrie & Lawton, William Jr. .................... 4,081.77
Tudor, Barbara J. ...................................................1,596.52
Tudor, Mary E., Heirs............................................. 2,205.28
Tudor, Robert A. & Colleen .......................................582.12
Tukey, Arthur (Heirs) & Welch, Jesse & Doris............504.35
Tukey, Susan Meribah ...........................................1,427.58
Tukey, Susan Meribah ...........................................2,169.09
Tun, Than Win & Thien, Soe Soe ............................ 1,020.25
Tunney, Gene Lauder, John Varick,  
Jonathan Rowland & Miller, Robert J., Co-Tr. .. 16,438.73
Turcotte, Thomas J. & Sally J. ................................ 1,127.28
Turnbull, Sandra Jean ...........................................3,913.14
Turner, Jay S. & Aurelie M. .................................... 3,860.01
Twigg, John K. & Mary L., Trustees........................ 2,109.80
Twigg, Mary L. & John K., Co-Trustees .................. 2,722.72
Twigg, Mary L., Trustee ............................................462.00
U.S. Cellular, R.E. Dept. .........................................1,384.46
Ulmer, Walter F. ....................................................1,050.28
Vadas, Glenn M. & Vicki B. .......................................207.90
Van Dine, Judith V................................................. 1,159.62
Van Knowe, Richard ................................................709.17
Van Veen, Francis J. & Larraine M. ........................ 1,101.87
Van Winkle-Cunningham Revocable Trust,  





Vance, Henry T. & Nancy Knowlton ....................... 1,753.29
Vandeventer, George V. ........................................ 1,878.80
Vaughan, Herbert G. Jr. & Diane K. ....................... 5,817.35
Vaughan, Robert C. & Edith H. .............................. 1,772.54
Verney, Sonya S. ......................................................582.89
Victoria L. Nichols, LLC .............................................861.63
Victoria L. Nichols, LLC ..........................................1,001.77
Victoria L. Nichols, LLC .............................................143.99
Victoria L. Nichols, LLC .............................................592.13
Victoria L. Nichols, LLC ..........................................1,354.43
Vigue, Donald C. & Barbara M. ............................. 1,143.45
Vigue, Donald C. & Barbara M. ................................429.66
Villecco, Walter P. & Audrey B. .............................. 2,165.24
Vincent, Todd A. & Kristin L. .................................. 1,639.33
Vincentsen, Stephanie J. & M. Todd ...................... 1,434.51
Vitanza, Rosario A. & Amy M. ............................... 1,412.95
Vitanza, Rosario A. & Amy M. ..................................498.96
Vitanza, Rosario A. & Amy M. ............................... 2,030.49
Vivi, LLC ...................................................................786.94
Vogel, Wolf G. ..........................................................512.82
Vollmer, Marguerite .............................................1,299.76
Voss, Wilma H. & Voss, Carrol M., Trustee .............. 6,806.34
Vrooman, Yvette Sigler ......................................... 1,132.67
Wagers, Robert T. & Carolene C. ...............................895.51
Wahle, Richard & Lariviere, Carol.......................... 2,510.20
Wahler, John D. & Wahler, Maryanne.......................554.40
Wakelin, David S. & Lakin, Robert F. Trustees ...........628.32
Walbrecht, Margaret J. ......................................... 1,495.34
Wales, Thomas & Johnson, Rebecca S. .................. 6,999.30
Wales, Walter M. & Karen E. ................................. 2,314.62
Walker, Frederick D. & Ann Marie ......................... 1,657.04
Walker, George F. III & Joy ........................................255.64
Walker, George F., III & Joy .................................... 1,089.55
Walker, Jack L. & Beverley A., Co-Trustees ............ 4,429.81
Walker, Jack L. & Beverley A., Co-Trustees ............ 1,153.46
Walker, John G.........................................................707.63
Walker, John G. & Walker, Harry ..............................723.80
Walker, John Graham ........................................... 2,121.35
Walker, Judith E. ......................................................801.57
Wall, Candace ..........................................................886.27
Wall, Stanley A. .......................................................978.98
Wallace, Lonetta Elah, West, A. Hanna, 
Wallace, Abbe & HLF Funding Partners ................972.51
Walsh, David & Dochstader, Jennifer .................... 2,072.84
Walsh, Graham J. ....................................................890.12
Walther, Edward & Erica D. ................................... 1,284.67




Ward, Charles E., Smith, Helen W. &  
Ward, G. Douglas Jr. .......................................... 2,567.18
Ward, Mark A. & Carr, Shannon L. ......................... 1,440.67
Wardell, A. Jacqueline .......................................... 2,045.89
Warner, Barbara, Tr. ..............................................1,802.57
Warren Marr Co., Inc. ...............................................207.13
Waskiewicz, David ...................................................740.74
Watson, Frederick, Jr. ..............................................528.99
Watson, Herbert R. & Roberta .............................. 2,432.74
Watters, Stephen H. & Anne B. ............................. 3,159.31
Waystack, F. Peter & Nora L. ................................. 4,539.92
Waystack, F. Peter, Trustee .................................... 1,212.75
Weaver, Kandy Hart, Hart, Melody &  
Williams, Marylane Hart ................................... 1,393.70
Weaver, Melissa J. ...................................................779.24
Weaver, Ronald L. ....................................................758.45
Webster, Barry Gibson ..........................................1,302.07
Weeks, Gordon L. & Jill E. ........................................620.62
Weeks, Gordon L. & Jill E. ........................................197.89
Weeks, Kenneth W., Jr., Tr. & Weeks, Sarah B., Tr. .. 4,132.59
Weeks, Waite C. & Peggy A. .................................. 1,405.25
Weigold, George J. III & Karen .....................................0.77
Weigold, George J. III & Karen .................................538.23
Weislogel, Paul O. & Judith B. ............................... 1,841.38
Weiss, Theodore H. Jr. & Cynthia P. ........................ 1,727.11
Weissenberger, R.P., Sr. ..............................................54.67
Welch, Doris M. & Jesse A. .................................... 3,911.91
Welch, Doris M. & Jesse A. .................................... 2,682.68
Wells Fargo Bank, NA ........................................... 1,436.05
Wells Fargo Bank, NA ..............................................192.50
Wells, Jane F. & Lynn E.......................................... 1,014.86
Welsh, Kelly R. & Alberding, Ellen......................... 4,698.54
Wennerberg, Susan C. & Dennis F. ........................ 1,397.55
Wentworth, Cheryl D. ..............................................886.27
Wertz, Kenneth & Martha Ann ............................. 1,843.38
Weske, John S. .....................................................6,291.67
West, Alan Nichols & Priscilla Adams, Tr ............... 3,215.52
West, Alan Nichols & Priscilla Adams, Tr ......................6.16
West, Patricia Ann ...................................................687.61
West, Ronald C., Sr. & Ruth Lyn, Tr. ..............................3.08
West, Ronald C., Sr. & Ruth Lyn, Tr. ....................... 3,067.68
Westhaver, Brett........................................................53.90
Westhaver, Brett......................................................177.87
Westhaver, Karen M. ...............................................625.24
Westhaver, Kyle C. ...................................................177.87
Westhaver, Susan K. & Tibbetts, Robert A. ...............959.73
Westhaver, Thad ...................................................1,362.90
Weston, Berkley K. & Rice, William E., J .....................23.10
Wheltle, R. Bruce & Susan Yardley ...........................719.18









Wheltle, R. Bruce & Susan Yardley ...........................234.08
Wheltle, R. Bruce & Susan Yardley ........................ 1,036.42
Whitaker, Lewis H. Jr. & Janice D........................... 1,925.00
Whitaker, Lewis, Jr. & Colburn, Janice  .................. 2,557.94
White, Nathan C. .....................................................683.76
White, Scott & Bonin, Jolynn E. ............................ 2,091.32
Whitehead, Steven A. ........................................... 1,327.48
Whitesell, Zane B. ...................................................793.10
Whitney, Mia ........................................................1,280.51
Whittaker, Tatyana I. ............................................1,901.90
Whittaker, Tatyana I. ............................................1,199.66
Wiernicki, Christopher & Judith L. ...........................123.97
Wiley, Gordon F. & Sanborn, Brooke J. .....................627.55
Wiley, Joseph E. & Rachel F. .....................................930.16
Wilhelm, Muriel L. ...................................................650.65
Wilkie, Sandra L. ..................................................1,284.36
Wilkinson, Kent K. ................................................4,337.41
Wilkinson, Kent K. .....................................................97.02
Will, John F. ..........................................................2,604.91
Willey, Brent A. .......................................................924.00
Willey, Brent A. .......................................................136.29
Willey, Paul M. & Virginia A. ....................................437.36
Williams, Brenda Holmes ........................................492.80
Williams, Brenda Holmes ........................................344.96
Williams, Brenda Holmes ........................................497.42
Williams, Brenda Holmes .....................................1,594.67
Williams, Brenda Holmes ........................................417.34
Williams, Brenda L. .................................................344.96
Williams, Brenda L. .................................................431.20
Williams, Christopher S. .......................................1,019.48
Williams, Debra J. & Brian J. ................................. 2,520.21
Williams, Guy .......................................................9,149.91
Williams, Guy G. ...................................................1,543.08
Williams, Hugh D. .................................................1,187.34
Williams, Hugh D. ....................................................776.93
Williams, Hugh D. ....................................................164.78
Williams, Jacqueline D. & Roger ..............................946.33
Williams, Jason R. ................................................1,309.77
Williams, Robert D. & Dianne V., Trustee ............... 3,881.57
Williams, Robert D. & Dianne V., Trustee ............... 2,236.08
Williamson, Jordan C. & Rassos, Deborah J ..............252.56
Williamson, Randall D. & Rachel .......................... 1,433.74
Wilmot, George R. & Jane D. ................................. 4,301.99
Wilson, Alexandra ...................................................662.97
Wilson, Alexandra L. ............................................4,018.63
Wilson, Barbara .......................................................820.05
Wilson, Brant & Wilson, Joyce, Tr. ......................... 2,114.42
Wilson, Kendrick P. ..................................................587.82
Wilson, Mark G. & Brackett, Martha L. .....................849.31
Wiltshire, Karen F. ...................................................870.10
Wiltshire, Karen F. ...................................................127.82
Winchenbach, Joey T. ...........................................1,379.07
Winchenbach, Joshua T. ..........................................820.05
Winchenbach, Robert A...........................................795.41
Winchester, John F. ............................................. 10,317.23
Winchester, John F. ...............................................4,931.08




Wing, Randy & Arlene M. ........................................522.06
Wing, Randy & Arlene M. ........................................124.74
Wing, Randy & Arlene M. ........................................150.92
Wing, Randy & Arlene M. ........................................110.11
Wing, Randy & Arlene M. ........................................104.72





Witte, Amy E. & Witte, Michael J. & Mary ............. 1,255.87
Witte, Michael J. & Mary Ellen .............................. 1,248.94
Wohl, Linda & Cloutier, Gail .....................................464.31
Wojciula, Tomasz .....................................................990.99
Wolfson, Rita Parsont ...........................................1,025.64
Wolfson, Rita Parsont ...........................................4,964.96
Wolman, Samuel & Lillios, Loretta ....................... 3,122.35
Woodbury, Donald S. & Jane M. ..............................340.34
Woodman, Georgia I. ..............................................652.19
Woodman, Wayne W. ..............................................270.58
Woodman, Wayne W. ..............................................168.63
Woodward, Kenneth W. & Judith A. .........................754.91
Woodward, Kenneth W. & Judith A. .........................144.76
Woody, William E. & Sherrill L. ............................. 1,183.80
Woolf, S. Jane Proctor ........................................... 3,302.53
Worden, J. William & Charlene J. .......................... 1,517.98
Wordock, John J. & Jeannette M. .......................... 1,084.16
Workman, Gary A. ...................................................474.32
Workman, Shelley J. .............................................1,141.91
Worth, William P. III & Laura R. ................................916.30
Worth, William P. III & Laura R. ..................................83.16
Wotton, Donald & Rebecca ......................................595.21
Wotton, Donald A., Jr. .......................................... 2,625.70
Wotton, Donald A., Jr. .............................................197.12
Wotton, Donald Jr. & Rebecca S. ..............................998.69
Wotton, Donald Jr. & Rebecca S. ..............................418.11
Wotton, Geraldine P., Tr. ..........................................924.00
Wotton, Heidi Jo ...................................................1,023.33
Wotton, Lora Emma ................................................197.89







Wright, Charles L., Jr. & Cynthia L. ........................ 1,532.30
Wright, Jeffrey ........................................................782.32
Wright, Kathleen M. & Eilenberg, Jeff E. ..................783.86
Wright, Tracy L. .......................................................184.80
Yahoub, Thomas E. & Ernest J. .................................575.96
Yates, Deborah & Yates, Jessica ................................712.25
Yates, Deborah M. ...................................................920.92
Yates, Paul M. ..........................................................773.85
Yates, Ronald O. ....................................................1,837.99
Yerrington, Richard Y. & Penelope W. .......................863.94
York, Clifton L. & Higgins, Mildred ...........................699.47
Yost, Jeanne L. & Reed A. ..................................... 2,505.58
Yost, Joseph F. IV .....................................................618.31
Young, Clifton K. ......................................................738.43
Young, Constance P. ...................................................89.32
Young, Constance P. ..............................................1,589.28
Young, Constance Pennington .................................197.12
Young, Kenneth E. ...................................................559.79
Young, Linda S. & Young, Richard M. .......................753.06
Young, Robert D. & Lucinda S. .................................639.87
Young, Robert P. & Lucinda S. ............................... 2,910.60
Younker, Kevin S. & Norma J. ...................................569.03
Younker, Stephen ....................................................969.43
Youtz, D. Eugene & Barbara K., Tr. ......................... 3,963.19
Zabriskie, Nancy J. ................................................1,133.44
Zaccadelli, Dennis ...................................................427.35
Zacharias, Michael David .........................................870.10
Zajtchuk, Russ & Joan T., Tr. .................................. 3,752.21
Zappavigna, Linda & Didio, John W. & Indira ...........513.59
Zedda, Patricia A. ....................................................692.23
Zeller, Alan W. ......................................................5,130.51
Zeller, Alan W. .........................................................314.16
Ziegenhagen, Eduard A. & Nancy ............................393.47
Ziegenhagen, Eduard A. & Nancy ......................... 1,843.38
Ziemba, James J. & Lucie N................................... 1,350.58
Zirkle, Dorothy A. .................................................1,407.56
Zisk, Betty H. ........................................................2,816.66
Zuber, Andrew F. ..................................................1,043.35
Zuber, Andrew F. .....................................................127.82
Zuromskis, Michael .................................................360.36







Anchor Inn Restaurant ............................................156.31
Bay View Cottages .....................................................21.56
Benner Construction ...............................................629.09
Bickford, Richard & Holly ...........................................86.24
Blomquist, Paul W. ..................................................154.00
Boothby, Gary & Betsey .............................................84.70
Bradley Inn ..............................................................391.16
Bristol Diner ..............................................................96.25
Bulmer Cabinetmakers, Inc. ......................................72.38
C.E. Reilly & Son ......................................................435.82
Chamberlain, Thomas & Rebecca ..............................41.58
Clark, William & Anna ...............................................26.95
Coastal Cuts ...............................................................31.57
Coca-Cola Bottling Plants, Inc..................................101.64
Computer Connection ...............................................38.50
Contented Sole (The) .................................................97.02
Cotton, Kenneth S. ....................................................26.95
Creekside Dental .....................................................877.80
Cycletime .............................................................3,531.22
D. & M. Marine ..........................................................36.96
Damariscotta Bank & Trust Co. .................................437.36




Dish Network, LLC ...................................................112.42
Earle A. Cooper ........................................................127.82
Fair Wind Marine .......................................................73.15
Getchell Brothers ......................................................15.40
Gordon, Bryan ...........................................................39.27
Gosnold Arms & Cottages ........................................254.87
Granite Hall Store ......................................................18.48




Harbor Ice Cream .......................................................15.40
Harborside Cottages ................................................102.41
HDS ...........................................................................20.02
Herr, Bob & Paula ......................................................55.44
Personal Property Taxpayer List
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Herr, Robert...............................................................68.53
Hill, Chad & Colleen ...................................................15.40
Hotel Pemaquid ......................................................121.66
Ideal Septic .............................................................539.00
J. Edward Knight, & Co...............................................42.35
Jamestown................................................................24.64
Johns Bay Tooling ......................................................46.20
Jordan, Jackie ............................................................42.35




Kyllonen, Joyce & Wayne .........................................150.15
L. Dewey Chase Real Estate .......................................32.34
Labombarde, William J. .............................................42.35
Landry, David W. .......................................................57.75
Laughton House & Cabins .........................................30.80
Leblanc, Rosemary & Venske, John ..........................100.10
Limberis, John & Dorothy ..........................................33.88
Loveless, Mike & Deb .................................................66.22
Lynds, Michelle & Keough, Renee .............................22.33
Macdonald, Ann ......................................................103.95
Masters Machine Co. .......................................... 59,699.64
MJH-Pem, LLC .........................................................217.91
Moyer, Jenny .............................................................63.91
Muscongus Bay Lobster Co. .......................................46.97
Nadeau, Peter & Sharon ............................................63.14
New Harbor Co-op ..................................................167.09
Nickerson, Bruce & Nancy ............................................0.00
North Country Wind Bells, Inc..................................292.60




Pemaquid Fisherman’s Co-op ..................................218.68
Pemaquid Marine & Boatworks .................................19.25
Prior, Mark ................................................................23.10
Ranger, Gearry L. .......................................................15.40
Reilly Well Drilling .....................................................53.13
Riverview Lobster Pound, Inc. ...................................20.02
Rock Coast .................................................................40.81
Rosario’s ..................................................................159.39
Round Pond Lobster ..................................................41.58
Ryker, Jerud & Melodye ...........................................115.50
Samoset of New Harbor, Inc. ...................................214.83
Sandcastle Pottery ....................................................15.40
Scottish Lion .............................................................28.49
Sea Acres Motel & Cottages .......................................36.19
Seagull Gift Shop & Restaurant .................................77.00
Shaw’s Fish & Lobster Wharf Restaurant. ................292.60
Sherwood Forest .......................................................26.18
Shible, Nancy ............................................................55.44
Sid Tool Co., Inc. .......................................................133.21
Sumaria Conference Center .......................................84.70
Swift, Bruce H............................................................57.75
Tamagnine, Jim & Ajne ...........................................184.80
Taylor, George .........................................................221.76
The Bottom Line ........................................................39.27
Thompson Inn & Cottages .......................................194.81
Time Warner Cable ...............................................4,251.17
Time Warner Cable Internet, LLC..............................120.89
Woodfyr, LLC d/b/a Cane & Canvas ..........................177.87
Ye Old Fort Cabins .....................................................31.57
Yereance & Son Plumbing & Heating.........................19.25
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Atwood/North Atwood Lanes Assoc. .......................90,000
Berwick Boys Foundation ........................................60,800
Bristol Area Library................................................ 346,300
Bristol Area Lions Charities, Inc. ............................ 115,200
Bristol, Town of
Bristol Consolidated School ............................ 4,034,600
Lighthouse Park .............................................. 3,173,800
Pemaquid Beach Park ..................................... 2,306,700
Transfer Station/Town Garage ........................... 858,900
Pemaquid Land Company Gift ........................... 675,000
Fire Department, New Harbor ............................ 373,100
Town Landing, Huddle Road .............................. 333,700
Town Landing, New Harbor ............................... 330,500
Kinnear Property ............................................... 279,900
Town Landing, Moxie Cove ................................ 200,500
Town Hall........................................................... 173,100
Fire Department, Round Pond ........................... 169,500
Long Cove Picnic Ground .................................... 157,500
Fire Department, Bristol Mills ............................ 119,500
Town Landing, Brown’s Cove .............................. 112,500
Ellingwood Park/Bristol Mills Town Landing ...... 103,100
Bristol Mills Dam .................................................68,800
Gift from Vermont Mutual ...................................50,700
Ervine District School ...........................................44,300
Old Dump ............................................................34,900
Rock Schoolhouse ................................................30,600
Round Pond Skating Rink ....................................26,500
Town Landing, Pemaquid River ...........................22,500
Bristol Village Improvement Society .............................600
Carpenters Boat Shop (The)................................... 677,600
Damariscotta River Association ............................. 595,900
Eldercare Network of Lincoln County ..................... 384,700
Federal Government: Lighthouse ............................73,700
First Congregational Church, Bristol Mills ................49,200
Harrington Meetinghouse ..................................... 105,200
Hunt, Norman ...........................................................9,700
I.O.O.F. Hall ............................................................146,200
Long Cove Point Association .................................. 322,600
Maine State Grange............................................... 108,600
Maine, State of ................................................... 3,607,100
Masonic Lodge No. 74 ........................................... 121,800
Medomak Valley Land Trust .....................................47,900
Methodist Church, New Harbor ............................. 238,500
Methodist Church, Round Pond ............................. 190,600
Muscongus Cemetery Association ...........................33,900
Old Bristol Historical Society....................................83,700
Pemaquid Watershed Assoc. ................................. 658,200
Road Association of Biscay Lake Shore Rd ...............64,400
Round Pond Schoolhouse Association ................... 114,700
Round Pond Village ...............................................711,800
Seawood Park Community Assoc. ....................... 1,088,500
Seven Trees, Inc. ....................................................330,300
Trustees of the Congregational Church of Bristol ... 403,500
Union Church ........................................................164,100
Wawennock Trail Subdivision ..................................53,000
Total Exempt Valuation ...................... $24,686,500







BRISTOL FIRE & RESCUE 
Paul F. Leeman, Jr., Chief
Bristol Fire & Rescue responded to 399 emergency calls in 2013. There 
were 253 medical calls; 52 motor vehi-
cle accidents; 37 fires; 5 water rescues; 
14 downed power lines; 12 mutual aids; 
6 hazmats; 14 trees down; and 6 others. 
The department had 27 more calls than 
2012. Members have spent a total of 
1,829 hours in training to enhance their 
skills. I would like to thank Training 
Officer Neal Kimball, who has passed 
this job on to Nick Bryant, for his many 
hours of dedication to this position.
Through many generous donations 
we purchased a 2014 PL Terrastar 
rescue vehicle; three thermal imaging 
cameras; one four gas monitor; three 
CO monitors; one cyanide detector; 
and have been able to refurbish our 
rescue boat with updated electronics 
and safety equipment. These were at 
no cost to the taxpayers. Through the 
generosity of our taxpayers and monies 
generated by our trust fund, we were 
able to purchase a 2014 Ferrara 2,760 
gallon tanker/pumper which brings 
our water on wheels capacity back up to 
8,750 gallons. With these purchases we 
are going to challenge the iso rating set 
for the Town of Bristol’s homeowner’s 
insurance rating.
We continue to participate in the 
Easter egg hunt; the Round Pond 
4th of July parade; Olde Bristol Days; 
Alvin Sproul Samoset Road Race; fire 
education training with the Bristol 
School; the Bristol Mills Fall Festival; 
and Santa’s arrival by helicopter at 
the Pemaquid Lighthouse Park. The 
department and many of these proj-
ects are supported by the Bristol Fire 
& Rescue Ladies Auxiliary. This fine 
group of people continues to offer their 
support and fund raising to benefit our 
department.
It is an honor for all members of Bristol 
Fire & Rescue to serve the residents 
of the Town of Bristol. I would like 
to thank the members for their many 
hours of dedicated service. Their 
participation would not be possible 
without the support of their families 
who are left at home alone at the sound 
of a page for Bristol Fire & Rescue to 
respond. I would also like to give a big 
thank you to the employers who allow 
members to respond during working 
shifts. Remember that we are available 
every moment of every day throughout 
the year.
As I begin my fifth year as Fire Chief I 
want to thank all residents for the priv-
ilege of serving in this capacity and I 
will continue to do my very best. I want 
to thank all who continue to support 
this fine organization through their 
generous donations. I want everyone to 
be proud of their Bristol Fire & Rescue.
In case of an emergency dial 911
THE FISHERMEN’S MUSEUM    
John Allan, Treasurer
The Fishermen’s Museum was open for its 41st season at Pemaquid 
Point Lighthouse Park, and recorded 
attendance of 33,500 visitors, which is 
again better than average compared to 
previous years. We remain hopeful that 
this trend will continue and greater 
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numbers of vacationers and residents 
will enjoy our museum and the coast of 
Maine in future years. 
We continue to set records with the to-
tal amount of donations the museum 
has received and given to the Town 
of Bristol. Our 2013 contribution of 
$2,695 raises the total funds donated 
directly to the Town over our history to 
$254,943. The donations we receive go 
directly to artifact restoration, exhibit 
maintenance and our small operating 
budget, with the balance donated to the 
Town of Bristol. 
Admission is free and the museum is 
open during normal Lighthouse Park 
hours. Our collection of local fishing 
heritage includes original tools, traps, 
nets and artifacts, displays, dioramas, 
ship logs and first person accounts of 
shipwrecks, along with rare and un-
usual items that present the history 
of the Bristol community to visitors 
from home and away. We have also 
placed a number of photographs and 
other Museum artifacts in the Visitors’ 
Center. The Museum and Visitors’ 
Center at Lighthouse Park provide 
warm and inviting destinations for our 
friends and visitors all season long. 
Our 2013 Educational Scholarship was 
awarded to Tara Gauntt of New Harbor. 
Tara is a graduate of Lincoln Academy 
and is enrolled at the Maine Maritime 
Academy in Castine. Our annual schol-
arship has been awarded since the 
1980’s and is open to Bristol students 
who are pursuing a career in marine 
related activities, including boat build-
ing, fishing, marine ecology, biology 
studies, marine engineering and oth-
er maritime fields. We are proud to 
have helped so many Bristol students 
achieve their higher education goals 
over the past 25 years.
We are again fortunate to have en-
joyed the support of a dedicated group 
of volunteers over the past 41 years. 
It is through their efforts and the en-
thusiastic support of the Bristol Park 
Commissioners that The Fishermen’s 
Museum has been so successful. 
Thanks to all who contribute their time 
and continue to ensure that our muse-
um remains an important educational 
destination for visitors and maritime 
scholars.  
LINCOLN COUNTY TELEVISION
Mary Ellen Crowley, Executive Director
Lincoln County Television (lctv), established in 1991, is a non-prof-
it organization that manages Public 
Access Channel 7 on Time Warner 
Cable for ten towns in Lincoln County: 
Alna, Bristol, Damariscotta, Dresden, 
Edgecomb, Newcastle, Nobleboro, 
Waldoboro, Westport Island, and 
Wiscasset. The cable channel current-
ly reaches about 11,200 individuals in 
our community and our locally pro-
duced programs are available to untold 
numbers worldwide via the internet at 
www.lctv.org.  
Highlights from 2013:
With funds from a peg grant obtained 
by Damariscotta, we were able to pur-
chase production and broadcasting 
equipment which included three pro-
fessional studio cameras worth $30,000, 
obtained for only $1,000 through the 
generosity of our friend Dave Svens; 
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state of the art led studio lighting pan-
els and more editing computers.
Equipment purchased over the last few 
years and dedicated volunteer produc-
ers made possible many multi-camera 
field productions, which included 
the third year of live coverage of the 
Pumpkin Fest Regatta and a taped shoot 
of the Pumpkin Fest Parade. We were 
thrilled when CBS Sunday Morning 
used two seconds of our footage in 
their video about the regatta! Other 
productions included the 200th anni-
versary celebration of the Battle of the 
Boxer and the Enterprise at Lighthouse 
Park, Brahms Requiem performed at 
St. Patrick’s Church by the combined 
choirs of the Sheepscot Valley Chorus 
and St. Cecilia Chamber Choir, Bristol 
Footlighter’s Swan Song, and lcct’s 
production of HMS Pinafore.
The lctv studio was used to produce 
a variety of shows including Healthy 
Kids’ Discussion on Child Abuse, casa’s 
Is My Kid High?, Maine Music, Fiddle 
Camp, Moonlight Yoga with Susan 
Sproul, and several public service an-
nouncements for local nonprofits.
lctv also receives video from individ-
uals and organizations who do it all on 
their own, such as the series of recycling 
videos made by the Waldoboro Transfer 
Station Committee; Teen2Teen VidFest 
videos from lch; religious program-
ing from several local churches; the 
Bristol Consolidated School’s Diversity 
Concert; government programming 
from Bristol, Damariscotta, Newcastle, 
Waldoboro, and Wiscasset; and Lincoln 
Academy Basketball.
670 shows containing new content 
were locally produced in 2013, 344 of 
which are available for viewing anytime 
on lctv’s website.
Don Hunt, Hagar Enterprises, Denture 
Designs of Damariscotta, First Federal 
Savings and Newcastle’s Postal Center 
USA, all became “Proud Sponsors of 
lctv”.
None of the above would be possible 
without the talents of local produc-
ers and the support from local towns 
and business sponsors. lctv believes 
“Video by the people, for the people” 
makes for a vibrant and engaged public; 
we hope you will contribute to commu-
nity programming in 2014!
BRISTOL AREA LIBRARY
Jacqueline Bennett, Librarian
Computer use and technology con-tinues to be an important service 
to our patrons, as is our wireless capa-
bility. We have four computers to be 
used by the public and they were used 
over 1,300 times. 
We were joined by 91 new members, 
giving us a present total of 1,002 adult 
and 508 children members. This num-
ber holds constant to previous years. 
Another constant is the number of visi-
tors to the library in 2013. We recorded 
9,334 adult visitors and 803 children.   
Programs offered for the community 
this past year included art displays by 
local artists, knitting for all ages, author 
visits, story times and the “Dig into 
Reading” summer program for chil-
dren. The library also received a grant 
and was able offer offer a book discus-
sion group called “Maine: The Passage 
of Time, the Meaning of Change.” 
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Many local people donated their time 
and talents for these programs. 
Patrons signed out 14,320 books and 
materials. In addition to the 25,865 
items available for checkout, patrons 
have access to audio books and e-books 
through the Maine State Library’s 
downloadable program. Last year 643 
items were downloaded.   
Many thanks to our wonderful volun-
teers who worked over 3,000 hours on 
such tasks as working in the gardens, 
maintenance of the building, sorting 
books for the bookstore, preparing 
books for circulation assisting patrons 
with the signing out of books and other 
functions that benefit the library in-
cluding the annual book sale, plant sale 
and pie sale and our night of trivia at 
the Contented Sole! 
The library was very fortunate in 2013 
to be able to purchase the abutting 
property. This year’s Board of Trustees 
are: Judith Hope, President; Kathleen 
Riess, Vice President; Sue Trouwborst, 
Recording Secretary; Bonnie Sablinsky, 
Treasurer and Roberta Watson, 
Corresponding Secretary. Other trust-
ees include Bruce Babb, Cathy Chase, 
Becky Cooper, Carol Jaegar, John 
Marsili, Andrea Powell, Glenn Riker, 
Mary Stevens, Susan Taylor and Eveline 
Tierney.  
Finally, a thank you to our loyal pa-
trons, to those who gave so generously 
to our annual appeal and to the Friends 
of the Bristol Area Library for support-
ing children’s programs and funding 
our annual appeal. Many thanks to 
the town of Bristol for their support 
of $14,000 in appropriations which is 
a crucial part of our operating budget.
OLD BRISTOL  
HISTORICAL SOCIEITY
Pete & Kay Hanna, Co-Presidents
The Old Bristol Historical Society (obhs), formed in 2003, is a 
charitable and educational nonprofit 
corporation serving the public. Our 
purpose is to collect, preserve, and 
share the artifacts and the oral, docu-
mentary and physical histories of the 
communities of Old Bristol. We aim 
to foster a sense of community and 
pride in our collective past through 
the involvement of local people and 
institutions, and we appreciate the par-
ticipation of all who strengthen our 
society, always welcoming new volun-
teers. In 2013 our membership grew to 
90 members. Fundraising and mem-
ber dues have helped with operating 
costs and building improvements of 
our meeting house, the 1856 McKinley 
School in Pemaquid Falls, including a 
new entrance/exit ramp and shoring up 
of the rear foundation.  
The current board consists of 10 officers 
and directors. Honorary Directorships 
have been awarded to 3 former board 
members for outstanding service. The 
board continues to search for meaning-
ful ways to help interest and inspire the 
residents and visitors of the area, par-
ticularly the young, in Old Bristol’s rich 
historical past. It is also focusing on 
finding a means to preserve the histor-
ical records within its possession and 
those held in various homes in the area.
Summer programs and meetings fea-
tured local presenters, who spoke 
informatively about our mills, stores, 
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and bygone days. The local Fossett 
and Elliott old photo and post-
card collections and some collected 
by the Penobscot Marine Museum 
were presented. obhs helped spon-
sor commemoration of the 1813 
Enterprise-Boxer Battle fought off our 
shores and associatively supported a 
maritime historian to speak with 6th-8th 
grade students at Bristol Consolidated 
School.  
Historical Resource Surveys for Round 
Pond and Bristol Mills progressed with 
basic documentation of the architec-
ture and locations of the older Round 
Pond homes nearly completed.  
Paul Ring created a website for obhs, 
oldbristolhistoricalsociety.wordpress.
com, which has much information 
about our organization and its inter-




Clc Adult and Community Education provided services to 
over 800 adults in 2013. We closed out 
the Maine ged program, assisted stu-
dents who want to go on to college, 
worked with basic literacy students, 
provided medical certificate programs 
and served up a wide variety of enrich-
ment classes for young and old.  
We provide basic literacy services along 
with high school completion classes 
free of charge in our Learning Center 
program on Tuesday and Thursday 
evenings and Tuesday mornings with 
students from each town in aos #93 
participating in ged or Basic Education 
classes in 2013. Free College Transitions 
courses are offered through The Lincoln 
County College Connection (tlc³) – 
a cooperative program with 3 other 
Lincoln County Adult Education pro-
grams. Dozens of adults from Lincoln 
County participated in classes that will 
help them prepare for college through 
that program.
In 2013 we helped 13 students complete 
their ged tests and earn a high school 
credential. The ged testing program 
has come to an end in Maine.  Starting 
in 2014 we will be using a new test-
ing program called HiSET from the 
Educational Testing Service. The new 
HiSET will be similar to the ged and 
students will still earn a high school 
equivalency diploma from the State of 
Maine. Anyone 18 or older who is out of 
school and wants to earn a high school 
credential should contact us, as always, 
to get started.
We continue to work with Lincoln 
County Healthcare to provide vocation-
al training in several medical programs. 
In 2013 we conducted 3 Certified Nurs-
ing Assistant courses with 24 students 
completing the program and receiving 
certification and employment. We were 
also able to offer 5 Certified Residential 
Medical Assistant and Personal Support 
Specialist classes with 38 people receiv-
ing certification or recertification.
Hundreds of students continue to enjoy 
the more than 90 low-cost, high impact 
courses offered in Community Educa-
tion. Community members learned to 
use new technologies including how to 
promote their businesses online. They 
also danced, traveled, painted, foraged, 
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baked, and learned to play the ukulele 
among other things.  
Information about all our programs 
and services can be found on our web 
site: http://clc.maineadulted.org or by 
calling us at 563-2811.
PEMAQUID WATERSHED  
ASSOCIATION
Donna Minnis, Executive Director
Since 1966, Pemaquid Watershed Association (pwa) has been con-
serving the natural resources of the 
Pemaquid Peninsula through land 
and water stewardship and education, 
focusing on the 47 square miles of 
Pemaquid River watershed. Over half 
(54.2% or 19.6 sq. miles) of Bristol is in 
the Pemaquid River watershed, includ-
ing Boyd Pond and part of Biscay Pond. 
Membership in pwa has more than 
doubled over the past 7 years, surpass-
ing 1,000 members at the end of 2013.  
pwa is proud to serve the citizens of 
Bristol by providing the following ser-
vices in 2013: 
4th season of water quality monitoring 
at the Bristol Mills Swimming Hole.
11th year of water quality monitoring at 
Pemaquid Beach.
Providing public access to trails, open 
space, and shorefront via maintenance 
of six nature preserves in Bristol, 
attracting tourists to the area and bene-
fitting local residents.
9th year of maintaining the Bristol 
Recreational Trail for the Town.  
10th year of staffing and programming 
at Beachcombers’ Rest Nature Center at 
Pemaquid Beach Park. In the summer of 
2013, over 2,200 people visited the na-
ture center, attended a workshop, and/or 
experienced the weekly touch tank. 
9th year of the Courtesy Boat Inspection 
program to educate boaters and min-
imize the risk of non-native plants 
invading the ponds.
5th year of coordinating the LakeSmart 
program, providing free technical as-
sistance to residents on Biscay Pond to 
protect pondwater quality.
Please visit our web site for a sched-
ule of events and stop by our office on 
Main Street (above Salt Bay Café) for 
information related to hiking, paddling, 
preventing the spread of invasive aquat-
ic plants, and more. pwa thanks our 
volunteers, members, businesses, other 
agencies, and our local municipalities 
for their support of pwa’s mission. pwa 
looks forward to continuing to serve the 
citizens of Bristol and helping to protect 
this beautiful area. •
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Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Park, Pemaquid Beach Park, Ellingwood 
Park Vistor Center, Hanna Landing, 
New Harbor Town Landing, the Bristol 
Mills Swimming Hole, Moxie Cove 
picnic area, Pemaquid Falls picnic area, 
Pemaquid River boat launch, and the 
Old Rock Schoolhouse are all overseen 
for the Town of Bristol by the Bristol 
Parks Commission.
Ellingwood Park Visitor Center contin-
ues to improve, becoming more popular 
with the many guests to the peninsula. 
The building is complete with the instal-
lation of the bathroom and septic area, 
and the art gallery in the main room is 
now air conditioned. Landscaping was 
completed in preparation for the Bristol 
Area Farmers’ Market in the summer 
months. The picnic area was busy.
Admissions at both Lighthouse Park 
and Pemaquid Beach were impacted 
by the many rainy days in June. The 
following months were busy, almost 
compensating for the month of June. 
Lighthouse Park was well attended 
through the summer as was Beach Park. 
The ticket booth at Beach Park was re-
placed. Roof repairs were done at both 
Beach Park and Hanna Landing. The 
Lookout at Beach Park was rebuilt and 
painted. The commissioners are plan-
ning on the very expensive pump out 
in the near future at Beach Park.
At Lighthouse Park, the ticket booth was 
repaired and painted. Improvements 
were done on the restroom building to 
make the handicapped bathroom even 
more accessible with a wider door and 
new pavement in front of the door. 
The crew worked hard to keep Park 
gardens and lawns looking beautiful. 
Lighthouse Park, Beach Park, and Hanna 
Landing buildings were all painted. The 
Visitor Center at Ellingwood will be 
painted in the spring. Replacing and 
painting the picket fence at Lighthouse 
Park is slated for the coming year.
Bristol Parks employees completed all 
mandatory workplace safety training 
and compliance programs. New safety 
equipment was purchased, and all the 
Parks buildings have new exit lights.
The barbeques and concerts at Beach 
and Lighthouse Parks were well attend-
ed, and monies were raised for the Beach 
Buggy fund. The fireworks are always a 
success. Free Movie Tuesday continues 
to grow in popularity, as well as the 
various educational programs held at 
the Learning Center. The Fishermen’s 
Museum at Lighthouse Park is a popu-
lar school field trip destination.   
The 1812 Celebration presented by the 
Old Bristol Historical Society and the 
Pemaquid Peninsula Heritage Group 
was a huge success. Admission was free 
to the Park during the presentation, as 
it is on Open Lighthouse Day. Santa 
visited the Lighthouse in December.
Thank you to our patrons and especially 
to our hardworking employees and vol-
unteers for making this happen again in 
2013. See you in 2014! 
Bristol Parks & Recreation
Gordon Benner, Chairman • Sandra Lane
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REVENUE  2013 ACTUAL  2014 BUDGET
Lighthouse Park   $131,433.55 $134,000.00
Pemaquid Beach Park  91,705.20  95,000.00
LHP Apartment Rent  14,211.89  15,000.00
Art Gallery Rent   2,520.00  2,520.00
Snack Bar/Concession  2,172.72  2,150.00
Season Passes  4,232.00  4,600.00
Weddings/Private Events  9,534.50  9,000.00
Beach Shop - Sales and Rentals  9,345.37  9,000.00
Vending Machine  5,802.33  5,500.00
Floats  4,235.00   4,500.00
Special Events  6,448.00  10,000.00
Merchandise Sales  2,469.35  3,000.00
Reimbursements  -  -
Work Comp   489.20   -
Donations  5,580.66  3,000.00
Learning Center  1,075.00  1,000.00
Area Maps/Advertising  4,250.00  4,500.00
Art Sales  234.25  500.00
Beach Buggy Fund   6,295.00   2,000.00
 $302,034.02 $305,270.00
EXPENSES 2013 ACTUAL  2014 BUDGET
Capital Improvements (Ellingwood)   $14,855.91  10,000.00 
Town Landing (Hanna’s)   11,043.73  5,000.00
Work Comp   4,516.40  4,700.00
Property & Casualty Insurance   4,849.50  5,000.00
Bristol Dam  -   500.00
Wages: Maintenance  61,967.10  65,000.00
Staff  75,637.23  78,000.00
Clerical  828.59  1,600.00
FICA   10,519.73  10,700.00
Gasoline  3,930.20  4,250.00
Diesel  1,671.88  3,000.00
Fuel Oil  5,175.58   6,500.00
Hardware/Materials   12,425.65   9,000.00
Bristol Parks & Recreation  
2014 Budget
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EXPENSES cont’d 2013 ACTUAL  2014 BUDGET
Outside Contractors  17,162.06  18,000.00
Merchandise Purchases   1,206.56  2,000.00
Electricity  6,430.51  7,100.00
Phone/Cable/Internet  3,218.33  3,500.00
Trash/Septic  5,016.57  6,000.00
Maps/Advertising Fees  3,400.00  4,150.00
Taxes/Admin Costs   2,940.57   10,000.00
Truck/Equip. – Maintenance  4,241.17  5,000.00
Wedding Supplies  619.82  200.00
Events and Entertainment  10,226.91  12,900.00
Vending Machine  3,381.85  4,300.00
PFG/Northcenter Supplies   2,890.25  3,200.00
Landscaping Supplies  2,315.27  3,200.00
Mileage Reimbursement  105.09   200.00
Workplace Safety – Training & Compliance  6,751.11  2,500.00
Capital Reserve   3,066.89  -
Miscellaneous Expenses   3,591.19  5,000.00
   $283,985.65  $290,500.00
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The 2013-2014 school year has been a positive and productive year thus 
far. We have a wonderful second group 
of Pre-K students and the program has 
the feel of a well-oiled machine. Our 
Kindergartners started the year with 
the advantages of knowing the teachers 
and the school routines. We continue 
to enjoy the benefits of this wonderful 
opportunity for our young learners and 
their families.
The middle school classrooms are bene-
fitting from some new technology with 
the addition of iPads through the mlti 
(Maine Learning Technology Initiative) 
program. We are often amazed at the 
ease at which these students can apply 
the new technologies to improve their 
learning. Students today have unbeliev-
able resources at their fingertips. We 
are working hard to help them utilize 
these powerful resources to effectively 
construct new knowledge. We continue 
to explore ways to stay “caught up” with 
the technology in our ever-changing 
world.
We continue to focus on civility and 
safety. The teachers have been trained 
in Restorative School Practices to en-
courage a more supportive classroom 
and school culture. Classrooms regu-
larly conduct “community circles” to 
develop a sense of belonging and un-
derstanding. The installation of an exte-
rior surveillance camera was completed 
this winter. The monitor will be viewed 
by staff in the front office and will al-
low them to see visitors coming into 
the building before they actually arrive 
at the office window or door. This will 
operate 24/7 and be recorded through a 
dvr. In addition, the front entry is being 
wired to provide buzz-in entry for visi-
tors coming to the school once school 
is in session each day. These plans are 
all part of a larger Comprehensive Safe-
ty Management Plan that is in place for 
each of our schools. Staff and students 
are trained and practice to be ready for 
situations that might need them to act 
in a way to assure their safety. Security 
plans are reviewed on an annual basis 
and adjustments are made as they are 
deemed necessary.
Meeting the needs of all students at 
Bristol School is our top priority. Staff 
meets in Professional Learning Com-
munities to discuss student progress 
and to plan appropriate instruction to 
meet individual needs. Interventions 
are implemented to support academic 
growth specifically targeted in reading 
and math. Behavioral support and re-
inforcement of appropriate choices is 
a focus to support the social and emo-
tional development of our students. 
Enrichment options are scheduled for 
students who are meeting and exceed-
ing the targets.
Bids for a replacement boiler for the 
school have been requested and the 
work is expected to be completed 
during the spring of this year. Funds 
for this work have been reserved from 
the last several years’ budgets so no 
new money will be expended for this 
Superintendent’s Report
Steven Bailey, Superintendent of Schools
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project. The soccer field expansion ap-
proved last year has been completed as 
was the repair to the baseball outfield.   
Bristol Consolidated School students 
continue to make growth in many areas. 
This past summer we hosted a summer 
school for students in grades K-5 who 
needed academic support to be success-
ful. The program had strong parental 
support and was able to keep students 
from falling behind over the summer 
break. We have plans to improve our 
program design for next summer. We 
are pleased with the progress we are 
making and recognize the need for con-
tinued growth in the future. We take 
great pride in the efforts we have made 
and those yet to come.
Grades 9-12: Bristol has 110 students in 
grades 9-12, with 101 attending Lincoln 
Academy and nine students attending 
other school opportunities. These stu-
dents continue to achieve to high levels. 
Lincoln Academy continues a very high 
placement level of students seeking 
post-secondary learning. The School 
Boards of the Central Lincoln County 
School System meet with the Board of 
Directors of Lincoln Academy a couple 
times per year in order to align curric-
ulum and prepare for transition of our 
grade eight students to a successful ex-
perience in high school.   
We greatly appreciate your continued 
support of our PreK–grade 12 learners. 
Thank you.
 2 Years Prior Actual 1 Year Prior Adopted Budget Total
 7/1/2012-6/30/2013 7/1/2013-6/30/2014 7/1/2014-6/30/2015
Revenues
Local Appropriation: Required ($2,811,264) ($2,959,687)  (2,959,687.00)
Local Appropriation: Add’l Local ($700,055) ($973,687)  (1,069,640.40)
Misc. Sales & Refunds (MSMA, Etc.) ($11,209) $0   -
State Subsidy ($93,722) ($104,143)  (104,143.00)
Fund Beginning Balance ($584,890) ($168,725)  (141,657.00)
Total General Fund Revenue ($4,201,140) ($4,206,242)  (4,275,127)
Proposed Difference: FY 2014 vs FY 2015   (68,885)
Percent Increase/Decrease   1.64%
Regular Instruction
Teacher Salary  $893,787   $912,868   $893,018
Ed Tech Salary  $66,191   $55,356   $41,130
Substitute Salary  $9,525   $17,000   $15,000
Tutor Salary  $-   $1,000   $1,000 
Teacher Benefits  $14,509   $15,765   $18,692
Ed Tech Benefits  $1,957   $1,431   $1,431
Substitute Benefits  $522   $1,531   $1,504 
Tutor Benefits  $-   $25   $25 
Teacher Health Insurance  $193,552   $206,418   $221,559
Ed Tech Health Insurance  $14,693   $23,642   $8,510
Teacher Retirement  $-   $24,191   $23,665
Bristol K-12 Education Budget
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Ed Tech Retirement  $-   $1,466   $1,090
Substitute Retirement  $-     $451   $398 
Tutor Retirement  $-   $-   $27 
Teacher Tuition  $-   $4,200   $4,200 
Ed Tech Tuition  $-   $1,300   $1,300 
Teacher-Cash in Lieu  $1,250   $1,250   $1,250 
Ed Tech-Cash in Lieu  $434   $1,600   $800 
Copier Lease (Teacher Use)  $7,719   $9,090   $6,115 
Travel Professional Development  $211   $-   $250 
Instructional Supplies  $26,906   $30,765   $33,008
Instructional Textbooks  $3,239   $6,524   $8,950
Instructional Dues/Fees  $766   $775   $610
Regular Instruction Contingency  $-   $-   $20,000
Secondary Public Tuition  $9,176   $9,050   $19,142 
Secondary Out of State Public/Private Tuition  $17,747   $18,100   $18,456
Secondary Private Tuition $874,128  $877,850   $895,275
Secondary Private Insured Value  $46,140   $43,893   $53,717 
G&T Supplies  $-   $-   $2,500 
G&T Professional Services  $50   $1,000   $1,000 
Secondary Alt Ed Tuition (LA)  $2,658   $3,045   $3,407
Alternative Education (CAL)  $25,394  $29,988   $24,133
Total Regular Instruction $2,210,554  $2,299,574   $2,321,161 
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014    $21,587
Percent Increase/Decrease   0.94%
Special Education Instruction
Special Services Teacher Salary  $84,807   $44,100   $54,110
Special Services Ed Tech Salary  $75,620   $92,369   $72,171 
Special Services Tutor Salary  $-   $1,000   $1,000 
Special Services Teacher Benefits  $1,760   $1,091   $1,645 
Special Services Ed Tech Benefits  $2,150   $2,480   $1,817 
Special Services Tutor Benefits  $-   $59   $32 
Special Services Teacher Health Insurance  $22,792   $6,698   $1,798
Special Services Ed Tech Health Insurance  $6,770   $16,560   $15,318
Special Services Teacher Retirement  $-   $1,169   $1,472
Special Services Ed Tech Retirement  $-   $2,448   $1,913
Special Services Tutor Retirement  $-   $-   $27 
Special Services Teacher Tuition  $3,267   $3,900   $- 
Special Services Ed Tech Tuition  $-   $2,600   $2,600 
Special Services Teacher Cash in Lieu    $1,250 
Special Services Ed Tech-Cash in Lieu  $2,400   $2,400   $2,400 
Special Services Conferences  $242   $2,000   $2,000 
Special Services Supplies  $681   $2,111   $2,780 
Special Services Textbooks  $606   $1,175   $1,175 
Special Placement Ed Tech Cost  $37,837   $46,000   $46,000 
Special Placement Sec Ed Tech Cost  $1,546   $-  
Special Placement Elem Public Tuition  $19,549   $18,100   $18,100 
 2 Years Prior Actual 1 Year Prior Adopted Budget Total
Regular Instruction, cont’d 7/1/2012-6/30/2013 7/1/2013-6/30/2014 7/1/2014-6/30/2015
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Special Placement Secondary Public Tuition  $1,497   $-  
Special Placement Elementary Private Tuition  $-   $45,000   $19,250 
Special Placement Secondary Private Tuition  $111,781   $140,000   $112,295
Pathways Education Center Share  $-   $12,688   $11,531 
Special Services Admin Cost  $22,568   $26,643   $23,714 
Special Services Contingency  $-   $-   $17,802 
Special Services Psych Elementary  $26,848   $14,730   $13,971 
Special Services Speech Salary  $44,050   $44,930   $44,820 
Special Services Speech Benefits  $15,163   $12,595   $610 
Special Services Speech Health Insurance  $-   $-   $12,573 
Special Services Speech Retirement  $-   $1,191   $1,188 
Special Services Speech Tuition  $-   $1,100   $850 
Special Services Speech Conferences  $249   $275   $275 
Special Services Speech Travel  $158   $150   $150 
Special Services Speech Supplies  $460   $850   $1,100 
Special Services OT Elementary  $6,819   $15,189   $17,335 
Special Services OT Secondary  $-   $1,202   $- 
Special Services PT Elementary  $7,974   $1,699   $33,390
Special Services ESY Salary  $1,400   $1,500   $1,500 
Special Services ESY Ed Tech Salary  $250   $500   $500 
Special Services ESY Benefits  $15   $15   $15 
Special Services ESY Ed Tech Benefits  $10   $10   $10 
Special Services ESY OT  $300   $300   $300 
Special Services ESY PT  $700   $700   $700 
Sub Total Special Education  $500,269   $567,527  $541,486
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014   -$26,039
Percent Increase/Decrease   -4.59%
CTE Instruction
Secondary Tuition Rockland Vocational School  $5,700   $16,000   $16,000 
Secondary Tuition to Bath Vocational School  $-   $974   $1,092
Secondary Tuition to Augusta Vocational School  $2,397   $-   $- 
Total CTE Instruction  $8,097   $16,974   $17,092 
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014   $118 
Percent Increase/Decrease   0.70%
Other Instruction
Summer School Teacher Pay  $-   $3,500   $3,500 
Summer School Teacher Benefits  $-   $250   $250 
Summer School Supplies  $-   $250   $250 
Co-Curricular Stipends  $3,700   $3,700   $7,700
Co-Curricular Stipend Benefits  $240   $97   $139 
Co-Curricular Stipend Retirement  $-   $24   $204
Co-Curricular Prof Services (Kieve)  $4,324   $4,032   $3,456 
Co-Curricular Musical Equip Maint  $83   $200   $200 
Co-Curricular Other Services  $5,586   $6,453   $12,213
Co-Curricular Supplies  $65   $140   $140 
 2 Years Prior Actual 1 Year Prior Adopted Budget Total
Special Education Instruction cont’d 7/1/2012-6/30/2013 7/1/2013-6/30/2014 7/1/2014-6/30/2015
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Co-Curricular Field Trip Trans  $3,005   $5,288   $4,176 
Coach/Ad Stipends  $25,317   $27,881   $26,316 
Coach/Ad Benefits  $1,418   $1,875   $1,842 
Coach/Ad Retirement  $-   $392   $697
Game Officials Pay  $4,539   $4,350   $4,350 
Sports Supplies  $4,646   $5,000   $5,000 
Sports Dues/Fees  $480   $470   $500 
Sports Trips  $6,085   $8,960   $8,925 
Total Other Instruction  $59,488   $72,862  $79,859
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014   $6,997
Percent Increase/Decrease   9.60%
Student and Staff Support
Nursing/Shared Health Services  $40,821   $47,058   $48,470 
Health Equipment Maint/Repair  $40   $60   $356 
Health Supplies  $739   $647   $1,261 
Health Periodicals  $44   $44   $170 
Secondary Tutor Salary  $1,225   $1,000   $1,000 
Secondary Tutor Benefits  $32   $25   $25 
Curric/Committee Teacher Salary  $1,526   $1,600   $1,500 
Curric/Commitee Teacher Benefits  $18   $45   $100 
Curriculum Committee Retirement  $-   $42   $80 
Assessment for Curriculum Admin  $195   $9,065   $6,411
Staff Development (Incl. Shared)  $8,898   $11,150   $11,172  
Library Ed Tech Salary  $7,121   $7,026   $7,023  
Library Ed Tech Benefits  $223   $211   $121  
Library Ed Tech Retirement  $-   $186   $186  
Library Supplies/AV  $752   $1,348   $1,148  
Library Books/Periodicals  $2,424   $3,000   $3,450  
Library Dues/Fees  $322   $600   $600 
Library Professional Services    $5,460 
Technology Ed Tech Salary  $43,982   $45,301   $45,302 
Technology Ed Tech Benefits  $8,111   $967   $948 
Technology Ed Tech Health Insurance  $-   $7,880   $8,510 
Technology Ed Tech Retirement   $1,200   $1,201 
Computer Hardware Maint Repair  $15   $500   $550 
Computer Software Maint/Repair  $3,459   $4,000   $4,000 
Computer Supplies  $3,161   $2,500   $2,500 
Computer Hardware Purchase  $10,183   $20,500   $22,000 
Computer Software Purchase  $2,660   $4,225   $7,401
Testing Materials (Incl. NWEA)  $5,817   $6,320   $3,697 
Shared Wellness Committee  $500   $500   $500 
Employee Vaccinations  $-   $980   $400 
Total Student and Staff Report  $142,268   $177,980  $185,541
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014   $7,561
Percent Increase/Decrease   4.25%
 2 Years Prior Actual 1 Year Prior Adopted Budget Total
Other Instruction, cont’d 7/1/2012-6/30/2013 7/1/2013-6/30/2014 7/1/2014-6/30/2015
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System Administration
School Board Stipend  $1,400   $2,200   $2,200 
School Board Benefits  $107   $169   $169 
School Board Liability Insurance  $1,101   $1,211   $1,332 
School Board Advertising  $497   $1,000   $1,000 
School Board Dues/Fees  $700   $1,112   $1,112 
School Board Conferences  $293   $560   $560 
School Board Negotiation Services  $1,867   $-   $4,000 
School Board Auditor Services  $4,000   $4,120   $4,120 
School Board Legal Fees  $5,562   $4,400   $5,500 
Assessment for Admin (Supt)  $49,259   $62,252   $48,983
Assessment for Fiscal Services: Supt Office  $27,158   $31,356   $31,808
Total System Administration  $91,944   $108,380  $100,784
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014   $7,596
Percent Increase/Decrease   -7.01%
School Administration
Principal/Assistant Principal Salary  $83,249   $85,656   $87,309 
Admininstrative Assistant Salary  $27,826   $30,493   $30,493
Office Aide Salary  $-   $-   $3,890
Principal/Asst Principal Benefits  $1,608   $1,692   $1,642 
Admininstrative Assistant Benefits  $2,415   $2,593   $2,333 
Office Aide Benefits  $-   $-   $298 
Principal/Assistant Principal Health Insurance  $11,578   $21,616   $21,010
Principal Retirement  $-   $2,190   $2,314
Admininstrative Assistant Cash in Lieu  $800   $800   $800 
Principal Professional Development  $503   $1,200   $1,200 
Shared Power School Stipend  $570   $587   $605 
Principal Copier Lease  $3,009   $3,090   $6,115 
Principal Printing  $120   $600   $600 
Principal Travel  $-   $250   $250 
Principal Supplies/Postage  $3,381   $3,400   $3,400 
Principal Dues/Fees  $390   $500   $500 
Total School Administration  $135,449   $154,667   $162,758 
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014    $8,091 
Percent Increase/ Decrease    5.23%
Transportation and Buses
Bus Monitor Salary  $-   $14,000   $14,000  
Bus Monitor Benefits  $-   $1,100   $1,100  
Bus Monitor Retirement  $-   $371   $371  
Contracted Transportation K-12  $287,555   $306,316   $315,290
Special Services Elementary Driver  $1,615   $10,000   $7,500  
Special Services Secondary Driver  $3,409   $20,000   $7,500  
Special Services Elementary Driver Benefits  $147   $950   $638  
Special Services Secondary Driver Benefits  $301   $1,700   $638 
Special Services Elementary Transportation  $4,408   $-   $5,000 
 2 Years Prior Actual 1 Year Prior Adopted Budget Total
 7/1/2012-6/30/2013 7/1/2013-6/30/2014 7/1/2014-6/30/2015
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Special Services Secondary Transportation  $12,490   $-   $10,000 
Secondary Vocational Transportation  $22,012   $-   $11,195 
Total Transportation and Buses  $331,937   $354,437   $373,231 
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014    $18,794 
Percent Increase/Decrease   5.30%
Facilities and Maintenance
Asset Management  $200   $1,000   $1,000  
Shared CHO Stipend  $300   $300   $300 
Utility Services (Water/Sewer)  $690   $1,750   $1,750 
Disposal Services  $2,451   $9,800   $9,800 
Grounds Maintenance  $223   $3,000   $9,000 
Contracted Mowing  $3,759   $5,000   $5,000 
Contracted Snowplowing  $6,000   $6,200   $6,500 
Property Insurance  $8,552   $13,489   $8,224
Telephone  $3,564   $2,300   $3,528  
Electricity  $35,197   $30,000   $34,610  
Heating Oil  $53,894   $48,960   $48,960  
Misc Building/Utility Fees  $364   $400   $400  
Principal Payment: Revolving Renovation  $63,000   $63,000   $63,000 
Custodian Salary  $82,955   $87,834   $82,779  
Summer/Sub Custodian Pay  $2,395   $5,000   $5,000  
Custodian Benefits  $10,412   $10,342   $10,073  
Summer/Sub Custodian Benefits  $401   $621   $621  
Custodian Health Insurance  $34,624   $39,400   $43,171
Custodian Workshops  $-   $800   $500  
Custodian Travel  $31   $475   $475  
Custodial Supplies  $24,554   $24,410   $32,014  
Plant Maintenance  $42,204   $52,175   $46,575  
Plant Enhancement & Improvement  $40,881   $34,500   $25,000  
Capital Equipment Transfer for Boilers  $80,000   $-   $-  
Total Facilities Maintenance  $496,651   $440,756   $438,279  
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014    $(2,477)
Percent Increase/Decrease   -0.56%
All Other Expenditures, Including Lunch
Contingency  $-   $-   $40,000  
School Lunch Monitor  $2,209   $4,200   $4,200 
School Lunch Monitor Benefits  $196   $400   $400 
School Nutrition Equipment Maint  $921   $-   $1,000 
School Nutrition Co-op Share  $12,752   $8,485   $9,336 
Total All Other Expenditures  $16,078   $13,085   $54,936 
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014    $41,851 
Percent Increase/ Decrease   319.84%
Total Expense  $3,992,735   $4,206,242   $4,275,127 
Proposed Difference: FY 2013 vs FY 2014   68,885
Percent Increase/ Decrease   1.64%
 2 Years Prior Actual 1 Year Prior Adopted Budget Total
Transportation & Buses, cont’d 7/1/2012-6/30/2013 7/1/2013-6/30/2014 7/1/2014-6/30/2015
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ELEMENTARY ENROLLMENT PreK Kdgn 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th Total
Bristol 17 16 11 18 18 17 15 18 17 19 166
Open Enrollment 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 6
Bristol Total 17 16 12 19 18 17 15 18 19 21 172
Bremen 5 4 9 5 9 4 5 5 8 54
Damariscotta 14 13 24 21 22 17 13 25 20 169
Newcastle 18 17 17 16 19 13 22 13 16 151
Open Enrollment 4 4 0 5 2 3 4 5 6 33
Superintendent’s Agree 2 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 1 8
Public Tuition 2 6 3 1 2 2 4 5 7 32
GSB, CSD Total 45 45 54 48 54 42 48 54 58 448
Jefferson 17 22 23 19 21 22 18 20 20 182
Open Enrollment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Superintendent’s Agree 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
Public Tuition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jefferson Total 18 23 23 19 21 22 19 21 21 187
Nobleboro 17 12 15 15 15 11 10 14 12 121
Open Enrollment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Public Tuition 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 3 9
Superintendent’s Agree 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
Nobleboro Total 17 13 16 16 16 12 10 17 15 132
South Bristol 9 4 8 6 8 3 3 8 7 56
Superintendent’s Agree 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
Open Enrollment 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 5
South Bristol Total 9 6 8 7 9 3 3 10 8 63
TOTAL ELEMENTARY 105 99 120 108 117 94 98 121 123 985
SECONDARY ENROLLMENT and home school 9th 10th 11th 12th TOTAL
Bremen 10 8 7 7 32
Bristol 24 27 25 33 110
Damariscotta 23 23 22 19 87
Jefferson 18 35 28 32 113
Newcastle 18 21 17 24 80
Nobleboro 16 13 21 15 65
South Bristol 3 11 8 6 28
TOTAL SECONDARY 112 138 128 136 515
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REVENUE  2013 ACTUAL  2013 BUDGET 2014 BUDGET
Bristol Assessment $213,252.00 $213,252.00 $213,252.00
South Bristol Assessment 142,168.00 142,168.00 142,168.00
MSW Income 16,701.57 26,574.78 16,701.57
Bulk Waste Income 89,060.82 90,192.60 89,060.82
Mercury Income 1,498.00 1,466.60 1,498.00
Recycling Income 3,455.00 3,602.55 3,455.00
Steel Income 9,864.89 9,774.50 9,864.89
 $476,000.28 $487,031.03 $476,000.28
EXPENSES
MSW Disposal $83,312.63 $86,000.00 $83,500.00
MSW Shipping 36,530.92 38,000.00 36,500.00
Bulk Waste Disposal 57,940.72 51,000.00 58,000.00
Bulk Waste Shipping 49,080.98 38,000.00 50,000.00
Bulk Waste Ash Removal 8,100.00 10,000.00 20,769.83
Steel Shipping 1,890.00 -- --
Plant Wages 62,952.32 75,000.00 75,000.00
Plant Wages Overtime -- 1,000.00 1,000.00
Plant Manager Salary 41,542.80 42,000.00 43,260.00
Plant Payroll Taxes 9,407.78 13,000.00 11,620.00
Plant Worker’s Comp 5,355.00 8,000.00 6,620.00
Plant Health Benefits 39,340.92 38,000.00 39,500.00
Loader Maintenance 4,382.04 10,000.00 5,000.00
Forklift Maintenance 352.30 500.00 500.00
Scale Maintenance 875.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
Trailer Maintenance 8,125.70 10,000.00 10,000.00
Road Maintenance 391.91 5,000.00 1,000.00
Fuel for Loader 1,013.15 2,000.00 1,500.00
Propane for Fork Lift 391.50 300.00 400.00
Gas for 4-Wheeler 101.50 250.00 250.00
Operating Costs: Other -- 400.00 400.00
Bad Debt Write-Offs 8.40 -- --
Payroll Expenses 1,500.00 -- --
Dues & Memberships 575.00 600.00 600.00
Legal -- 1,000.00 1,000.00
Accounting & Audit 2,200.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
Insurance 11,472.00 12,000.00 12,000.00
Printing/Advertising 137.70 500.00 500.00
Office Expense 1,076.09 1,000.00 1,000.0
Office Wages 5,699.25 6,281.03 6,281.03
Office Costs: Other 453.90 -- --
Utilities 5,182.27 6,000.0 6,000.00
Bottled Water 392.00 500.00 500.00
Misc. Facility Operation 1,226.00 500.00 500.00
Dog Cookies, Etc. 294.12 250.00 300.00
License 429.00 450.00 450.00
Facility Operation: Other 312.56 -- --
Education 1,660.00 500.00 1,000.00
Capital Expenses 3,157.69 10,000.0 10,000.00
Misc. Expense: Contingency -269.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
Trailer Replacement Fund -- 10,000.00 10,000.00
 $446,594.15 $487,031.03 $500,950.86
Bristol - South Bristol Transfer Facility Budget
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We have audited the accompanying 
general purpose financial statements 
of the Town of Bristol, as of and for 
the years ended December 31, 2013 
and 2012, which collectively comprise 
the Town’s basic financial statements 
as listed in the Table of Contents. 
These financial statements are the re-
sponsibility of the Town of Bristol’s 
management. Our responsibility is to 
express opinions on these financial 
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance 
with auditing standards generally ac-
cepted in the United States of America. 
Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain rea-
sonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free of mate-
rial misstatement. An audit includes 
examining, on a test basis, evidence 
supporting the amounts and dis-
closures in the financial statements. 
An audit also includes assessing the 
accounting principles used and signif-
icant estimates made by management, 
as well as evaluating the overall finan-
cial statement presentation. We believe 
that our audit provides a reasonable ba-
sis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements 
referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the respective finan-
cial position of the Town of Bristol as of 
December 31, 2013 and 2012, and the 
respective changes in financial position 
and cash flows, for the years then ended 
in conformity with accounting princi-
ples generally accepted in the United 
States of America.
Accounting principles generally ac-
cepted in the United States of America 
require that the management’s dis-
cussion and analysis and budgetary 
comparison information on Schedule 
A-1 be presented to supplement the 
basic financial statements. Such infor-
mation, although not a part of the basic 
financial statements, is required by the 
Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board, who considers it to be an es-
sential part of financial reporting for 
placing the basic financial statements in 
an appropriate operational, economic, 
or historical context. We have applied 
certain limited procedures to the re-
quired supplementary information in 
accordance with auditing standards 
generally accepted in the United States 
of America, which consisted of inqui-
ries of management about the methods 
of preparing the information and 
comparing the information for con-
sistency with management’s responses 
to our inquiries, the basic financial 
statements, and other knowledge we 
obtained during our audit of the basic 
financial statements. We do not express 
an opinion or provide any assurance 
on the information because the limited 
procedures do not provide us with suf-
ficient evidence to express an opinion 
or provide any assurance.
Our audit was conducted for the 
purpose of forming opinions on the 
financial statements that collectively 
Independent Auditors’ Report
William H. Brewer, Certified Public Accountant
858 Washington Street, P.O. Box 306 Bath, Maine 04530
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comprise the Town of Bristol’s financial 
statements as a whole. The introductory 
section, combining and individual non-
major fund financial statements, and 
statistical section are presented for 
purposes of additional analysis and 
are not a required part of the financial 
statements. The combining and individ-
ual nonmajor fund financial statements 
are the responsibility of management 
and were derived from and relate di-
rectly to the underlying accounting 
and other records used to prepare the 
financial statements. The information 
has been subjected to the auditing 
procedures applied in the audit of the 
financial statements and certain addi-
tional procedures, including comparing 
and reconciling such information di-
rectly to the underlying accounting 
and other records used to prepare the 
financial statements or to the financial 
statements themselves, and other addi-
tional procedures in accordance with 
auditing standards generally accepted 
in the United States of America. In our 
opinion, the information is fairly stated 
in all material respects in relation to the 
financial statements as a whole. The in-
troductory and statistical sections have 
not been subjected to the auditing pro-
cedures applied in the audit of the basic 
financial statements and, accordingly, 
we do not express an opinion or provide 
any assurance on them.
The Municipal Officers of the Town of Bristol, Maine offer the readers of Bristol’s 
financial statements this narrative overview and analysis of its financial activities 
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2013. We encourage readers to consider 
the information presented in conjunction with additional information furnished 
in the basic financial statements and the accompanying notes to those financial 
statements. 
The Financial Statements
The financial statements presented herein include all activities of the Town of Bris-
tol, Maine using the integrated approach as prescribed by gasb (Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board) Statement No. 34. The government-wide financial 
statements present the financial picture of the Town using the accrual basis of 
accounting. They present governmental activities (functions that are principally 
supported by taxes and intergovernmental revenues) and business-type activities 
(functions that are intended to recover all or a significant portion of their costs 
through user fees and charges) separately. These statements include all assets of the 
Town as well as all liabilities, including long-term debt.
The fund financial statements include statements for each of the three categories 
of activity: governmental, business-type and fiduciary. Notes to the financial state-
ments provide additional information that is essential to a full understanding of 
the data provided in the government-wide and fund financial statements.
Management’s Discussion & Analysis
Fiscal Year Ended Decmeber 31, 2013
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Statement of Net Assets and Statement of Activities
The statement of net assets and statement of activities report information about 
the Town and its activities as a whole. Excluding infrastructure, these statements 
include all assets and liabilities of the Town using the accrual basis of accounting, 
which is similar to the accounting used by most private-sector companies. All of 
the current year’s revenues and expenses are taken into account regardless of when 
cash is received or paid.
These two statements report the Town’s net assets and changes in them. Net assets 
are the difference between assets and liabilities, which is one way to measure the 
Town’s financial health or financial position. Over time, increases and decreases 
in net assets are one indicator of whether the Town’s financial health is improv-
ing or deteriorating. Other factors to consider are changes in the Town’s property 
tax base and the condition of its infrastructure. In the statement of net assets and 
statement of activities, the Town’s activities are separated as follows:
Governmental activities: Most of the Town’s basic services are reported in this cat-
egory, including public safety, public works, and general administrative services. 
Property taxes, excise taxes, user fees, interest income, cable television franchise 
fees and State and Federal grants finance these activities.
Business-type activities: Parks and Recreation is considered a “business-type” 
activity. A fee is charged to customers to cover costs associated with admission 
to and use of Bristol’s parks. Parks and Recreation is completely self supporting 
through admissions, rental income and other user fees.
Fund Financial Statements
The fund financial statements provide detailed information about the most signifi-
cant funds, not the Town as a whole. A fund is a grouping of related accounts used 
to maintain control over resources that have been segregated for specific activities 
or objectives. Some funds are required to be established by State law or by grant-
or. In the Town of Bristol, these include worthy poor funds, cemetery funds and 
a small fund set aside for maintenance of the Rock Schoolhouse. Management, 
however, establishes other funds to help it control and manage money for partic-
ular purposes. During fiscal year 2013 Bristol had eight “capital reserve” accounts: 
the Highway Equipment Fund, the Fire Truck Fund, the Revaluation Fund, the 
Building Fund, the Computer Fund, the Parks Fund, the School Boiler Fund and 
the Learning Center Fund. 
Governmental Funds
Most of the Town’s basic services are reported in governmental funds, which fo-
cus on how money flows into and out of those funds and the remaining balances 
at year end that are available for spending. These funds are reported using an ac-
counting method called “modified accrual”, which measures cash and all other 
financial assets that can be readily converted to cash. The governmental fund state-
ments provide a detailed, shorter-term view of the Town’s general government 
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operations and the basic services it provides. Governmental fund information 
helps determine whether there are more or fewer financial resources that can be 
spent in the near future to finance the Town’s programs. The Town’s governmental 
funds consist of the following:
General Fund: The general operating fund of the Town used to account for all fi-
nancial resources except those required to be accounted for in another fund.
Proprietary Funds: When the Town charges customers for services it provides 
(business-type activities), these services are generally reported in proprietary 
funds. Proprietary funds are reported in the same way that all activities are report-
ed in the Statement of Net Assets and Statement of Activities.
Fiduciary Funds: The Town’s fiduciary funds are held in trust for the benefit of 
others. These funds are not included in the government-wide financial statements 
and cannot be used to support general government activities and operations.
Governmental Activities
The cost of all governmental activities in 2013 was $7,927,849.46, an increase of 
$693,322.17 in comparison to 2012. Some of the costs were paid by those who 
directly benefited from the programs, or by other governments and organizations 
that subsidized certain programs with operating grants and contributions. The 
Town paid for the “public benefit” portion of governmental activities with proper-
ty taxes and through additional sources such as excise tax, interest, State revenue 
sharing, cable television franchise fees and other miscellaneous revenues.
Town programs include education, general government, health and welfare, high-
ways and bridges, protection, special assessments (County tax), and unclassified. 
Each program’s net cost (total cost less revenues generated by the activities) is 
presented below. The net costs show the financial burden placed on the Town’s 
taxpayers by each of the functions:
Governmental Activities Net Cost 2013 Net Cost 2012 Net Cost 2011
Education $4,005,296.37 $4,044,857.17 $3,781,589.85
General Government 649,579.60  429,084.63  410,557.17 
Health and Welfare 276,802.63  230,516.89  247,515.32
Highways and Bridges 909,862.17  952,989.37  891,181.51
Protection 816,348.42     274,947.92  306,439.31
County Tax 1,224,272.56     1,275,455.50  1,268,146.98
Unclassified  45,687.71     26,675.81   16,197.65
Total: $7,927,849.46 $7,234,527.29 $6,921,627.79
On December 31, 2013, Bristol’s net position for governmental activities to-
taled $9,011,440.43. Net assets as of December 31, 2012 were $8,558,768.90 and 
$8,352,388.92 as of December 31, 2011. The result is an increase in net assets of 
$452,671.53 during fiscal year 2013. 
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Business-Type Activities
The cost of the Town’s only proprietary fund, Bristol Parks and Recreation, was 
$298,967.13. The amount paid by users of the system and raised through dona-
tions was $302,034.02, resulting in a net gain of $3,066.89. 
Budgets and Budgetary Accounting
The breakdown of actual expenditures for the year may be found in the Select-
men’s Financial Report which is part of the 2013 Annual Report of the Town of 
Bristol. This could be compared with the proposed budget for 2014 to ascertain 
potential increases or decreases in individual budgetary items.
Administrative Notes
Bristol had four outstanding loans at the end of fiscal year 2013: a bond for school 
renovations, which matures in 2018, a loan for the Partridge Bridge which matures 
in 2017, and two fire truck loans maturing in 2018 and 2023. The following is a 
comparison of total long-term debt:
 FY 2013 FY 2012 FY 2011
 $910,576.99 $864,774.03  $1,015,025.18
There was a decrease in the County tax assessment as compared with fiscal 
year 2012. 
 FY 2013 FY 2012 FY 2011
 $1,224,272.56 $1,275,455.50 $1,268,146.98
There was an increase in unappropriated surplus as compared with fiscal year 2012. 
 FY 2013 FY 2012 FY 2011
 $968,129.71 $951,268.57 $944,913.52
The mill rate increases from 7.85 per $1,000.00 of valuation for fiscal year 2011 
and 7.60 per $1,000.00 of valuation for fiscal year 2012 to 7.70 per $1,000.00 of 
valuation for fiscal year 2013. 
Education accounted for approximately 61% of the tax commitment followed by 
the County tax assessment at 21% and the Municipal budget at 18%. 
Bristol’s financial position continues to be exemplary. The Municipal Officers con-
tinue to pursue ways to lower the cost of providing essential services to Bristol’s 
taxpayers while preparing for demands on infrastructure, increasing cost of ed-
ucation, the County tax commitment, decreased State revenues, and State and 
Federal mandates. 
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Exhibit A: Statements of Net Position, December 31, 2013 and 2012
 GOVERNMENTAL BUSINESS-TYPE  2013 2012
ASSETS ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES  TOTALS  TOTALS 
CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash (Note B) $2,045,956.19  $4,901.76  $2,050,857.95  $1,984,905.69 
Accounts Receivable (Note C) 13,737.27   13,737.27  73,600.32 
Taxes Receivable 195,448.04   195,448.04  201,283.13 
Tax Liens  55,780.70    55,780.70   72,616.20 
Tax Acquired Property  1,771.20    1,771.20   2,840.43 
Due From Other Funds  5,581.09   87,881.56   93,462.65   78,154.42 
Total Current Assets  $2,318,274.49   $92,783.32   $2,411,057.81   $2,413,400.19 
PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT (NOTE J):
Land and Land Improvements  $1,051,915.49   $158,352.28   $1,210,267.77   $966,877.28 
Buildings  4,912,373.66   311,238.21   5,223,611.87   5,176,363.20 
Equipment  2,468,848.27   150,585.42   2,619,433.69   2,331,660.69 
Infrastructure  5,997,524.58   5,997,524.58   5,542,737.38 
Total Property, Plant, and Equipment  $14,430,662.00   $620,175.91   $15,050,837.91   $14,017,638.55 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation  (6,696,380.89)  (428,973.58) (7,125,354.47) 6,617,222.26 
Net Property, Plant, and Equipment  $7,734,281.11   $191,202.33   $7,925,483.44   $7,400,416.29 
Total Assets  $10,052,555.60   $283,985.65   $10,336,541.25   $9,813,816.48 
LIABILITIES AND NET POSITION 
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Notes Payable (Note D)  $176,586.38   $-     $176,586.38   $153,998.51 
Deferred Revenue (Note P)  24,218.44    24,218.44   20,015.22 
Accounts Payable - Trade  12,676.18    12,676.18   10,804.24 
Security Deposit - Parks  300.00    300.00   300.00 
Due To Other Funds  93,343.56    93,343.56   78,235.33 
Total Current Liabilities  $307,124.56   $-     $307,124.56   $263,353.30 
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES: 
Notes Payable -  
Net of Current Portion (Note D)  733,990.61    733,990.61   710,775.52 
Total Liabilities  $1,041,115.17   $-     $1,041,115.17   $974,128.82 
NET POSITION:
Net Invested in Capital Assets  $6,823,704.12   $-     $6,823,704.12   $6,328,441.21 
Committed for Capital Projects  314,226.48    314,226.48   331,483.09 
Assigned for Other Purposes  701,963.73    701,963.73   724,938.89 
Unassigned  1,171,546.10   283,985.65   1,455,531.75   1,454,824.47 
Total Net Position  $9,011,440.43   $283,985.65   $9,295,426.08   $8,839,687.66 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Exhibit C: Reconciliation of Total Governmental Fund Balances to Net Position  
of Governmental Activities for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012
 2013 2012
GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES:
Unassigned (Schedule A-3)  $968,129.71   $951,268.57 
Committed for Capital Projects (Schedule A-15)  314,226.48   331,483.09 
Assigned for Other Purposes (Schedule A-4)  701,963.73   724,938.89 
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit F)  $1,984,319.92   $2,007,690.55 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the 
Statements of Net Position are different because:
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not 
financial resources and therefore are not reported in the funds  7,734,281.11   7,193,215.24 
Notes payable are not due and payable in the current 
period and therefore are not reported in the funds  (910,576.99)  (864,774.03)
Property taxes not collected within 60 days after year end are deferred  
as revenue in the fund financial statements. In the government-wide  
financial statements the revenue is income in the year assessed  203,416.39   222,637.14 
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A)  $9,011,440.43   $8,558,768.90 
Exhibit D: Reconciliation of the Statements of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances  
of Governmental Funds to the Statements of Activities for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012
 2013 2012
Net Change in Fund Balances - Total Governmental Funds (Exhibit F)  $(23,370.63)  $(137,157.90)
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the  
Statements of Activities are different because:
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures.  
However, in the Statements of Activities, the cost of those  
assets is allocated over their estimated useful lives as  
depreciation expense.  This is the amount by which capital outlays  
exceeds depreciation (depreciation exceeds capital outlays).  558,699.49   (29,350.41)
Repayment of loan principal is an expenditure in the  
governmental funds, but the repayment reduces  
liabilities in the Statements of Net Position. 163,197.04  150,251.15 
Net Book Value of Asset Disposition  (17,633.62)
Property taxes are deferred in the fund financial statements, but  
in the government-wide financial statement they are recorded  
as income the year they are assessed. (19,220.75)  (17,797.28)
Loan Proceeds  (209,000.00)
Change in Net Position of Governmental Activities  $452,671.53   $(34,054.44)
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Exhibit G: Changes in Net Position - Proprietary Fund Parks and Recreation Department  
for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012
REVENUES: 2013 2012
Admissions:
Lighthouse Park  $131,433.55   $132,185.30
Pemaquid Beach Park  91,705.20   103,309.15
Rent  14,988.42   14,453.20
Season Pass  6,752.00   4,809.00
Concession Rental  36.00   2,688.32
Beach Shop  9,345.37   9,107.49
Vending Machine  5,802.33   6,610.88
Weddings  9,534.50   6,598.00
Beach Community Room   885.00
Floats  4,235.00   3,655.00
Special Events  4,148.00   4,107.00
Merchandise Sales  2,469.35   610.90
Miscellaneous  1,396.19   5,722.37
Donations  6,031.48   2,727.37
Learning Center  1,075.00   585.00
Area Maps  4,250.00   4,037.60
Olde Bristol Days  2,300.00   14,922.32
Art Sales  234.25   89.45
Beach Buggy  6,295.00   944.38
Interest Income  2.38
Total Revenues  $302,034.02   $318,047.73
EXPENDITURES:
General Parks:
Salaries and Wages  $138,432.92   $143,210.50
Payroll Taxes  10,519.73   10,476.60
Expenses  117,396.45   112,434.31
Depreciation   32,618.03   34,138.76
Total Expenditures  $298,967.13   $300,260.17
Net Income   $3,066.89   $17,787.56
Transfer to Capital Reserve Fund   (20,000.00)
Change in Net Position  $3,066.89   $(2,212.44)
Net Position, January 1  280,918.76   283,131.20
Net Position, December 31  $283,985.65   $280,918.76
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Exhibit H: Statements of Cash Flows Proprietary Fund - Parks and Recreation Department  
for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES: 2013 2012
Net Income (Loss)  $3,066.89   $(2,212.44)
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Income (Loss) to Net Cash  
Provided by Operating Activities:
Depreciation  32,618.03   34,138.76 
Changes in Operating Assets:
(Increase) Decrease in Due From Other Funds  (15,108.23)  (28,031.94)
Net Cash Flows Provided by Operating Activities  $20,576.69  $3,894.38 
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Acquisition of Fixed Assets (16,619.31)  (2,950.00)
Increase in Cash   $3,957.38   $944.38 
Cash Balance, January 1  944.38 
Cash Balance, December 31 $4,901.76   $944.38 
Exhibit I: Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Fund Balance - Fiduciary Fund Type -  
Nonexpendable Trust Funds - Cemetery and Worthy Poor Trust Funds for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012
REVENUES: 2013 2012
Interest and Dividends  $2,141.83   $1,479.70
Realized Gain on Sale of Securities  1,197.56   1,122.27
Total Revenues  $3,339.39   $2,601.97
EXPENSES:
Worthy Poor  $318.00   $3,218.00
Fees  698.45   601.51
Total Expenses  $1,016.45   $3,819.51
Net Income (Loss)  $2,322.94   $(1,217.54)
Fund Balance, January 1  69,714.50   70,932.04
Fund Balance, December 31  $72,037.44   $69,714.50 
Exhibit J: Statements of Cash Flows - Fiduciary Fund Type - Nonexpendable Trust Funds  
Cemetery and Worthy Poor Trust Funds for the Years Ended December 31, 2013 and 2012
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:  2013 2012
Net Income (Loss)  $2,322.94   $(1,217.54)
Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Operating Activities  $2,322.94   $(1,217.54)
Cash Balance, January 1  69,714.50   70,932.04 
Cash Balance, December 31  $72,037.44   $69,714.50 
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NOTE A - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:
The accounting policies of the Town of Bristol conform to generally accepted ac-
counting principles as applicable to governmental units.
1. Financial Reporting Entity
The Town of Bristol was incorporated in 1765. The Town operates under a town 
meeting form of government.
In evaluating the Town of Bristol as a reporting entity, management has addressed 
all potential component units. The primary criteria for including a component 
reporting entity are the exercise of financial accountability by the Town of Bristol’s 
municipal officials.
The Town’s financial statements are prepared in accordance with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. The Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board (gasb) is responsible for establishing Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (gaap) for state and local governments through 
its pronouncements (Statements and Interpretations). Governments are also re-
quired to follow the pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (fasb) issued through November 30, 1989 (when applicable) that do not 
conflict with or contradict gasb pronouncements. The more significant account-
ing policies established in gaap are used by the Town as discussed below.
In June 1999, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (gasb) unanimous-
ly approved Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements – and Management’s 
Discussion and Analysis – for State and Local Governments. Certain significant 
changes in the Statement include the following:
1.) Financial statements now include:
•  A Management’s Discussion and Analysis (md&a) section providing an analysis 
of the Town’s overall financial position and results of operations.
•  Financial statements prepared using full accrual accounting for all of the Town’s 
activities, including infrastructure (roads, bridges, etc.).
2.) A change in the fund financial statements to focus on the major funds.
2. Basic Financial Statements - Government-Wide Statements
The Town’s basic financial statements include both government-wide (reporting 
the Town as a whole) and fund financial statements (reporting the Town’s major 
funds). Both the government-wide and fund financial statements categorize prima-
ry activities as governmental. The Town’s fire protection, recreation, public works, 
and general administrative services are classified as governmental activities.
In the government-wide Statements of Net Position, the governmental column 
is presented on a consolidated basis by column, and is reported on a full accrual, 
Notes to Financial Statements
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economic resource basis, which recognizes all long-term assets and receivables 
as well as long-term debt and obligations. The Town’s net position is reported in 
four parts - net invested in capital assets; committed for capital projects; assigned 
for other purposes, and unassigned. The Town first utilizes restricted resources to 
finance qualifying activities.
The government-wide Statements of Activities reports both the gross and net cost 
of each of the Town’s functions and business-type activities (fire, public works, 
administrative, etc.). The functions are also supported by general government rev-
enues (property, certain intergovernmental revenues, fines, permits, and charges, 
etc.). The Statements of Activities reduces gross expenses (including depreciation) 
by related program revenues and operating and capital grants. Program revenues 
must be directly associated with the function (fire, public works, etc.). Operating 
grants include operating-specific and discretionary (either operating or capital) 
grants while the capital grants column reflects capital-specific grants.
The net costs (by function or business-type activity) are normally covered by gen-
eral revenue (property, intergovernmental revenues, interest income, etc.).
This government-wide focus is more on the sustainability of the Town as an entity 
and the change in the Town’s net position resulting from the current year’s activities.
3. Basic Financial Statements - Fund Financial Statements
The financial transactions of the Town are reported in individual funds in the fund 
financial statements. Each fund is accounted for by providing a separate set of 
self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, reserves, fund equity, 
revenues, and expenditures/expenses. The various funds are reported by generic 
classification within the financial statements.
The following fund types are used by the Town:
a. Governmental Funds:
The focus of the governmental funds’ measurement (in the fund statements) is 
upon determination of financial position and changes in financial position (sourc-
es, uses, and balances of financial resources) rather than upon net income. The 
following is a description of the governmental funds of the Town:
1. General Fund:
General Fund is the general operating fund of the town. It is used to account for 
all financial resources except those required to be accounted for in another fund.
2. Fiduciary Funds:
Fiduciary Funds are used to report assets held in a trustee or agency capacity for 
others and therefore are not available to support town programs. The reporting 
focus is on net assets and changes in net assets and is reported using accounting 
principles similar to proprietary funds.
The emphasis in fund financial statements is on the major funds in either the gov-
ernmental or business-type activities categories. Nonmajor funds by category are 
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summarized into a single column. gasb no. 34 sets forth minimum criteria (per-
centage of the assets, liabilities, revenues, or expenditures/expenses of either fund 
category) for the determination of major funds.
The Town’s fiduciary funds are presented in the fiduciary fund financial statements. 
Since by definition these assets are being held for the benefit of a third party and 
cannot be used to address activities or obligations of the government, these funds 
are not incorporated into the government-wide statements.
3. Proprietary Fund:
The Proprietary Fund is the fund used to account for all financial resources relat-
ing to the Parks and Recreation Department. The generally accepted accounting 
principles applicable are those similar to business in the private sector.
4. Basis of Accounting
Basis of accounting refers to the point at which revenues or expenditures/expenses 
are recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial statements. It relates to 
the timing of the measurements made regardless of the measurement focus applied:
a. Accrual:
Governmental activities in the government-wide financial statements and fidu-
ciary fund financial statements are presented on the accrual basis of accounting. 
Revenues are recognized when earned and expenses are recognized when incurred.
b. Modified Accrual:
The governmental funds financial statements are presented on the modified accru-
al basis of accounting. Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues 
are recorded when susceptible to accrual; i.e. both measurable and available. 
“Available” means collectible within the current period or within 60 days after year 
end. Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified accrual basis of 
accounting when the related liability is incurred. The exception to this general 
rule is that principal and interest on general obligation long-term debt, if any, is 
recognized when due.
5. Financial Statement Amounts
a. Cash and Cash Equivalents:
The Town has defined cash and cash equivalents to include cash on hand, demand 
deposits, and cash with fiscal agents. Statutes authorize the Treasurer of the Town, 
as directed by the municipal officers, to invest all municipal funds, including re-
serve and trust funds, to the extent that the terms of the instrument, order, or 
article creating the fund do not prohibit the investment in financial institutions 
as described in Section 5706 mrsa and securities as described in Sections 5711 
through 5717 mrsa.
b. Capital Assets:
Capital assets purchased or acquired with an original cost of $2,000.00 or more 
are reported at historical cost or estimated historical cost. Contributed assets are 
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reported at fair market value as of the date received. Additions, improvements, and 
other capital outlays that significantly extend the useful life of an asset are capital-
ized. Other costs incurred for repairs and maintenance are expensed as incurred. 
Depreciation on all assets is provided on the straight-line basis over the following 
estimated useful lives:
Buildings  20-50 Years
Machinery and Equipment 5-10 Years
Improvements 10-20 Years
Other Infrastructure 10-50 Years
c. Revenues:
Substantially, all governmental fund revenues are accrued. Property taxes are billed 
and collected within the same period in which the taxes are levied. In applying 
gasb no. 33 to grant revenues, the provider recognizes liabilities and expenses and 
the recipient recognizes receivables and revenue when the applicable eligibility 
requirements, including time requirements, are met. Resources transmitted before 
the eligibility requirements are met are reported as advances by the provider and 
deferred revenue by the recipient.
d. Expenditures:
Expenditures are recognized when the related fund liability is incurred.
e. Use of Estimates:
The presentation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions 
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contin-
gent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported 
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results 
could differ from those estimates.
NOTE B - CASH:
The Town’s cash is categorized to give an indication of the level of risk assumed by 
the Town at year end. These Categories are defined as follows:
Category #1 - Insured or collateralized with securities held by the Town or by its 
agent in the Town’s name.
Category #2 - Collateralized with securities held by the pledging financial institu-
tion’s trust department or agent in the Town’s name.
Category #3 - Uncollateralized (This includes any bank balance that is collater-
alized with securities held by the pledging financial institution, or by its trust 
department or agent but not in the Town’s name.)
At December 31, 2013 cash consisted of:
ACCOUNT TYPE CARRYING AMOUNT  BANK BALANCE CATEGORY #1 CATEGORY #2 CATEGORY #3
Interest Bearing Accounts $2,122,986.98 $2,157,508.59 $2,115,381.03 $ $42,127.56
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NOTE C - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE:
Accounts Receivable consists of the following:
State Homestead $5,709.41
State Revenue Sharing  4,000.00
State General Assistance Reimbursement  3,232.06
Dead River Vendor           795.80
 $13,737.27
NOTE D - GENERAL LONG-TERM DEBT:
The following is a summary of note and bond transactions of the Town for the year 
ended December 31, 2013:
 BALANCE   BALANCE
General Fund: 1/1/13 ADDITIONS REDUCTIONS 12/31/13
Bath Savings Institution - Fire Truck $369,933.30 $ $55,099.51 $314,833.79
The First - Partridge Bridge  179,840.73   35,931.21  143,909.52
Maine Municipal Bond Bank - School Renovations  315,000.00   63,000.00  252,000.00
The First - Fire Truck   209,000.00  9,166.32  199,833.68
 $864,774.03 $209,000.00  $163,197.04  $910,576.99
Long-Term Debt as of December 31, 2013 is as follows:
General Fund:
Bath Savings Institution - Fire Truck
The note is for 10 years with 9 annual principal and interest payments of $71,690.07  
and a final payment of remaining principal and any accrued interest. Interest is set at 4.49%. $314,833.79
The First - Partridge Bridge
The note is for 10 years with monthly principal and interest payments of $3,515.38 and a final  
principal and interest payment of $3,514.03. The interest is paid monthly at a rate of 3.83%.  143,909.52
Maine Municipal Bond Bank - School Renovations
The bond is for 10 years with annual principal payments of $63,000.00. $270,000.00 of principal  
was forgiven at closing. The interest rate is set at 0%.  252,000.00
The First - Fire Truck
This note is for 10 years with monthly principal and interest payments of $1,997.95 and a final  
payment of remaining principal and any accrued interest. Interest rate is 2.750%.         199,833.68
 $910,576.99
The annual requirement to amortize notes and bonds payable as of December 31, 
2013 follows:
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31 PRINCIPAL INTEREST TOTAL
2014 $176,586.38 $24,263.65 $200,850.03
2015  181,146.39  19,703.64  200,850.03
2016  185,893.63  14,956.40  200,850.03
2017  176,523.45  9,681.95  186,205.40
2018  89,526.01  6,167.82  95,693.83
2019-2021  100,901.13  6,452.43  107,353.56
 $910,576.99 $81,225.89 $991,802.88
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NOTE E - GENERAL FUND BUDGET:
The Town operates on a net budget as compared with a gross budget. All revenues 
are not estimated, but are credited to the particular operating account. Certain 
revenues are dedicated for particular purposes by vote of the townspeople at the 
annual town meeting or at special town meetings.
At the annual town meeting, held in March of each year, the townspeople vote on 
various articles on which amounts for appropriations have been recommended by 
the Board of Selectmen and/or the budget committee.
NOTE F - ASSIGNED FOR OTHER PURPOSES:
Historically, the townspeople vote to carry certain departmental unexpended 
balances forward to the following year for expenditure. This is usually in lieu of 
additional appropriations in any particular account.
General Government $69,691.22
Education  525,398.06
Highways and Bridges  90,485.47
Protection  3,397.91
Unclassified         12,991.07
 $701,963.73
NOTE G - REVENUE RECOGNITION - PROPERTY TAXES:
The Town’s property tax for the current year was levied May 29, 2013 on the as-
sessed value listed as of April 1, 2013 for all taxable real and personal property 
located in the Town. Taxes were due September 16, 2013 with interest at 7% per 
annum or part thereof commencing September 17, 2013.
Tax liens are filed against delinquent real estate taxpayers after eight months but 
within one year of the original tax commitment. If the tax, interest, and costs have 
not been paid eighteen months after the filing of a lien certificate then the lien is 
automatically foreclosed.
The National Council on Governmental Accounting (N.C.G.A.) Interpretation 
No. 3 requires that property tax revenue be recognized only to the extent it will be 
collected within sixty days following the year end. The deferred tax revenue shown 
on the balance sheet represents property taxes not expected to be collected within 
sixty days after the year end.
Property taxes are recognized when they become available. Available includes 
those taxes expected to be collected within sixty days after year end as stated above.
NOTE H - DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLAN:
Public school teachers contribute to the Maine Public Employees Retirement 
System (“System”), an agent multiple-employer public employee retirement sys-
tem that acts as a common investment and administrative agent for public school 
teachers, state employees (except as members of the judiciary and legislature who 
are covered under the Judicial and Legislative Retirement Systems) and political 
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subdivisions. The System also provides retirement, death, disability, and health 
insurance benefits. These benefit provisions and all other requirements are estab-
lished by state statute. The Maine pers issues a publicly available financial report 
that includes financial statements and required supplementary information for the 
teachers group. This report may be obtained by calling 1-800-451-9800.
Teachers are required to contribute 7.65% of their annual salary to the System. The 
State of Maine contributes the remaining amounts necessary to fund the System, 
using the actuarial basis specified by statute. The covered payroll for teachers is 
approximately $1,355,747.13. As required by Accounting Standards, the amount 
paid on behalf of the School Department by the State of Maine has been recorded as 
revenue and an expenditure, which amounted to $205,086.94. The only exception 
is the contribution required for federally funded teachers for which the Town con-
tributes 16.15% for the first six months and 13.5% for the second six months of their 
compensation. This cost amounted to $4,555.79 for the year ended June 30, 2013.
NOTE I - INTERFUND RECEIVABLES AND PAYABLES:
Due To and Due From Other Funds consist of the following:
Due To Parks and Recreation Department $87,881.56
Due To Capital Reserve  5,462.00
Due To Worthy Poor Trust Fund  119.09
 $93,462.65
NOTE J - PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT:
The following is a summary of changes in fixed assets at December 31, 2013:
 BALANCE  BALANCE
 JANUARY 1, 2013 ADDITIONS DECEMBER 31, 2013
Land and Land Improvements $966,877.28  $243,390.49 $1,210,267.77
Buildings  5,176,363.20  47,248.67  5,223,611.87
Equipment  2,331,660.69  287,773.00  2,619,433.69
Infrastructure  5,542,737.38  454,787.20  5,997,524.58
 $14,017,638.55 $1,033,199.36  $15,050,837.91
Accumulated Depreciation  (6,617,222.26)  (508,132.21)  (7,125,354.47)
Net Property, Plant, and Equipment $7,400,416.29 $525,067.15 $7,925,483.44
NOTE K - RISK MANAGEMENT:
The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, 
and destruction of assets; errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural 
disasters. All significant losses are covered by commercial insurance. There has 
been no significant reduction in insurance coverage. Settlement amounts have not 
exceeded insurance coverage for the current year or the three prior years.
NOTE L - INTEREST COST INCURRED:
During the current year the Town incurred interest costs totaling $25,665.29 
which was charged as an expense to various accounts.
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NOTE M - OVERLAPPING DEBT:
The Town of Bristol is situated in Lincoln County and is therefore subject to annual 
assessment of its proportional share of county expenses. Long-term debt out-
standing in Lincoln County for which the Town of Bristol would be proportionally 
responsible in the event the County defaulted, is approximately $7,780,060.00 at 
December 31, 2013. The Town of Bristol’s share would be 14.3% of the debt, or 
$1,112,540.00.
NOTE N - EXPENDITURES IN EXCESS OF APPROPRIATIONS:
During the year expenditures exceeded appropriations in the general assistance 
general fund categories. Expenditures were greater than anticipated. There were 
overdrafts in abatements and Marsh Island tax which historically has not been 
appropriated but rather is funded from unappropriated surplus.
NOTE O - JOINT VENTURE:
The Towns of Bristol and South Bristol have entered into an interlocal agreement 
to provide for solid waste disposal facilities for the two communities. The joint 
venture is administered by a joint board composed of the Board of Selectmen from 
each town. All costs and revenues are shared in the ratio of 60% - Bristol and 
40% - South Bristol.
The following is a summary of the joint venture financial statements:
 TOTAL BRISTOL’S SHARE
Total Assets $241,006.07 $144,603.64
Total Liabilities  3,489.56  2,093.73
Total Net Position $237,516.51 $142,509.91
Total Revenues $476,592.15 $285,955.29
Total Expenditures  465,170.95  279,102.57
Excess of Expenditures over Revenues $11,421.20  $6,852.72
Bristol’s assessments paid to the joint venture in 2013 totaled $213,252.00 and are 
recorded as expenditures.
NOTE P - DEFERRED REVENUE:
Deferred Revenue consists of the following:
Prepaid 2014 Taxes $5,897.88
Excess of State Revenue Share’s Receipts over  
the amount used to reduce the 2013 tax commitment       18,320.56
 $24,218.44
NOTE Q - SUBSEQUENT EVENT:
Management has made an evaluation of subsequent events to and including the 
audit report date, which was the date the financial statements were available to be 
issued, and determined that any subsequent events that would require recognition 
or disclosure have been considered in the preparation of the financial statements.
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Property Taxes  $6,078,757.61   $6,094,616.81 
Excise Taxes  505,116.09   553,495.91 
Intergovernmental Revenue  50,000.00   50,000.00 
Education   291,422.68 
General Government   306,704.33 
Health and Welfare   12,490.98 
Highways and Bridges  59,664.00   83,942.62 
Protection   230,668.56 
Unclassified  18,508.78   45,606.56 
Interest   5,486.22 
Maine State Retirement on Behalf Payment   205,086.94 
Homestead Reimbursement  22,278.41   22,278.69 
Total Revenues  $6,734,324.89   $7,901,800.30 
EXPENDITURES: 
Education  $3,679,217.50   $3,944,367.49 
General Government  381,803.49   431,189.11 
Health and Welfare  263,727.00   276,802.63 
Highways and Bridges  848,768.01   839,477.61 
Protection  201,523.95   209,581.65 
County Tax  1,224,272.56   1,224,272.56 
Unclassified  21,440.00   45,687.71 
Debt Service  176,874.63   188,862.33 
Maine State Retirement on Behalf Payment   205,086.94 
Fire Trucks (2)    523,089.00 
Highway Truck   28,200.00 
Ellis Property   218,390.49 
Total Expenditures  $6,797,627.14   $8,135,007.52 
Excess of Expenditures Over Revenues  $(63,302.25)  $(233,207.22)
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES): 
Operating Transfers - In  $43,117.00   $110,792.58 
Operating Transfers - Out  (45,000.00)  (92,699.38)
Loan Proceeds  209,000.00 
 
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)  $(1,883.00)  $227,093.20 
Excess of Expenditures and Other Uses Over Revenues and Other Sources  $(65,185.25)  $(6,114.02)
Fund Balance, January 1  1,676,207.46   1,676,207.46 
Fund Balance, December 31  $1,611,022.21   $1,670,093.44 
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Anderson, Christopher H. ..................................  1,164.32 
Badgley, Timothy R. ..........................................  1,013.84 
Bailey, Arthur L. ...................................................  924.16 
Baybutt, Mark D. & Scott T. ................................  2,725.36 
Benner, Virgil ........................................................  240.92 
Berry, Sally A. .......................................................  203.17 
Bryant, Ralph L. & Teresa M. .................................  909.72 
Budrow, Michael G. & Angela L. ...........................  696.19 
Burke, Scott H. .....................................................  588.24 
Burnham, Teresa Georgene ..................................  182.40 
Burns, Shannon ....................................................  104.67 
Chesebro, Nathan B. & Jennifer L. ......................  1,431.08 
Cole, Stacey A. ......................................................  981.16 
Collamore, Jeffrey A. ............................................  716.21 
Cowan, Shawn C. & April M. .................................  456.00 
Cyr, Daniel & Lori G. ...........................................  1,073.12 
Davis, Kathleen F. .................................................  399.00 
Drisko, Lynne J......................................................  391.22 
Eastman, Raymond P., Jr. ......................................  299.44 
Entrust New England, LLC.....................................  121.60 
Entrust New England, LLC.....................................  115.52 
Fenner, Sharon L. ..............................................  1,212.20 
Fitzpatrick, Joshua J. ............................................  651.32 
Flower, David M. ...................................................  931.76 
Foster, David A., Jr. & Charlyn F. .........................  1,504.07 
Gilbert, Clinton K. .................................................  773.68 
Griffin, Leslie ........................................................  181.64 
Gunther, Marion H. ............................................  1,214.48 
Higley, Carol V. Schmidt .....................................  1,806.52 
Holladay, James Breckenridge, Jr. ......................  1,062.48 
Holmgren, Ann W. .............................................  5,364.08 
Jordan, Katherine Eaton .......................................  421.04 
Leck, Andrew & Phyllis ......................................  1,612.72 
Moran, Jane L. & Congdon, Priscilla G...................  668.04 
Nichols, Joseph & Eileen .......................................  182.40 
Norcross, Susan E. & Phillip ..................................  903.86 
Oliver, Sally J. .......................................................  724.52 
Olson, Kenneth R., Jr. ...........................................  447.64 
Olson, Peggy Callahan & Kenneth Olson ............  1,485.04 
Pham, Tuan; Taylor, Peter Dupont, Jean Marc ....  5,019.20 
Plummer, Dwayne A. ............................................  604.96 
Pooler, Lawrence G., Jr. .........................................  571.73 
Prior, John A. ........................................................  703.76 
Reilly, Joel K. ........................................................  136.04 
Rodrigue, Margaret J. ...........................................  839.80 
Seth, Cherrie N. ....................................................  668.80 
Sigler, Clell R. & Sherry R. ..................................  1,127.95 
Sigler, Clell R. & Sherry R. ..................................  1,233.48 
Smith, Robert .........................................................  34.17 
Templeton, Jeff .................................................  1,003.20 
Templeton, Jeff H. .............................................. 1,463.76 
Termine, Louis P. & Christine W. .........................  1,450.23 
Thomas, Abigail ...................................................  123.88 
Workman, Gary A. ................................................  468.16 
 $51,333.95 
2011
Baybutt, Mark D. & Scott T. ...................................  345.67 
Burke, Scott H. .....................................................  543.20 
Burnham, Teresa Georgene ..................................  188.40 
Butruccio, John F., Jr. .........................................  1,104.49 
Griffin, Leslie ........................................................  187.61 
Jordan, Katherine Eaton .......................................  260.90 
Manning, Jeremiah & Tracy ..................................  194.68 
Olson, Kenneth R. .................................................  147.56 
Seiders, Abigail ....................................................  127.95 
$3,100.46 
2010
Butruccio, John F., Jr. .........................................  1,144.17 
Manning, Jeremiah & Tracy ..................................  202.12 
$1,346.29 
Total 2012, 2011, 2010 Liens  $55,780.70 
SCHEDULE A-8: Tax Liens, December 31, 2013
SCHEDULE A-9: Tax Acquired Property, December 31, 2013
2004
Brown, Lawrence  $571.38 
2005
Brown, Lawrence  586.19 
2006
Brown, Lawrence  613.63 
  $1,771.20 
2012
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SCHEDULE A-10: Taxes Receivable, December 31, 2013
Adams, Julie & Bonsant, Mary ............................ 1,824.90 
Alley, Wendy ........................................................  133.60 
American Tower Corp. ........................................  1,082.62 
Anderson, Christopher H. ..................................  1,179.64 
Andrews, Carol L. & Andrews, Gregg C..................  154.00 
Badgley, Timothy R. ..........................................  1,027.18 
Bailey, Arthur L. ...................................................  936.32 
Bailey, Jonathan ...................................................  116.27 
Bailey, Jonathan ...................................................  123.20 
Ball, William E. .....................................................  170.17 
Baybutt, Mark D. & Scott T. ................................  2,761.22 
Beauchamp, Isa ....................................................  627.44 
Benner, Athena ....................................................  159.39 
Benner, Danica L. & Peter J. ..................................  711.48 
Benner, James C., Jr. .............................................  112.42 
Benner, Roy A. ......................................................  211.75 
Benner, Scott A. .................................................  1,170.23 
Benner, Virgil ........................................................  244.09 
Berry, Sally A. .......................................................  231.00 
Betts, Ronald J. & Ramona G. ...............................  512.82 
Bigelow, Yvette .................................................  3,341.60 
Bigelow, Yvette ....................................................  866.83 
Blomquist, Paul W. & Jo-Ann C. ............................  210.32 
Brackett, John W................................................  1,176.56 
Bradley, William Ross & Crissy, Sue .......................  543.62 
Briggs, Edda, TR & Watson, Barbara, TR ................  462.00 
Brooks, Katherine P. ..............................................  552.75 
Brower, Howard S. & Andrea C...........................  1,961.96 
Bryant, Ralph L. & Teresa M. .................................  919.38 
Buckingham, James B. .........................................  777.12 
Budrow, Michael G. & Angela L. ........................  1,421.42 
Burke, Scott H. .....................................................  595.98 
Burnham, Teresa Georgene ................................  $184.80 
Burns, Shannon ....................................................  180.18 
Burns, Shannon R. & Angela.................................  603.68 
Burns, Shannon R. & Angela R. .............................  607.53 
Burns, Shannon R., Trustee .....................................  72.38 
Busteed, Warren & Polhemus, Beth ...................  8,811.84 
Butternut Cove Holdings, LLC ............................  3,335.83 
Carter, Eugene & Manola L. ..................................  341.11 
Carter, Manola & Kennedy, Andrea J. ....................  152.46 
Chadwick, Jessica L. & Casey L. .............................  108.57 
Chapman, Sharon A................................................  50.18 
Chase, Terry M. .......................................................  62.37 
Cheney, Prescott ................................................  5,002.87 
Cheney, Prescott J. ...............................................  210.98 
Cheney, Prescott J. ...............................................  334.95 
Chesebro, Nathan B. & Jennifer L. ......................  1,449.91 
Cole, Stacey A. ......................................................  991.76 
Collamore, Jeffrey A. ............................................  964.81 
Coulson, Dorothy Holtman (Heirs) .....................  3,655.96 
Cowan, Shawn C. & April M. .................................  462.00 
Cummings, Bruce & Karen ....................................  156.31 
Cummings, Bruce M. & Karen E. .............................  33.88 
Cushing, Robert E. .............................................  1,724.03 
Cyr, Daniel & Lori G. ...........................................  1,087.24 
Davis, Kathleen F. .................................................  401.94 
Dodge, Elliott, Jr. & House, Melissa ....................  1,167.32 
Dodge, Terrie A. ....................................................  809.31 
Drake, Megan R. ...................................................  197.89 
Drisko, Lynne J......................................................  653.73 
Dyer, Spencer T. & Kristine R. ..................................  50.05 
Dyer, Spencer T. & Kristine R. ..................................  45.43 
Eastman, Raymond P., Jr. ......................................  303.38 
Embury, David C. & Caryn E. ..............................  1,118.81 
Emery, Dallas E., Sr. ..............................................  113.60 
Emery, Dallas, Sr. ...............................................  1,245.16 
Entrust New England LLC .....................................  123.20 
Entrust New England LLC .....................................  117.04 
Feltis, Kevin E. & Mia M. ....................................  1,269.73 
Fenner, Sharon L. ..............................................  1,228.15 
Fitzpatrick, Joshua J. ............................................  657.58 
Flower, David M. ...................................................  944.02 
Foster, David A., Jr. & Charlyn F. .........................  1,666.28 
Foster, Jennifer .....................................................  541.31 
Foster, Mary .........................................................  234.20 
Foster, Michael R. .................................................  967.12 
Francis Trust (The) ..................................................  33.53 
French, Susannah A. ..........................................  2,390.08 
Geib, Kristin E. ...................................................  1,239.70 
Geyer, Cheyenne Mary Pasciuti .............................  234.08 
Geyer, Tyler T. ........................................................  727.31 
Gifford, Christopher C. & Gail D. .......................  $1,014.09 
Gilbert, Clinton K. .................................................  783.86 
Graves, Lorraine A. .................................................  80.85 
Griffin, Leslie ........................................................  184.03 
Gunther, Marion H. ............................................  1,230.46 
Gunther, Marion H. ...............................................  463.54 
Hagar, Edith B....................................................  1,068.76 
Hanley, Stewart P. ................................................  142.84 
Hanna, David W. & Gail K. ..................................  1,564.64 
Hanna, Susie Juan .............................................  1,551.55 








Hanna, Theodore L. ..............................................  704.55 
Harris, Hebert E., II & Nancy J. ...........................  3,351.04 
Higgins, Mildred P. ...............................................  589.05 
Higley, Carol V. Schmidt .....................................  1,827.98 
Holladay, James Breckenridge, Jr. ......................  1,076.46 
Holmes, Laurence N. ............................................  100.00 
Holmgren, Ann W. .............................................  5,434.66 
Holzberg Family Revocable Trust .......................  1,854.93 
Hope, Steven R. .................................................  1,252.02 
Hope, Steven R. & Hope, Miranda E. .....................  468.16 
Hopkins, Ronnie L. ...............................................  163.47 
Horrell, Victor C. & Boot, G.L. ................................  380.38 
Huberty, Maria Teresa...........................................  212.49 
Hutchins, Ronald L. & Candace J. ..........................  559.02 
Hutchinson, Mark ..............................................  1,393.70 
Inman, Earl W. & Jonancy E. .................................  833.34 
Johnston, Jennifer M. ........................................  1,432.97 
Jordan, Katherine Eaton .......................................  426.58 
Kalina, Reeves & Hanna .......................................  287.75 
Konitzky, Gustav ...................................................  131.67 
Konitzky, Gustav ................................................  2,858.24 
Lake Leasing Corp. .............................................  4,070.99 
Lat Long Fisheries LLC .......................................  2,677.29 
Leblanc, Cynthia ...................................................  180.95 
Leblanc, Cynthia H. ...............................................  184.80 
Leck, Andrew & Phyllis ......................................  1,633.94 
Leeman, Christopher A. .....................................  1,845.69 
Leeman, Christopher A. & Kindell, Heather M. .....  986.37 
Leeman, Christopher A. & Kindell-Leeman ...........  532.07 
Little, Donald & Helen .......................................  1,475.38 
Lockhart, Janet E. .................................................  373.31 
Mattson, Jeanne ...............................................  3,608.33 
MBH Realty LLC .................................................  1,798.72 
McGlauflin, Cindy A. .............................................  711.48 
McIntire, Jennifer & Gottschalk, Gregory ...........  1,621.80 
McKeen, William & Susan .....................................  448.14 
McLellan, Melanie S. ............................................  790.79 
Mellick, Shelby .....................................................  291.83 
Mitkus, John P. & Linda A. ......................................  96.25 
Mitkus, John P. & Linda A. ....................................  869.33 
Moffo, Carmine, Jr., & Bernadette, Lynn ...............  693.00 
Moffo, Carmine, Jr., Trustee ....................................  10.78 
Moffo, Carmine, Jr., Trustee ..................................  478.64 
Moran, Jane L. & Congdon, Priscilla G...................  676.83 
Nagle, James K., et al .............................................  69.30 
Nagle, James K., et al .............................................  70.07 
Neely, Jean Patricia ..............................................  988.68 
Nichols, Joseph & Eileen .......................................  184.80 
Norcross, Susan E. & Phillip ..................................  916.30 
Norris, Patricia E. ...............................................  1,460.72 
Norton, Melissa & Laverdiere, Co-Trustees ..............  23.57 
O’Brien, Amy L. ....................................................  228.69 
Oliver, Sally J. .......................................................  994.84 
Olson, Kenneth R., Jr. ...........................................  451.22 
Olson, Peggy Callahan & Olson, Kenneth ...........  1,504.58 
Organ, Melissa P. ...............................................  1,369.06 
Orne, Dale ............................................................  206.36 
Penniman, Tom M. ............................................  1,295.91 
Penniman, Tom M. ...............................................  435.05 
Penniman, Tom M. & Tracy A. ............................  2,795.87 
Pham, Tuan & Taylor, Peter; Dupont, Jean Marc .  5,135.90 
Plummer, Dwayne A. ............................................  610.61 
Pooler, Jeffrey L. & Plymak, Belinda J. ..................  823.90 
Powell, Nathan R. & Andrea L. ...........................  2,314.62 
Powell, Nathan, Carpenter  ................................  1,007.81 
Prior, John A. ........................................................  713.02 
RDO Ventures, Inc. .............................................  1,340.81 
Reeves, Erin & McKernan, Chad .........................  1,482.25 
Reilly, Carol M. ..................................................  1,195.04 
Reilly, Carol M. ..................................................  1,062.60 
Reilly, Joel K. ..........................................................  71.61 
Reilly, Michelle .....................................................  853.93 
Reilly, Neil ............................................................  939.40 
Reilly, William S. ...................................................  938.33 
Richardson, George E., CPA ................................  1,996.61 
Riopel, Gerard H. & Mary S., Tr ..............................  516.67 
Robbins, Alisha A. ................................................  262.96 
Rodrigue, Margaret J. ...........................................  850.85 
Rollins, Roxanne; Rollins, Stephen .......................  161.70 
Rose, Joseph P. & Marion L. ...............................  1,769.46 
Sayers, Lisa S. .......................................................  201.74 
Schiff, Terrylene A. (Heirs) ....................................  542.08 
Schumacher, John M. & Hoffman, Jennie M. ........  171.71 
Seiders, Floyd & Linda E. ......................................  104.72 
Seth, Cherrie N. ....................................................  677.60 
Sigler, Clell R. & Sherry R. ..................................  1,221.22 
Sigler, Clell R. & Sherry R. ..................................  1,249.71 
Smith, David Quentin ...........................................  249.48 
Smith, Robert ....................................................  2,857.47 
Sproul, Paul F. & Norma N. ..................................... 885.50 
Tanner, Ronald B. & Dorothyann A. ......................  168.23 
Templeton, Jeff .................................................  1,016.40 
Templeton, Jeff H. .............................................  1,483.02
Termine, Louis P. & Christine W. .........................  1,465.62 
Termine, Steven C. ................................................  197.89













Thomas, Abigail ...................................................  125.51 
Thompson, Edgar H. & Joyce P. .............................  766.15 
TMP Holdings, LLC ................................................  585.20
Van Knowe, Richard .............................................  709.17 
Wells Fargo Bank, NA ...........................................  192.50 
Whitehead, Steven A. ........................................  1,327.48 
Whitney, Mia .....................................................  1,280.51 
Woodbury, Donald S. & Jane M. ...........................  340.34 
Woodman, Georgia I. ...........................................  652.19 
Workman, Gary A. ................................................  474.32 
Zaccadelli, Dennis ................................................  427.35 
 $191,977.71 
Personal Property - 2013
Blomquist, Paul W. .............................................  $154.00
Bradley Inn .............................................................  65.01  
Johns Bay Tooling ...................................................  46.20 
Moyer, Jenny ..........................................................  63.91 
 329.12 
Total Real Estate &  
Personal Property .................................  $192,306.83 
* Paid after close of books
SCHEDULE A-11: Prior Years Taxes Receivable, December 31, 2013
Real Estate 2012 2011 TOTAL
Templeton, Willie H., Jr.  $1,697.55   $-     $1,697.55 
Templeton, Willie H., Jr.  733.59    733.59 
Booker, James B.   710.07   710.07 




The complete 2013 Auditors’ Report is available on the web and at the  
Town Office during regular business hours. 
Schedules A-1 - A-15
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2013 was a year of changes. Chad Hanna retired as a Selectman after 
12 consecutive years of service, but we 
are pleased to have Harry (Terry) Lowd 
fill that vacancy. We also lost Merle 
West, our Code Enforcement Officer to 
retirement, but again were fortunate to 
find Susan Metzger to fill that vacancy. 
Susan works the same hours as Merle 
did, making the transition much easier.
We were very fortunate to obtain a par-
cel of land in Pemaquid Harbor, which 
will be known as “Sunset Meadow.” 
From this property you can enjoy the 
historical view of the Pemaquid Harbor 
and the Atlantic Ocean. We are all 
indebted to those who made this prop-
erty available to the Town.
An additional challenge to the taxpay-
ers of Bristol is the University of Maine’s 
offshore wind power project. To better 
understand the impact of this project 
on the Town, the Selectmen appointed 
a Wind Power Advisory Committee to 
work with U of M and Maine Aqua Ven-
tus to act as a resource of information 
for the residents of Bristol. We thank 
the members of the Advisory Commit-
tee for their quick action in submitting 
comments to the Public Utility Com-
mission on the Town’s behalf.
In 2013, three-plus miles of roads were 
paved and two bridges were repaired for 
an expenditure of $490,000. Due to bad 
weather, the Poor Farm road culvert re-
placement did not get completed, and 
the balance for that project will be for-
warded to 2014 projects.
We plan to pave an additional 3.5 miles 
of road in 2014 as follows: remainder of 
the Rock Schoolhouse road, .40 miles; 
Browns Cove road 1 mile; .55 miles of 
Old County road; .43 miles of Bradley 
Hill road; .16 miles of Thompson road; 
.68 miles of South Side road; .06 miles of 
Back Cove road and .04 miles of Sproul 
Hill road. We are asking the Town to 
approve an article at town meeting to 
start a separate “Bridge Maintenance 
Reserve Fund” for future bridge repairs. 
The Town has eleven bridges which are 
inspected yearly by the State DOT. In 
the last three years we have repaired 
five for an expenditure of approximate-
ly $132,000, and the replacement of 
the Partridge bridge was $350,000. If 
a bridge repair exceeds $100,000, a li-
censed engineer is required, therefore 
we should have a regular maintenance 
plan for bridges. The Hatch Town 
Bridge was hit by a vehicle in 2013. No 
physical damage was discovered, but it 
is in need of some repair from age.
In all, the Town was in good finan-
cial condition in 2013, thanks to the 
Town Administrator and her staff for 
their highly efficient job performance. 
For the first time in many years the 
Town of Bristol is now the #2 taxpay-
er in Lincoln County, being bumped 
by Boothbay. The 2013 county tax was 
$1,224,272.56 and the 2014 county tax 
is not yet available.
The Board of Selectmen extend a sin-
cere “Thank You” to the voters of Bristol 
for allowing us to serve.
Selectmen’s Report
William Benner, Chairman • Harry Lowd III • Paul Yates
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PAYROLL 
Appropriation:   $265,669.68 
Balance Carried: 2012   17,725.32
Fees   16,644.50
Total   $300,039.50
Expenditures: 
Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers of the Poor  $11,673.48 
Town Administrator  53,192.89 
Staff  128,520.35 
Health Insurance  70,980.91 
F.I.C.A.  25,837.37  $290,205.00 
Balance Carried   $9,834.50 
TOWN EXPENSE 
Appropriation: 
Surplus   $59,925.01 
From Building Fund Capital Reserve   20,677.04 
Balance Carried: 2012   1,074.99 
Fees   5,920.82 
Total   $87,597.86 
Expenditures: 
Building Fund Capital Reserve  $5,000.00 
Building Repair & Maintenance  14,027.22 
Town Expense  57,083.63 $76,110.85 
Balance Carried   $11,487.01 
ORDINANCE ADMINISTRATION 
Balance Carried: 2012   $28,505.26 
Fees   34,527.22 
Total   $63,032.48 
Expenditures: 
CEO Payroll & Mileage  $28,739.44
Planning Board  1,900.00
Appeals Board  50.00
Clerical  272.02
Misc. Expenses  1,504.87 $32,466.33 
Balance Carried   $30,566.15 
ELLIS PROPERTY 
Ellis Property Purchase (Donation)  $220,444.00 
Expenditures:   218,390.49 





From Cable TV   $10,791.03 
From Computer Capital Reserve   6,117.00 
Balance Carried: 2012   2,431.22 
Total   $19,339.25 
Expenditures:  $17,339.25 
Computer Capital Reserve  2,000.00  $19,339.25 
Balance Carried   -0- 
LEGAL FEES 
Appropriation: 
Surplus: Special Town Meeting 12/18/13   $2,034.07 
Balance Carried: 2012   4,191.26 
Total   $6,225.33 
Expenditures:   $6,225.33 
Balance Carried   -0- 
CONTINGENCY 
Appropriation: 
Surplus   $14,533.02 
Balance Carried: 2012   466.98 
Total   $15,000.00 
Transfers: 
Old Bristol Days  $13,500.00 
Lac Megantic Donation  1,500.00  $15,000.00 
Balance Carried   -0- 
ANIMAL CONTROL 
Appropriation: 
Surplus   $6,990.00 
Balance Carried: 2012   10.00 
Fees   1,258.00 
Total   $8,258.00 
Expenditures:   $6,220.58 
Balance Carried   $2,037.42 
INSURANCE 
Appropriation:  
Surplus   $28,200.00 
Reimbursement   1,956.80 
Total   $30,156.80 
Expenditures: 
MMA Property & Casualty Insurance  $19,398.00 
MMA Worker's Compensation  7,766.60  $27,164.60 
Balance Carried   $2,992.20 
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COUNTY TAX 
Assessed by Lincoln County   $1,224,272.56 
Treasurer, Lincoln County   $1,224,272.56 
MARSH ISLAND TAX 
From Contingency Account   $356.97 
Assessed by State of Maine   $356.97 
PARTRIDGE BRIDGE LOAN 
Appropriation   $42,184.56 
Expenditures   $42,184.56 
BRISTOL FIRE & RESCUE 
Appropriation:   $280,134.71 
Surplus: Special Town Meeting 12/18/13   11,987.70 
Loan For New Tanker   259,000.00 
Balance Carried: 2012   4,755.36 
Revenues   4,222.76 
Total   $560,100.53 
Expenditures: 
New Tanker Note  $11,987.70 
Fire Truck Note  71,690.07 
Emergency Management  1,369.96 
Ferrara Fire Apparatus  299,000.00 
Bristol Fire & Rescue Expense  175,790.90  $559,838.63 
Balance Carried   $261.90 
STREET LIGHTS 
Appropriation: 
Surplus   $4,879.31 
Balance Carried: 2012  120.69 
Total   $5,000.00 
Expenditures:  $4,953.74 
Balance Carried   $46.26 
PLUMBING INSPECTION 
Fees Collected   $4,677.50 
Expenditures   $4,677.50 
BRISTOL/SOUTH BRISTOL TRANSFER FACILITY 
Appropriation   $213,252.00 




Surplus   $12,000.00 
Reimbursement from State of Maine   14,265.52 
Total   $26,265.52 
Expenditures:   25,075.63 
   $1,189.89 
TOWN ROADS MANAGEMENT 
Appropriation:   $235,063.13 
From Excise Tax   505,116.09 
D.O.T. Block Grant   59,664.00 
Balance Carried: 2012   47,033.78 
Fees   259.95 
Total   $847,136.95 
Expenditures: 
General Maintenance  $490,220.56 
Snow Removal  294,519.55  $784,740.11 
Balance Carried   $62,396.84 
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT 
Appropriation:
Surplus   $15,501.55 
From Highway Equipment Capital Reserve   23,694.54 
Balance Carried: 2012   3,998.45 
Fees   654.98 
Total   $43,849.52 
Expenditures: 
Equipment Repair/Maintenance  $6,961.46 
New Truck Purchase  28,200.00 
Town Garage  3,000.38 
Highway Equip. Capital Reserve  5,000.00  $43,161.84 
Balance Carried   $687.68 
FUEL 
Appropriation:
Surplus  $19,423.24 
Reimbursements  2,178.69 
Balance Carried: 2012   4,576.76 
Total   $26,178.69 
Expenditures:
Fuel Oil  $10,611.99 
Diesel  12,274.06  $22,886.05 
Balance Carried   $3,292.64 
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TOWN LANDINGS & HARBORS 
D.O.T. Grants Ramp/Float Improvements   $15,520.00 
Balance Carried: 2012   10,028.92 
Mooring Permit Fees   1,225.00 
Total   $26,773.92 
Expenditures: 
Expenses   21,889.61 
Balance Carried   $4,884.31 
OLDE BRISTOL DAYS 
Appropriation:
Surplus   $5,000.00 
Appropriation: 
Surplus: Special Town Meeting 12/18/13   1,200.00 
Revenues   16,581.55 
From Contingency Account   13,500.00 
  $36,281.55 
Expenditures:   $25,771.78 
Balance Carried   $10,509.77 
SNOWMOBILE REGISTRATION REIMBURSEMENT 
State of Maine: Reimbursement for 2012   $714.96 
Expenditures: Route 66 Snowmobile Club   $714.96 
TOWN CEMETERIES 
Appropriation:
Surplus   $7,000.00 
Expenditures:   5,986.20 
Balance Carried   $1,013.80 
PETITION FOR CEMETERY UPKEEP 
Balance Carried: 2012   $3,000.00 
Expenditures:   $3,000.00 
SHELLFISH CONSERVATION 
Balance Carried: 2012   $10,956.09 
Licenses & Fines   4,546.00 
Total   $15,502.09 
Expenditures:   $1,423.41 
Balance Carried   $14,078.68 
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Article   5. Regular Instruction $2,299,574.00 
Article   6. Special Education 567,527.00 
Article   7. Career & Technical Education 16,974.00 
Article   8. Other Instruction  72,862.00 
Article   9.  Student & Staff Support 177,980.00 
Article 10. System Administration 108,380.00 
Article 11.  School Administration 154,667.00 
Article 12. Transportation & Buses 354,437.00 
Article 13.  Facilities Maintenance 440,756.00 
Article 14. Debt Service & Other Commitments 0.00 
Article 15.  All Other Expenditures 13,085.00 
Article 17.  Local Share/Foundation Allocation  $4,206,242.00
Article 21.  Soccer Field Expansion  10,000.00
Article 25.  General Government  265,669.68
Article 27.  Town Road Management  235,063.13
Article 33.  Bristol Fire & Rescue  280,134.71
Article 38.  General Assistance  12,000.00
Article 39.  B/SB Transfer Station  213,252.00
Article 45.  Requests
1. Bristol Library 14,000.00 
2. CLC YMCA 2,000.00 
3. Eldercare 5,000.00 
4. Midcoast Maine Community Action 1,680.00 
5. New Hope for Women 995.00 
5. Healthy Kids 1,200.00 
6. Pemaquid Watershed Association 1,000.00 
7. Spectrum Generations 5,000.00 
  30,875.00
Article 46. CLC Ambulance, Inc.  7,600.00
Total Appropriations from Taxation  $5,260,836.52
2013 APPROPRIATIONS
2014 PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
• Amendments to the Land Use Ordinance
• Amendments to the Shellfish Conservation Ordinance
Amendments to the ordinances as well as the complete Auditors’ Report  
are available on the web at www.bristolmaine.org and at the Town Office 
during regular business hours.
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July 31, 2013
Article  2.  
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen  
to negotiate and enter into, on such terms and conditions as are in  
the best interest of the Town, boundary line agreements and/or exchange 
of quitclaim deeds with abutting landowners in order to establish the  
locations of common boundary lines along public roads and rights of way. 
The Board of Selectmen shall reserve all rights necessary to protect the 
Town’s utilities and infrastructure.
Selectmen recommend (3-0): Yes 
Action: The article was moved, seconded and voted to accept.
Article  3.  
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen  
to negotiate and enter into, on such terms and conditions as are in  
the best interest of the Town, an agreement with the owners of property 
situated at 88 Riverview Road, tax map 4A lot 13 to install a septic system 
in the Town way. The Board of Selectmen shall reserve all rights necessary 
to allow the Town to maintain and/or make improvements to the road  
in the future.
Selectmen recommend (3-0): Yes 
Action: The article was moved, seconded and voted to accept.
Article  4.  
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept 
an anonymous gift of money to be used for the purchase of property for 
recreational use for the Town and to spend the donated funds and such 
municipal funds not to exceed $220,000.00 for associated legal and other 
costs to further the purchase and set-up of the property for public use.
Selectmen recommend (3-0): Yes 
Action: The article was moved and seconded. Mark Hanley moved to amend the article to accept 
if any future development or progress would be voted on by the Town. The building currently 
situated on the property could be removed at this time. The amendment was seconded and voted 
to accept.
2013 Special Town Meetings
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July 31, 2013 cont’d
Article  5.  
To see if the Town will vote to raise or appropriate up to $2,000.00 to help 
the municipality of Lac-Megantic in its recovery efforts. The contribution 
will be deposited into an established account at TD Bank for the munici-
pality of Lac-Megantic to use as needed. 
Selectmen recommend (3-0): Yes 
Action: The article was moved, seconded and voted to accept.
•••
December 18, 2013
Article  2.   
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to transfer $1,200.00 from 
Unappropriated Fund Balance to Olde Bristol Days account.
Action: The article was moved, seconded and voted to accept.
Article  3.  
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to transfer $11,987.70 from 
Unappropriated Fund Balance to New Tanker Loan.
Action: The article was moved, seconded and voted to accept.
Article  4.  
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to transfer $2,304.07 from 
Unappropriated Fund Balance to Legal Fees account.
Action: The article was moved, seconded and voted to accept.
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To Sean M. Hunter, a resident in the Town of Bristol in the County of Lincoln 
and the State of Maine, 
greetings:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn  
the inhabitants of the Town of Bristol, in said County and State, qualified by law 
to vote in town affairs, to meet at the Bristol Town Hall on Monday the 17th day 
of March, 2014 at 8:00 am, then and there to act upon Article 1. The polls for 
voting on Article 2 shall be opened at 8:00 am and will close at 8:00 pm.  
The remaining business to be transacted under this Warrant will be taken up  
on Tuesday March 18, 2014 at 7:00 pm at the Bristol Community Gymnasium.
Article  1.  
To elect a Moderator by written ballot to preside at said meeting.
Article  2.  
To choose by secret ballot the following public officials: 
• One (1) Selectman/Assessor/Overseer of the Poor for a 3-year term 
• One (1) member of the Parks Commission for a 3-year term
• Two (2) members of the Planning Board for a 3-year term
• One (1) member of the School Committee for a 3-year term.
Article  3.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for regular instruction.
School Committee recommends......................................................................................2,321,161.00
Budget Committee recommends (7-1) ........................................................................................Same
Article  4.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for special education.
School Committee recommends.........................................................................................541,486.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  5.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for career & technical education.
School Committee recommends...........................................................................................17,092.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Warrant for Town Meeting
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Article  6.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for other instruction.
School Committee recommends...........................................................................................79,859.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  7.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for student and staff support.
School Committee recommends.........................................................................................185,541.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  8.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for system administration.
School Committee recommends.........................................................................................100,784.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  9.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for school administration.
School Committee recommends.........................................................................................162,758.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  10.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for transportation & buses.
School Committee recommends.........................................................................................373,231.00
Budget Committee recommends (7-1) ........................................................................................Same
Article  11.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for facilities maintenance.
School Committee recommends.........................................................................................438,279.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  12.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for debt service.
School Committee recommends....................................................................................................0.00
Budget Committee recommends....................................................................................No Vote Taken
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Article  13.  
To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend  
for all other expenditures.
School Committee recommends...........................................................................................54,936.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  14. (Article 14 Summarizes the Proposed School Budget) 
To see what sum the Town will authorize the school committee to expend 
for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014 and ending June 30, 2015 from  
the Town’s contribution to the total cost of funding public education  
from kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential Programs  
and Services Funding Act, non-state-funded school construction projects,  
additional local funds for school purposes under the Maine Revised 
Statutes, Title 20-A, section 15690, unexpended balances, tuition receipts, 
state subsidy and other receipts for the support of schools.
School Committee recommends......................................................................................4,275,127.00
Budget Committee recommends (7-1) ........................................................................................Same
ARTICLES 15 THROUGH 17 RAISE FUNDS FOR THE PROPOSED SCHOOL BUDGET
School Budget Funding Explanation
Article 15 Required Local (EPS) Raise Amount .........................................................................00*
Articles 16 & 17 Additional Local Raise Amount ......................................................................00*
Total Local Funds Raised..........................................................................................................00*
Fund Balance Forward Estimate ................................................................................141,657.00
State Subsidy Estimate ............................................................................................................00*
Total School Budget Request ..................................................................................4,275,127.00*
*Required Local, Additional, and State Subsidy Figures are not available at time of printing from the Maine DOE.
Article  15.  
To see what sum the Town will appropriate for the total cost of funding 
public education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential 
Programs and Services Funding Act (School Committee Recommends $---) 
and to see what sum the Town will raise as the Town’s contribution to the 
total cost of funding public education from kindergarten to grade 12 as  
described in the Essential Programs and Services Funding Act in accor-
dance with the Maine Revised Statutes, Title 20-A, section 15688.
School Committee recommends.................................................................................................... $---
Explanation: The Town’s contribution to the total cost of funding public education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described 
in the Essential Programs and Services Funding Act is the amount of money determined by State law to be the minimum 
amount that a municipality must raise in order to receive the full amount of State dollars.
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Article  16.  
(written ballot required) To see what sum the Town will raise and 
appropriate in additional local funds (Recommend $---), which exceeds 
the State’s Essential Programs and Services allocation model by $---, as 
required to fund the budget recommended by the School Committee.
The School Committee recommends $--- for additional local funds and gives the following reasons for 
exceeding the State’s EPS funding model by $---:
Statutorily required amounts for secondary tuition, as well as special educa-
tion, facilities maintenance, and transportation costs, exceed the State’s eps 
funding model.
Explanation: The additional local funds are those locally raised funds over and above the Town’s local contribution to the total 
cost of funding public education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential Programs and Services Funding Act 
and local amounts raised for the annual payment on non-state-funded debt service that will help achieve the Town budget for 
educational programs.
Article  17. (Article 17 Raises Money for the Food Service Program) 
To see what sum the Town will raise in support of the food  
service program.
School Committee recommends.............................................................................................9,336.00
Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  18. (Article 18 Authorizes the Adult Education Program) 
To see if the Town will appropriate $110,360.00 for adult education 
and raise $10,068.00 as the local share; with authorization to expend any 
additional, incidental, or miscellaneous receipts in the interest and for the 
well-being of the adult education program.
Request to Selectmen ........................................................................................................10,068.00
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
Surplus ..............................................................................................................................10,068.00
Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  19.  
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to carry forward the 
unexpended balances of accounts as indicated in the 2013 Audit Report, a 
copy of which is in the Annual Report and on file in the Municipal Office.
Article  20.  
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the municipal officers to spend  
an amount not to exceed 3/12 of the budgeted amount in each budget 
category of the 2014 annual budget during the period from January 1, 2015 
to the 2015 Annual Town Meeting.
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Article  21.  











Bldg. Fund Cap. Reserve .......................................................................................................5,000.00
Cable TV .............................................................................................................................13,568.78
Total.................................................................................................................................396,535.00
Budget Committee recommends Payroll, Town Expense, Computer (9-0), Contingency (7-1) ........Same
Article  22.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  





Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  23.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate for legal fees.
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
Surplus ................................................................................................................................8,000.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  24.  




Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  25.  
To see what sums the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  











Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  26.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  
for the partridge bridge loan.
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
Surplus ..............................................................................................................................42,184.56
Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  27.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  
for highway equipment.
Highway Equipment Maintenance/Repair .........................................................................11,500.00







Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  28.  
To see if the Town will allow the Selectmen to negotiate a contract for snow 
removal, not to exceed three (3) years, with the current contractor.
Article  29.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  





Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  25 cont’d
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Article  30.  






Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  31.  
To see if the Town will allow the Selectmen to deposit proceeds from the 
sale of Town owned equipment to the appropriate capital reserve accounts.
Article  32.  
To see what sums the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  
for bristol fire & rescue.
Bristol Fire & Rescue ........................................................................................................198,200.00
Fire Truck Note ...................................................................................................................71,690.07
Tanker Note .......................................................................................................................23,975.40
Fire Truck Fund ...................................................................................................................40,000.00








Budget Committee recommends (6-1, 1 Abstain) .......................................................................Same
Article  33.  
To see if the Town will set the salaries of the Harbor Masters for 2014.
Selectmen recommend $800.00 plus $2.00 per permit to each of the three (3) Harbor Masters from 
the Town Landing & Harbors account.
Article  34.  
Shall an amendment to the “Shellfish Conservation Ordinance” as  
approved by the Shellfish Committee February 3, 2014 be enacted?
(A copy of the amendment is attached to and made part of this warrant.)
Article  35.  
Shall the Town of Bristol enact the “Town of Bristol River Herring 
Ordinance”? The River Herring Ordinance reads, in its entirety: “For the 
year of 2014, there shall be no taking of river herring in the Town of Bristol.”
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Article  36.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  
for the fish committee.
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
Surplus ................................................................................................................................1,000.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  37.  






Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  38.  




Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  39.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate for the  
operation of the bristol/south bristol transfer station.
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
Taxation ...........................................................................................................................213,252.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  40.  
To see if the Town will vote to accept the Parks & Recreation Budget 
as presented. (A copy of the budget is attached to and made a part of the 
Commission’s 2013 report contained within the Annual Town Report.)
Selectmen recommend (3-0) ................................................................................................ Approval
Budget Committee recommends....................................................................................No Vote Taken
Article  41.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate for a celebration 
of the 250th anniversary of the founding of the Town of Bristol which will 
take place in 2015.
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
From Olde Bristol Days .........................................................................................................3,000.00
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Article  42.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  
for vfw memorial day decorations.
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
Surplus ................................................................................................................................2,500.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  43.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  





Budget Committee recommends (8-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  44.  
To see if the Town will vote to accept Ocean Hill Cemetery as a gift. Also 
included in the gift would be approximately $20,000 to be used toward 
maintenance and upkeep of the property.
Article  45.  
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept a gift of land  
to expand the Town’s ownership of the Bristol Recreational Trail. The land 
is a portion of tax map 4 lot 133-E.
Article  46.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate from taxation 
for the following requests, each item to be voted on separately.
 Request to  Selectmen Budget Committee
 Selectmen Recommend (3-0) Recommends
1. Bristol Area Library 14,500.00 14,500.00 14,500.00 (9-0)
2. CLC YMCA 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 (9-0)
3. Eldercare Network 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 (8-0-1 Abstain)
4. Healthy Kids 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00 (9-0)
5. Mid-Maine Community Action 1,680.00 1,680.00 1,680.00 (9-0)
6. Pemaquid Watershed Association 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 (9-0)
7. Spectrum Generations 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 (9-0)
 30,980.00 30,980.00 30,980.00
Article  47.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  
for central lincoln county ambulance, inc.
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
Taxation ...............................................................................................................................7,600.00
Budget Committee recommends (8-0-1 Abstain) ........................................................................Same
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Article  48.  
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise or appropriate  
for lincoln county television (lctv).
Request to Selectmen ..........................................................................................................7,940.00
Selectmen recommend (3-0)
CableTV ................................................................................................................................7,940.00
Budget Committee recommends (9-0) ........................................................................................Same
Article  49.  
To see if the Town will vote to set the interest rate to be paid by the Town 
on abated taxes at 4.00% for 2014.
Article  50.  
To see if the Town will fix a date when taxes shall be due and payable and 
to see if the Town will fix a rate of interest to be charged on taxes unpaid 
from and after that date.
Selectmen recommend.................................................................................. September 15 at 7.00%
Article  51.  
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to acquire title on the 
properties upon which the taxes have not been paid in accordance with the 
provision of Chapter 81, section 98 Public Laws of Maine.
Article  52.  
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell all surplus town 
owned personal property and tax acquired property on such terms as they 
deem advisable, except that the Selectmen may sell tax acquired property 
to the former registered owner at private sale.
Article  53. 
Shall amendments to the “Land Use Standards Ordinance” as approved by 
the Selectmen February 19, 2014 be enacted? (A copy of the amendment is 
attached to and made part of this warrant.)
The Registrar of Voters’ office will be open at the Bristol Town Hall and place of 
voting on Monday, March 17, 2014 for the purpose of correcting the voter list 
and to accept new enrollments and on Tuesday, March 18, 2014 at the Bristol 
Consolidated School from 6:30 pm until Closing. 
Given under our hands this 26th Day of February ad 2014.
William E. Benner 
Harry M. Lowd, III 
Paul M. Yates
Selectmen of the Town of Bristol
